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his issue is particularly rich in first-hand testi onies about some
of the world's strategic hotspots. To start with,' German political
figure Uwe Friesecke, whose involvement for two decades in Ger
man electoral politics, in African affairs, and in building the Europe
an Agricultural Commission of the Schiller Institute, is well known
to our readers, gave a briefing to EIR editors on the state of political
paralysis in Germany. He included crucial historical details which
have recently come to light about the long imprisonment under com
munism of the east German zone-and which, as far as we know,
have gone totally unreported in the United States. This is our Feature
package.
The English-language major media are too busy playing up one
aspect of the destabilization of Germany, almost with relish-the
neo-Nazi skinhead phenomenon largely copied from its British mod
els-to tell the whole truth. Nor will you learn from other print
media, I am sure, about the hunger strike being tarried forward by
the potash miners in a town in eastern Germa$y, and its world
historical importance, another facet of the Feature on Germany.
From the part of China under nationalist control, Taiwan, we
bring another firsthand report by our recently returned correspondent
Leni Rubinstein, highlighted by an interview with political leader
Dr. Fung and a partial transcript of the press . conference where
four Republic of China congressmen, each reprflsenting a different
political faction, pronounced their support for the freedom of Lyndon
LaRouche. LaRouche himself appears in a five-p�ge interview tran
scribed from a broadcast over a Mexican majqr radio station, in
.
Economics.
Although not qualified as "eyewitness" reports, I also strongly
recommend the articles on the Middle East and Russia, which are
based on our independent intelligence sources and evaluation, and
pinpoint the most immediate trigger-areas for thei outbreak of World
War III.
Finally, in the National report, readers shquld pay particular
attention to the first two articles: one on the outcome-based education
nightmare taking over the schools, the second which tells how state
lawmakers have accepted the deepening econqmic depression as
inevitable. The two are not unrelated.
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Ferruzzi could bring down
the derivatives casirio
by William Engdahl

On June 8 , the Italian holding company Ferruzzi Finanziaria
Spa. , owned by the Ferruzzi family , announced that it was
unable to continue to meet interest payments on its debts and
asked a group of creditor banks , led by the octogenarian
"godfather" of Italian banking , Enrico Cuccia of Medioban
ca, to take over operation of the huge multinational agricul
tural and chemicals conglomerate .
On July 20 , a key figure in the Ferruzzi scandal , Gabriele
Cagliari , was found dead in his Milan prison cell where he
was awaiting trial on corruption charges . Three days later,
the former chairman of Ferruzzi , Raul Gardini , was also
found dead from a pistol shot in his home in Milan . Earlier
this year, as well , Sergio Castellari , the Italian state official
responsible for oversight of a controversial Ferruzzi joint
venture with the state-owned ENI , called Enimont , was
found dead under mysterious circumstances.
But the astonishing aspect of the Ferruzzi affair is not that
the collapse of the huge Italian conglomerate threatens to be
the largest financial failure in world history , but that the
international financial press , especially in the United States,
have been almost silent, other than to give nominal mention
or salacious details of the above-mentioned deaths . The rea
son for this wall of silence , according to international bank
ing sources , has to do with Ferruzzi' s huge financial specula
tion in so-called derivatives , primarily currency "swaps . "
What is known about Ferruzzi

Creditor banks and those now running the Ferruzzi group
are attempting to drastically downplay the nature of the fi
nancial market threat posed by the Ferruzzi collapse . When
the company defaulted in June , figures of company indebted
ness totaling some 23 trillion liras (approximately $2 1 bil
lion) were published . This is awesome in its own right and
4
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ranks with the failed Canadian real estate conglomerate
Olympia & York, which wen U under a year ago, buried by in
a mountain of debts .
It has now been document�d that the more accurate figure
of combined debts for the eqtire group of companies con
trolled by the Ferruzzi group ( erruzzi Finanziaria, Montedi
son, Eridania-Beghin Say , Fopdiaria, and Serafino Ferruzzi)
is nearer the staggering figur¢ of 44 trillion liras (over $40
billion) . This would make the collapse of Ferruzzi, almost
certain to go into bankruptcy! in coming weeks , the largest
private corporate failure in w drld business history , a distinc
tion previously held by b lympia & York. Ferruzzi
spokesmen have strenuously denied the higher figure .
From discussions with a number of bankers familiar with
the group, EIR has learned tihat Ferruzzi was perhaps the
most exposed of all Italian multinationals to foreign bor
rowing . Far more even than Olivetti or Fiat, Ferruzzi owed
most of its debts in dollars , Ftench or Swiss francs , or Ger
man marks . While full details are a jealously guarded secret
between the creditor bank g r�up led by Enrico Cuccia and
the company , it has been reliably estimated by people famil
iar with the company' s total :debt structure that more than
two-thirds of the total $40 billion in debt (some $27 billion)
are in foreign currencies .
Here lies the key to unraveling the mysterious suddenness
of Ferruzzi's insolvency crisis. On Sept. 1 7 , 1 992 , following
the European currency crisis , the lira was finally forced to
float freely , rather than fix its value to the basket of European
currency parities tied to the German mark. Since then, the
lira has lost an average of 30% against currencies of its major
trading partners . This means that within a matter of weeks
after the September lira crisis, Ferruzzi was suddenly faced
with owing 30% debt service. on $27 billion in total debts .
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That would place an impossible cash flow burden on a compa
ny already hit by a severe economic depression in European
and North American markets for its chemicals and agro
business products .
A colossal 'accident' in derivatives?
Indication of a dramatic cash hemorrhage appeared in the
figures for Ferruzzi's short-term debt, which ballooned from
1 . 2 trillion liras at the end of December 1 992 to 4 . 6 trillion
liras just before its default was made public , nearly a 400%
increase in only five months. According to European banking
sources familiar with the operations of financial derivatives
markets , the Ferruzzi case bears unmistakable signs of a
"disaster in its derivatives trading," as one senior Luxem
bourg banker put it.
At this point , the most informed speCUlation is that Fer
ruzzi had incurred devastating losses during and after the
September lira crisis . It went to its main creditor banks with
repeated pleas for injection of new loans and rollover of old
ones , in a desperate bid to regroup . By June 1 993 it was a
lost cause , and Cuccia and the creditor banks were brought
in to sort out the mess .
"There is no question that Ferruzzi has already defaulted
on a huge amount of its derivatives contracts," noted one
banking source. "If you see insolvency in your company,
you naturally default first on derivatives , which are 'off
balance sheet,' long before you default on your actual bank
loans . But the international banks holding Ferruzzi's default
ed derivatives contracts , mainly currency swaps , are refusing
to admit the default. "
The reason for the refusal to admit derivative default
is that Ferruzzi's creditor banks are desperately trying to
"unwind ," that is, to secretly disengage themselves from
the mountain of Ferruzzi derivatives contracts , in hopes that
news of the huge derivatives default does not leak out and
create a panic reaction .
"If news of the Ferruzzi derivatives default were to get
into the international press , bankers are privately terrified
this would give heavy ammunition to more conservative Eu
ropean central bankers , such as the Swiss and Germans, who
are keen to close down the derivatives speculation altogether
via transaction tax or such steps ," a Luxembourg banker told
EIR . "But the other factor behind their secrecy is to keep the
estimated $7 trillion international market in swap contracts
from going into a panic liquidation which could create a
global financial gridlock. "
Such a derivatives "unwinding" at Ferruzzi , according to
experts , could take as long as one year to complete . In 1 990 ,
the far smaller Bank of New England was declared insolvent
and taken over publicly by bank regulators nine months after
the same regulators had secretly worked inside the bank to
unwind its derivatives trades . Only then was the bank de
clared in official receivership .
But keeping the Ferruzzi derivatives default problem hidEIR
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den from view will be orders of mag nitude more difficult.
The trail of dead bodies , all individuals who had intimate
know ledge of Ferruzzi affairs , has draw n international atten
tion to Ferruzzi .
There are indications that some of the largest American
banks and derivatives speculators may have more than a little
at stake in keeping secret the scale of Ferruzzi's derivatives
dealings . Most of Ferruzzi's non-lir .. debt and also sales,
some 30% of their total, was in dol .ars . Three New York
banks-Citicorp, Chemical and Chasl! Manhattan-had ex
tensive dealings with Ferruzzi . Citi d orp during the 1 980s
advised Ferruzzi chairman Raul Gardini on a far-flung inter
national strategy of corporate takeo�ers, one factor which
built up the company's traditional bank debt. Some European
banking sources speculate that Ferruazi turned increasingly
to more and more high-risk and unregulated derivatives spec
ulation internationally in a desperate attempt to cover its huge
losses , especially in the past year.
One question is , to what extent were American banks
like Citicorp and Chase and investment banks like Goldman
Sachs and Morgan Stanley, all of which had close ties to
Ferruzzi , involved with the collapsed: Italian giant company
in off-balance-sheet derivatives trading?
The only public hint of the danger came from the July 1 9
Wall Street weekly Barron' s . Buried o n page 3 4 was the
following curious note: "The financial crisis at Ferruzzi Fi
nanziaria is not just causing worry among the company's
bankers , but also in the multitrillion-dollar financial deriva
tives market, where Ferruzzi has been a heavy user of curren
cy and commodity swaps . Pay attenti(J)n to the Ferruzzi story,
now lightly covered in the U . S . press. It could get ugly and
affect global markets . " Barron' s and the Wall Street Journal
have not uttered a word since about Ferruzzi and derivatives .
Other facts have emerged which suggest that there exists
a secret high-level international effort to clean up the Ferruzzi
derivatives mess, by means other than a mere conventional
corporate insolvency restructuring by!creditor banks . On July
2, the Federal Reserve held an unscheduled full board meet
ing. Press queries as to the reason were greeted by stony
silence and feeble efforts to claim they had "forgotten" that
July 5 was an American holiday . The1last time the Fed called
an unscheduled meeting was in August 1 984 to arrange the
emergency bailout of the Continental Illinois Bank, the birth
of the ill-conceived "too-big-to-fail" practice of the Fed
which has cost American taxpayers untold hundreds of bil
lions in bailouts costs of ill-run bank$ since.
Another curious fact is that the Bank of Italy has involved
itself directly in the Ferruzzi affair. Within days of the June
8 Ferruzzi loan default , the Bank of Italy stepped in and has
played a leading role in supervising the process . This alone
is confirmation that something of extraordinary financial di
mensions is involved with the Ferrurzzi collapse . "The Fer
ruzzi affair will be compared with th¢ B ank Herstatt collapse
of the mid- 1 970s ," commented one banking analyst to EIR .
Economics
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India-Russia Rocket Deal

United States:
superpower or
supercop?
by Ramtanu Maitra
As anticipated, Russia has fonnally frozen the two-year-old
cryogenic rocket and related technology contract with India
under pressure from the United States . Along with the threat
of economic sanctions, the United States also offered Russia
eligibility for cooperation in various fields . It is believed that
Russians and Americans will be working under the umbrella
of NASA.
Beside the fact that for India, Moscow's reliability as a
long-tenn partner has taken a tumble, what has emerged
from the just-concluded saga is that the West is hell-bent on
tightening the noose on important technology transfers to the
developing nations . At the same time, there is no doubt that
Washington has used the issue to make it clear to the Russians
that the independence that the erstwhile Soviet Union en
joyed in the days of the Cold War is over and from now
onwards, the Russians, like other western nations, will need
clearance from Washington to transfer technology to the de
veloping nations , even if it flies in the face of the sacred "free
trade" principles .
.
It should also be apparent to New Delhi that their own
lack of understanding of what the new world order means
forced the country into a situation where India was left with
no leverage . The Indian wailing that the cryogenic rocket
engine technology is meant for launching satellites into geo
stationary orbit was summarily dismissed, and Washington
used its economic leverage on Russian President Boris Yelt
sin to acknowledge that such a transfer of technology would
provide India the technology to develop inter-continental bal
listic missiles (ICBMS) .
To say that Washington was arm-twisting Moscow to
scrap the deal would be one-sided-although the situation in
Russia itself is highly volatile, and not everyone there is
disposed to sell out to the United States (see article , p. 40) .
Russia is not a signatory to the Missile Technology Con
trol Regime (MTCR) , a fonnulation of a caucus of seven
western nations to control the transfer of missile technology
and maintain their superiority in this field , and had been
6
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giving signals for a while of illS desire to join the elite group.
The Russian Foreign Ministl!y under Andrei Kozyrev had
long been pushing for closer relations with Washington along
the lines of the new world order set in motion by the previous
U . S . President George Bush , and faithfully adhered to by his
successor, President Bill Clinton .
In the past, beside the United States , the Soviet Union
had used its own indirect influence to restrain India from
developing its indigenous nu�lear and missile capabilities .
Now , however, the percepti()n in New Delhi is that there
is an overt confluence of views on such matters between
Washington and Moscow .
Impact of denial of technology
Washington's ruse that 1I11d ia is seeking the cryogenic
technologies in order to develop ICBMs has few takers
among missile experts . It has! been pointed out by Leonard
Spector of the Carnegie Foundation , who is incidentally no
friend of India, that India will not gain significantly in the
military sphere by acquiring the disputed cryogenic rocket
engine technology.
In a paper produced for the so-called Ad-hoc Working
Group on Non-proliferation arid Anns Control , Spector said:
"The booster employs liquid bydrogen fuel , which is non
storable and must be loaded at $uper-cool temperatures, mak
ing it extremely difficult and expensive to maintain. " It has
also been pointed out that bec�se of this disadvantage posed
by the cryogenic rocket engipes, no nation has ever used
hydrogen-fueled rocket engines in a ballistic missile . "Ac
quiring the rights to build this engine under license , as India
did in this sale, will not signifi�antly improve India's missile
capability," the paper added. rThis is in addition to the fact
that the United States has not cited an iota of evidence to
even suggest that India is planning to develop ICBMs in the
first place.
The immediate impact on India's space program due to
the scrapping of the deal will Itot be substantial . Scientists at
the Indian Space Research Org/lll i zation (lSRO) have already
told newsmen that it would provide the necessary impetus to
indigenous development of theltechnology, which was sitting
on the back burner in anticipation of the deal going through.
ISRO chief Dr. U . R . Rao said that Indian space scientists
have developed a good one-ton cryogenic engine at a cost of
$5 . 5 million, and they are wOl'king on a l 2-ton one. "It [the
deal] was to reduce the time-gap and rule out technological
uncertainties that we chose to take the cryogenic engine from
Russia," Rao said . It is estima� that the collapse of the deal
will delay India's ability to senP satellites weighing 2 ,000 kg
and up into geostationary orbi� by five years or so.
Indian space scientists continue to claim that Washing
ton's main interest in pressuripg Moscow was commercial.
They point out that today India is in a position to give the
West a run for its money as far as space technology is con
cerned because of competitive prices . ISRO scientists had
EIR
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also made it categorical that any attempt by the Russians to
sell cryogenic rocket engines off the shelf would be rejected
out of hand, primarily because this would imply that after
two launches of the geostationary satellites, the geostationary
launch vehicle (GSL V) has to be redesigned completely .
India space scientists are also thinking aloud at this point
as to whether ISRO can altogether abandon the cryogenic
route and develop a four-stage rocket with four liquid
boosters .
Technological apartheid

While there is little doubt that the Indian space program
is now at a stage where scrapping of the cryogenic rocket
engine technologies will not have major impact, the larger
issue here is the brazen adoption of the policy of technologi
cal apartheid by the West. The MTCR is not a treaty like
the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) or the proposed
convention for chemical and biological weapons (CBW)
which a government can ratify and become a party to. It is
simply a club where the seven western nations with advanced
missile capabilities, are trying to maintain their missile supe
riority for commercial or military reasons, or both, by offer
ing the carrot and stick to others .
No nation can formally join this club , unlike the NPT,
and will require approval of the seven nations to become a
member.
The MTCR, a brainchild of the United States, was formu
lated on April 1 6 , 1 987 as a set of common export policy
guidelines (called Guidelines) applied to a common list of
controlled missiles and launch vehicle-related technologies
(called ANNEX) , and was informally agreed upon by the
United States, Canada, France , Germany , Italy, Japan and
the U.K.-the Group of Seven nations .
Since then, Australia, Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Fin
land, Greece , Iceland, Ireland , Luxembourg, the Nether
lands , New Zealand, Norway , Portugal, Spain , Switzerland,
and Sweden have been allowed into the elite club , raising the
members to 23 . From the developing world, two countries ,
Argentine and Brazil , were earlier lured to join . I t i s evident
that Argentina will soon become a member, but Brazil, which
refuses to stop its sounding rocket project, the civilian launch
vehicle program, and the missile program, has been slapped
with sanctions by the club, although Brazil follows the
MTCR guidelines scrupulously .
More importantly-and all developing nations must take
note-the MTCR is yet another tool to deny technologies to
developing nations . Already , the Australia Group, Commod
ity Control List (CCL) , Cocom (Coordinating Committee for
Multilateral Export Control) , EPCI (Enhanced Proliferation
Control Initiative) , Foreign Policy Export Controls , NSEC
(National Security Export Control) , NSG (Nuclear Suppli
ers' Group) , and the Supercomputer regimes are in place to
deny a myriad of essential technologies to the developing
nations.
EIR
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Interview: Lyndon LaRouche

ToW"ard a sane U.S. policy fOj
the development of Mexico
The following interview with American political prisoner and
former u.s. presidential candidate Lyndon LaRouche was
broadcast by Radio XEA W in Monterrey, Mexico on July 20.
The station submitted its questions in writing several weeks
earlier, and LaRouche taped his responses, which were aired
with a voice-over translation into Spanish. Monterrey is one
of Mexico's principal industrial centers.

XEA W: Mr. LaRouche , what results do you see from the
transformation of Mexico during the last 1 0 years , from a
closed and protected economy , to its joining GATT [General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade] ? Both models , that of a
closed economy with import substitution , and the current
open economy , have had a social cost. What is the social cost
of the latter, of the open economy?
LaRouche: I think the terms themselve s , "closed" and
"open" economy , are somewhat misleading. Prior to the end
of the events of 1 982, prior to the Kissinger mission to Mexi
co City to terrify the Mexican government into submission ,
Mexico had a limited autonomous development aided by its
monopoly on its petroleum industry , but lacked any signifi
cant infrastructural development.
If one looks back to the governments of [former Mexican
Presidents] Luis Echeverria and [Jose] Lopez Portillo , one
sees that the industrial projects envisaged by the Echeverria
government were crushed by orders from the Carter adminis
tration , saying it did not wish any new Japan below the Rio
Grande border of the United States. In the time of the Lopez
Portillo government , the leading issue was the development
of water and power and other infrastructure for development
of new cities , for development of agriculture , to provide a
basis for the continued industrial and agricultural develop
ment of the country. So the problem is not really import
substitution , although that term is used.
In October-November 1 982, when the United States and
others crushed Mexico over the debt issue , Mexico was
stripped. This can be measured in terms of per capita and per
square kilometer values of productivity and consumption
real consumption , not monetary consumption , because mon
etary statistics are very misleading. We have to look at house
holds' and producers ' budgets per capita and per hectare or
per square kilometer. That is a better comparison. By that
standard , the population of Mexico per capita and per square
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kilometer is far worse off today than it was in 1 982.
This is not exceptional ; this is the condition of the entirety
of the Americas below the Ri Grande , below the U. S. bor
der: Brazil , Venezuela, Colombia , Peru , Argentina , just to
name a few. This is also the condition of Africa, where a
I
similar colonialist policy in thy name of free trade and glob
alism has had similar but worSe effects. The price has been
tremendous. The crushing of Mexico ' s independence , which
is what it really amounts to , ap follows a pattern of which I
was aware and referenced in a 1 976 U. S. nationwide NBC
television network broadcast dn election eve , in which I re
ferred specifically to the inten� to loot Mexico and to reduce
its population by means of ecJnomic slave-labor measure s ,
and also in 1 982, where , in my proposal called Operation
Juarez, which supported MeXICO 'S independence as well as
that of the other South Americkn state s , I indicated what the
alternatives were. And , unfortunately , my warnings to the
Mexican government and othets , during the spring and sum
mer of 1 982, have all been confirmed thus far.
Mexico cannot continue to survive as a nation , if the
present trends are continued.

9

XEA W: The last decade saw the end of a bipolar world , and
the tendency toward the formation of regional blocks. What
can be expected during the nex decade? Will there be a North
American bloc , a European , an Asian , and others coming
into being ?
LaRouche: To answer the question , one has to quote the
opinion of leading patriots 0 Mexico from former time s ,
w h o often referred t o the fact t?at Mexico w a s a great nation
with great potentialities , but with a certain misfortune in its
geography , i.e. , that of bein the neighbor of the United
States.
The idea that the world has changed from bipolar to
mUltipolar, is not sustainable. What we are seeing , which is
called "multipolar" by some , is chaos. But chaos is taking a
shape , and the shape is the collkpse of the Anglo-Americans
and other OECD powers , at the same time that the crushing
imposition of International Monetary Fund [IMF] condition
alities upon Russia and easte Europe has provoked within
Russia a return of the nomenkolatura, so that we may very
soon expect a new adversarial breakout occurring step by
step from Mosocw as the Unitdd States and Britain continue
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to collapse .
We may expect that over the period from this summer
into next spring, probably the worst financial or monetary
collapse in the 20th century , in which the power of the Anglo
American Atlanticist powers will collapse, although not en
tirely , which will return us to a bipolar world, but in a some
what different set of circumstances than that which existed
prior to October-November 1 989.
We can expect the potentiality of a fundamental strategic
conflict between a Great Russia nuclear superpower, weaker
than it was in 1 989, but confronting a United States which is
also vastly weaker than it was in 1 989. And around the rest
of the world, we can expect conflicts modeled upon those
which we see in Africa, in the Balkans , in Southeast Asia,
and so forth. We are looking into a kind of period of hell on
earth unless very radical changes are made very soon .
XEA W: How is Mexico entering the North American bloc?
Weakened? Does it have anything to contribute?
LaRouche: Does Mexico have something to contribute?
Yes, it does. This I referenced in a number of writings ,
including the Operation Juarez writing of 1 982. But Mexico
requires full respect for its sovereignty as a truly sovereign
nation-state. Mexico has to have the right to control its own
creation of credit, to be free of comprador dependency upon
the world market, and to develop its infrastructure, to devel
op the educational system, the medical system, to develop
industries and agriculture based on sound infrastructure .
The resources exist, especially the human resources, but
we are draining them down at present. The dependency rela
tionship , which is a new kind of colonial relationship which
the United States and others have imposed upon nations in
the Americas south of the U . S . border, is corrosive and de
structive. We have to recognize this.
We have to be somewhat practical, but at the same time
we have to realize what's true. We can never allow the fact
that we must tactically submit to something because we can
not resist it, to cause us to say this is good. In life we have to
submit to many conditions which are wrong, wrongly im
posed upon us . We have to submit to them temporarily ,
perhaps; but we must never justify that which is wrong. And
what is being done to Mexico is wrong . What is being done
to the Mexican people by foreign powers is wrong-as what
is being done to most of the countries of South America, for
example, is wrong .
We say, "All right. We don't have the power to resist;
therefore, we put up with it, we adapt as well as we can . "
But w e do not try to make a virtue out o f a n evil to which we
are forced to submit ourselves .
XEAW : The North American Free Trade Agreement was a
product of the Bush administration and neo-liberal doctrines .
Clinton has set up two roadblocks , environmental restrictions
and labor restrictions . Will these alter the original project for
the integration of Mexico into NAFTA?
EIR
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We have to realize th�t NAFTA could never
work. NAFTA was simply the idea 6f using cheap Mexican
labor on the basis of the assumption!that a part of Mexico' s
population could b e used u p and worked t o death , i n net
effect, by cheap labor operations in the maquiladoras and
similar regions. All this was an enterprise to loot Mexico
through looting cheap labor.
This runs against the fact, which was the source of en
demic opposition from the beginning, that the jobs which are
running into Mexico are not new jobs , but are jobs which are
taken away from families and communities in the United
States .
At this time , the United States is running into the worst
depression already in progress in the 20th century . We are
facing in the six months or so ahead, the worst financial
monetary collapse in modem history.. That is the potentiality
and the likelihood if current trends continue .
In the meantime , we have a go\1ernment in Washington
which is trying to adapt to domestic pressures, both from the
banking and financial community , which is to loot Mexico,
and from domestic institutions which say you cannot take our
jobs away and ship those jobs to Me)(ico.
Thus , the two areas of conditionalities which the Clinton
administration has tended to put upon NAFTA agreements
are simply pretexts for slowing down the rate at which jobs
are exported from the United States to Mexico , and to propiti
ate the pressures which the administration is experiencing
from labor and from communities inside the United States
itself.
However, essentially , in the long run, NAFTA could not
be acceptable , because Mexican labor is being employed at
a price below that which families in Mexico could reproduce
such labor. Mexico is being asset-stripped by this maquila
doras kind of looting. Although this may appear to provide
a temporary source of income through the selling of Mexican
live bodies , as quasi-slave labor, to these foreigners-it re
sults in a certain amount of cash flow and purchasing power
into Mexico-if we look at the bottom line on the physical
costs and gains , we see that it' s a net loss .
What is also undermining Mexico's maquiladoras pro
gram, as we have already seen in the textile industry , is that
mainland China is exporting hundreds of millions of peasants
and others from the countryside of interior China, into maqui
ladoras-like projects in Shanghai. Guangdong province ,
Hainan , and so forth.
This Chinese slave labor is coolie labor, which will be
worked to death; they will die of hunger, die of being worked
to death at the low wages they are being paid and the terrible
conditions of life , which are like those in maquiladoras
around the Matamoros region . But, :nonetheless , the Chinese
slave labor can out-compete Mexican cheap labor. And that's
another fact to be considered .
This will result in turmoil and chaos in China. In general ,
the idea of using free trade and so-called open borders as
a way of exploiting cheap labor, : and driving the cost of
LaRouche:
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production down through cheap labor, is an idea which can
not work. In the long run , one way or the other, the N AFTA

project is a complete disaster.
What is required, is the development of Mexico through
infrastructure investment and buildup, education , health
care , to build a strong population in agriculture and industry,
which assimilates the productive technologies which build
for a strong Mexico, in terms of per capita income, but also
based on per capita productivities-physical productivities .
NAFTA , as I say in short, is a complicated question,
but most of NAFTA is an illusion based on the short-term
sweatshop labor of Mexico , which has all kinds of political
contradictions inside the United States and globally; it is
going to be a failure . It will very soon collapse , at least in any
form envisaged by the propaganda put out by its proponents
during the Bush administration .
XEA W: What will be the role of speculative capital during
the next few months in Mexico , given the unstable stock
activity?
LaRouche: Mexico is suffering the spillover of a global
pattern typified by the growth of the derivatives bubble . Just
take the basic facts of this bubble . Start with the fact that the
total GNP of the United States is listed at about $5 . 5 trillion,
of which , shall we say , about a half to three-quarters of a
trillion are expenditures on recreational drugs , so called; of
which vast amounts are expenditures on gambling; of which
vast amounts are spent on speculative parasitical forms of
mass spectator sports and other entertainments apart from
gambling , which are largely parasitical and absolutely moral
ly and otherwise degrading .
So even that $5 . 5-6 trillion GNP in the United States
includes well over $ 1 trillion of absolute rot, decay, which is
eating out the country as pure waste.
Now , compare that with the derivatives bubble. The de
rivatives , which. are various kinds of futures-that is, not
primarily secured , but secondary and tertiary paper-totals
in inventories at any one time between about $9- 1 0 trillion ,
which is approximately double that of the actual GNP, net
ting waste , of the United States .
This bubble turns over at about 40 times a year, so that we
have somewhere between $300-400 trillion a year worldwide
spinning around in this vast bubble . Half of this bubble' s
connection t o the United States comes out o f the U . S . major
banking system, and is associated with the bailout of a for
merly bankrupt, virtually bankrupt, Citibank , by the Federal
Reserve System.
This bubble derives its profit from sucking the blood out
of the real economy . That is, the margin of payments , the
margin of yield in the derivatives market comes out of the
real economy. It comes out in the form of sucking the blood
out of pensions, agriculture, industry, household revenues ,
tax revenues , out o f government debt.
What the bubble is doing, is sucking the blood out of
these sectors of the real economy, to the point that the real
10
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economy is contracting. Therefore , the amount of generation
of wealth by the real economy is shrinking, globally . This
means that the bubble is about ready to pop. When it will
pop, we can't say; but lookin� over the period of the next
9- 1 2 months , we must expect major financial implosions,
monetary implosions, coming out of the activities of pirates,
buccaneers , thieves, such as George Soros--<.:arpetbaggers
is another term for them.
Mexico is simply feeling , in the speculative market, the
spillover of this kind of situation in the world monetary and
financial system as a whole .
XEA W: Is it true that NAFT A will bring to Mexico produc
tive investments and risk capital?
LaRouche: The net effect of NAFTA activities in Mexico,
will be to bring down the net capital of Mexico . There will
be an influx , of course-who knows what level it will be,
given the variations in the world' s circumstance and the U . S .
economy . There will be an influx o f purchasing power i n the
hands of some people , but against this, there will the outflow
of physical assets through mon¢tization and flight capital and
whatnot. That outflow will exceed any inflow . That is , the
whole NAFTA enterprise will be run at a loss to the national
economy of Mexico .
XEA W: There are big capitals that are the movers and shak

ers of drug trafficking in the wbrld, and there are natives of
countries of the first world. Colombia, Peru, and Venezuela
are already in their claws . WiWMexico be the next victim?
LaRouche: We should be very explicit on this: It' s absolute
ly true, and Mexico is already in the process of becoming
increasingly the next major victim. The attempt to take over
Mexico by drug interests of the type that were tied to Gen.
Richard Secord and Oliver North , who were operating out of
Guadalajara Airport in Mexico, where Secord, Amiram Nir,
and North were running drugs from there into the United
States and arms into various directions through there, includ
ing Communist Chinese arms , typifies , though by no means
exhausts the scope of, the nature of the drug problem . And it
typifies the fact that it is very difficult for a government of
Mexico to arrest people like i Major General Secord and
North, who are working out of, shall we say, Room 2C840
in the Pentagon , for the Joint Chiefs of Staff.
How do you arrest the U . S . :Joint Chiefs of Staff and their
agents? And this has been the problem that Mexico has had,
in even considering any effortl to block and obstruct these
kinds of operations which are run for the benefit of certain
banking and financial interests , not for the benefit of the U . S .
government or its people .
But this does mean that Mexico faces a threat.
To give one more indicationlof this: Look at Peru . Incred
ible as it may seem, Shining Path , which is not a movement
of Indians but of certain French-speaking communist types,
is actually crushed militarily in a very successful military
political operation by the Fujirnori government and by the
EIR
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Peru military , which is an Indian or a native Peruvian mili
tary , a very unique military in this hemisphere . And this
military has done a job of defending the Indians against Shin
ing Path very successfully and has , for the moment , defeated
Shining Path .
The danger is that Shining Path may be coming back .
The greatest defender of Shining Path in the world today is the
U . S . government , with its so-called human rights operation .
In tenns of malice shown by certain institutions in the
United States associated with the Project Democracy types ,
in tenns of the power shown by those who work with drug
pushers in Mexico, such as a man who was working with the
Drug Enforcement Administration-Oliver North , operating
out of Guadalajara Airport , this big drug-running and gun
running operation--one sees the vulnerability of Mexico to
these kinds of operations politicall y , and one sees the danger
that movements in this direction will tend to increase , at
present . It is a great danger.

XEAW: There is a proposal , which is not new but revived ,
that legalizing the consumption of drugs would end drug
trafficking . Is this true from an economic standpoint?
LaRouche: No, it is not true . It is a complete myth . This
myth was invented by a group called NORML [National
Organization for the Refonn of Marij uana Laws] , the drug
lobby , which was funded by the Playboy Foundation , back
in 1 970-7 1 , when we first ran into it. We have seen the
argument . The argument was supported , of course , by Milton
Friedman , the senile bungler called an economist , and others .
And it j ust simply will not work . There is no possible way .
If you increase drug usage and legalize it, you are going
to destroy more and more of your own population . If you
destroy more and more of your own population , you will see
effects like that which China experienced under the forced
legalization of drug trafficking into China, by the B ritish
government , especially Lord Palmerston . There is no justifi
cation in fact for the legalization of destructive drugs .

XEA W: Drug trafficking has overwelmed the judicial sys
tems of Latin America. What ' s the situation in the United
States?
LaRouche: The problem is, the overwhelming of the judi
cial system in these countries is a result actually of U. S. and
Israeli pressure , because there are certain Israeli banks which
are very key in the money laundering , in the drug trafficking ,
the weapons trafficking , and so forth . In the United States ,
what was done was very cute . It was done by certain people
inside the Reagan administration . Every indication I have , is
that President Reagan was actually quite serious in his war
on drugs ; but Vice President George B ush had different
ideas--or at least in practice he had different ideas .
As a result, in the United States , we have a system in
which people are put into prison , presumably as part of the
war on drugs . But there is no serious effort to control money
laundering , no serious effort to control the major logistics of
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human resources, says Lyndon
full respect as a truly sovereign
assembly plant in Mexico City .
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economy , especially the
"But Mexico requires
A trainee at a Ford
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drug trafficking . And therefore , what we have seen is that
the war on drugs , as far as a law enforcement practice inside
the United State s , is a farce , in which certain victims as
scapegoats are stuck into prisons . The press and the govern
ment claim that this is a wonderful ar on drugs , but in the
meantime , the drug trafficking incr9ases . The drug traffick
ing increases , because people like Oliver North , working out
of the National Security Council , with office 2C840 of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff and the Pentagon , among others , was
running the drugs . How can you fight a war on drugs when
you cannot touch those elements of the government itself
which are running drugs ? And that i the problem throughout
the hemisphere .
As long as the United State s , in particular, condones
agencies of its government , such as the operations of North
and Secord during the 1 980s , and working with the Israelis
in running these drugs as part of the weapons trafficking ,
how can these countries arrest the U . S . government? And as
long as they don ' t dare take on the U . S . government , the
Israelis , the B ritish , and so forth on these question s , how can
any of these governments really hoJestly expect a victory in
what is otherwise a necessary but extremely difficult war on
drugs?

j

XEAW: Why do you consider yourself a political prisoner?
LaRouche: In October 1 98 6 , the Gorbachov government,
as expressed in large part through the leading Soviet press ,
especially in the period from July through October 1 986,
demanded publicly and repeatedly that the U . S . government
show its good faith by taking action to imprison me; and that
was the basis on which I was impri oned , on the demands of
Gorbachov , and by means of the B ush faction , to describe it
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most fairly, inside the Reagan-Bush administration . Not the
Reagan faction , but the Bush faction . Otherwise, I would not
be in jail .
The charges against me are fraudulent, as the record
shows. The legal record in the court shows that every basis
for the charges was perjury suborned by the prosecution or
used by the prosecution wittingly, and otherwise by massive
lying by the prosecution , which lied on every key point of
the case-and that is now a matter of proof.
So, the fact that the government was fully aware at the
time of prosecution , that there was no guilt of any of the
things of which I was charged, and secondly, the fact that
this action was taken , that is , putting me in prison as opposed
to harassing me and my friends-I was put in prison solely
because the Soviet government of Gorbachov massively de
manded this be done as a token of good faith for summit
negotiations with the Reagan administration .
The issue over which I was put in prison was the Strategic
Defense Initiative [SOl] , which I designed , which Reagan
adopted, and which became the controversy, the issue over
which the Soviet government demanded my imprisonment.
There are other issues involved, but they would not have
caused me to be imprisoned . One other issue over which
Henry Kissinger demanded my imprisonment , but did not
succeed, was , for example , Operation Juarez. my demand
that Mexico have the right to sovereignty in the matter of
treating its foreign debt. That particular issue was the imme
diate cause for Kissinger, in August 1 98 2 , demanding my
imprisonment. That did not succeed, but the effort by Kis
singer and others , including the B 'nai B ' rith, to bring about
my imprisonment, was made successful only when Gorba
chov demanded my imprisonment.
XEAW: What's your thinking on the Mexican undocument

ed workers in the U . S . economy and why, if they are useful,
is there a growing tendency to repress them by applying the
death penalty?
LaRouche: First of all, on the undocumented workers ques
tion, and the Mexican workers in the United States: I was
involved in this area, in doing policy studies, and in con
sulting with the government of Mexico on its views on the
matter, and in making recommendations to the U. S . govern
ment in this matter, back years ago .
I thought two things were at issue . First of all , the use of
Mexican labor in the United States should not be categorical
ly rejected , because the Mexican labor coming into the Unit
ed States was playing a useful economic role . But I thought
two things were necessary . First, that documentation be pro
vided more generously, where there was a justified basis for
this; and secondly, that we consider the important problem
of the protection of Mexican residents working in the United
States under such documents , through Mexican consular rep
resentation .
The point is that people do wish to use Mexican labor as
12
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cheap labor, which they can super-exploit. That is an obvious
point; and secondly , for politi�al reasons and in order to keep
it under control , it' s repressed. It' s terrified . The Mexican
undocumented worker is denied all rights , including econom
ic civil rights , by virtue of the fact that he or she is illegal ,
that employers can treat them pretty much as they choose,
that any Mexican who stands Up and demands his rights , who
is undocumented , is obviously going to be cruelly repressed.
He will be turned in. He will be beaten . And an attitude is
projected that these people are undesirables who are wanted
as cheap labor but are otherwise undesirables. That kind of
problem results in these kindsl of attitudes .
There is also a policy which is projected by the U . S .
government, which i s not entirely the policy o f the U . S .
government. There i s a powerful faction i n the U . S . govern
ment which is represented by membership in or sympathy
with the continuing organization of the Confederacy . That
organization is the Southern Jurisdiction of the Scottish Rite
Freemasonry based out of Boston . There are people visible
in the U. S . government who represent that tradition , or are
members of that organization ,l or are otherwise ideologically
associated with this tradition , !which is in the tradition of the
Confederacy .
This aspect o f the U . S . government-the Southern Juris
diction of the Scottish Rite----!i s the agency which has been
involved, specifically , in ad\fentures, in filibustering , and
other kinds of repression and iatrocities against Mexico and
other governments of the Caribbean region over more than
1 50 years .
So there is a tradition which is powerfully placed, though
not exclusively placed , in our government and among institu
tions affecting it, which is anti-Mexican , in the sense that
people such as the Confederacy circle themselves are respon
sible for their part in the wans with Mexico, declared and
undeclared, earlier, as well as in other parts of the Caribbean .
The attempted invasion of Cuba, the William Walker depre
dations in Central America-all of these things come from
one source inside the United States, of which people like
Teddy Roosevelt and Woodrow Wilson were direct ideologi
cal expressions, to typify the problem. And that is the prob
lem today. We have people who have no respect for human
rights , and a person who is Mexican or black has less rights
in the eyes of these people than even a typical American,
who may be also subject to ab\ll s e.
It' s unjust, it' s evil . I think rather than saying the U . S .
government does it, however, i t i s more useful to point the
finger at the fact that there is a faction in the United States,
which is not typical of all the American people or all factions,
which is very powerful, tied to the Southern Jurisdiction of
the Scottish Rite, which is the itraditional enemy of Mexico,
and which , in the case of Herrera and other cases, was very
specifically represented in those decisions for the execution
of Mexicans , despite the fact that these Mexicans had credi
ble , colorable claims to innocoo.ce before the court.
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Agriculture

by Suzanne Rose

Budget ax hits rural electrical coops
The midwestern floods have heightened the need to rebuildfarm
belt electricity supplies, but Congress is marching in reverse.

T he flood emergency in the Mid

west has created an urgent need for
infrastructure repair, including the re
placement and repair of power sys
tems damaged by the flooding and
windstorms which have wracked the
food production belt.
At the same time , one of the na
tion's premier sources of funds for ru
ral power is facing the budget ax . On
July 2 1 , the House-Senate Budget
Reconciliation Committee agreed to
restrict the funds available to the Rural
Electrification Administration (REA) ,
the agency established in 1 936 by ex
ecutive order of President Franklin
Roosevelt. Unless this is reversed, the
REA will lose its access to 2% loans
and will only have limited access to 5%
loans . Otherwise , the REA will have
to borrow at the same interest rate as
municipal bonds , in some cases with a
7% cap, and in other cases at the mu
nicipal bond rate with no cap.
This credit squeeze is designed to
produce a savings to the government
of $ 1 54 million over five years . The
reality is that low-interest funds for
infrastructure repair should be dra
matically increased . Economist Lyn
don LaRouche is calling for a package
of $3-5 trillion over a several-year pe
riod, which would be made available
to entities like the rural electrical co
operatives, through a national bank
authorized to lend such funds at the
lowest rate .
Under the current regime of the
Federal Reserve System, the govern
ment is forced to subsidize funds
which are borrowed at rates dictated
by private money-center banks . Now ,
this subsidy is under attack.
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The REA provides electricity to
over 1 2 million Americans . The mem
ber rural electrical cooperatives are
able to borrow at below-market,
fixed-interest rates from the federal
government to provide electricity to
areas which historically were not
served by private utilities . Until 1 973 ,
that interest rate was fixed at 2% . The
low-interest money the coops receive
is used to build, maintain , and im
prove utility systems . Without access
to this money , many will go under,
and it is doubtful whether private utili
ties would take up the slack . Per capi
ta, electrical power is more expensive
to provide in the rural areas .
The leading sponsor of the REA
legislation to make it a permanent pro
gram, after President Franklin Roose
velt signed the initial Executive order
as a part of his work relief efforts , was
Sen. George Norris (R-Neb . ) . Norris,
a 40-year veteran of the House and
Senate ( 1 903-43) , championed the
need for a government role in infra
structure , particularly the power de
velopment ofthe nation . In this he was
opposed every step of the way by pri
vate monopoly interests and propo
nents of "free enterprise," who
claimed that if the government sup
ported cheap energy, it would take
away their profits . Norris understood
that infrastructure was the particular
purview of the federal government ,
and that government support for cheap
electricity would only encourage fur
ther use .
Norris had earlier been instrumen
tal in establishing the Tennessee Val
ley Authority which brought cheap
electricity to the population of that

backward area. !Norris saw the REA
as a natural follojw up to the TV A, to
make the right to tlectricity national in
scope . In his autdbiography , Fighting
Liberal, he reports , "From boyhood, I
had seen first-ha�d the grim drudgery
and grind which bad been the common
lot of eight gene�ations of American
farm women, se�king happiness and
contentment on tIle soil . " He saw elec
tricity as a right abd as a step for eman
cipation of farm f omen .
The developrpent of the REA was
one of the greatest national govern
ment undertakiqgs of this century .
Farmers ' cooperatives would be set up
to build transmission lines and distri
bution systems tb bring electricity to
farm homes w ithin their districts .
They generally bought power from
existing generating plants at rates
which would inq orporate the cost of
building the lines . The coops would
apply to the goVernment to borrow
money at low int�rest rates .
Norris led a fight prior to the pas
sage of the legislation to keep the REA
and its administr�tors clear of partisan
politics , and establish it as an indepen
dent agency si�lar to the TVA. He
also fought to kieep the interest rate
for REA money under 3 % , because
without this provision , he said , the
project would be financially unsound.
When opponents stonewalled these
two provisions, INorris threatened to
make the issue a r ational referendum.
However, the �EA was eventually
placed under th� jurisdiction of the
Department of Agriculture , and what
Norris feared did occur.
REA , or 2% money as it became
known, was deposited in certain
banks as political payoffs by the parti
san interests controlling the White
House . Notorioh sly , in the 1 960s it
came under the qontrol of Democratic
Party-allied m�b interests around
Minneapolis fin�ncier Carl Pohlad in
the Dakotas and :Minnesota.
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Business Briefs
Great Britain

Depression worse
than '30s, says prof.
The "present depression" in Great Britain is
"likely to be worse even than the Great Depres
sion of the 1 930s," Theo Barker, University
of London professor of economic history,
wrote in a commentary in the July 20 London
Times . Barker' s piece was entitled "You've
Never Had It So Bad."
Pointing to the large number of unem
ployed in Britain today, Barker stressed that
"the present deprivation . . . is much more
widespread" than in the 1 930s , since at that
time it was concentrated in certain specific eco
nomic areas, while today , "empty factories ,
offices and shops, betray the tell-tale signs of
depression all over the place . . . . Managers
and the better-off now find themselves among
the ranks of the unemployed, often in middle
age when it is more difficult, if not impossible,
everto find ajob again. Such collapses offarni
Iy fortune were rare in the 1 930s . Few higher
priced houses had to be put up for sale. " The
property market, he cIaimed , is in worse shape
now than it was then, and Britain has a much
smaller manufacturing base to cushion the
blow.
"It is surely high time for greater realism
and the beginnings of a debate about the seri
ousness of our present predicament," he in
sisted.

Derivatives

Bankers Trust covering
up Italian firm default
Bankers Trust is trying to cover up a deriva
tives default by the Italian EFlM state holding
company, which went under one year ago, ac
cording to informed European financial
sources . These sources say that the only reason
markets are now aware of the existence of the
swap deal between Bankers Trust and EFlM,
a company with some $8 billion in debts, was
the revelation last April by Italian state-ap
pointed liquidator Alberto Predieri , who told
EFIM 's international bank creditors that
EFIM's state receivers would make no repay-
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ments of any EFlM debts until the issue of the
swap was resolved. Bankers are reportedly
desperate tohidethe defaultforfearofa"domi
no effect" on the multitrillion-dollar interna
tional swaps market, which is dominated by
American and British banks .
A spokesman for Chase Manhattan, who
heads the bank creditors' committee, stated
cryptically, 'The issue at stake is much broad
er than just EFlM . " Creditor banks, notably
American ones, with huge derivatives expo
sure to bankrupt Italian companies , are fever
ishly pressuring the Italian government to bail
out their derivatives exposure to EFlM, the
Italian agro-business conglomerate Ferruzzi ,
and possibly several other large Italian multi
nationals believed to have fallen into similar
derivatives-related illiquidity since the 30%
collapse of the lira last September.
The July 19 London Financial Times re
ported that the European Commission is
blocking a deal between the Italian govern
ment and the creditor banks on EFlM , by
blocking disbursement of $4.4 billion from the
Italian government to the EFlM creditor
banks, deeming it a form of what Brussels calls
"unfair aid. "

Corporate Strategy
Trans-nationals decrease
direct investments abroad
The U . N . World Investment Repon 1993 re
leased in July reports that direct investments
of "trans-nationals ," i . e. , multinational corpo
rations , in foreign countries has fallen from
$234 billion in 1 990 to $ 1 50 billion in 1 992 .
However, the emphasis ofthe report is that
there is a growing influence of trans-nationals
on the world economy . Total turnover in 1 993
reached $5 . 5 trillion and thus exceeded total
world trade, which is only $4 trillion. Due to
reorganizations inside the U . N . , the yearly in
vestment report for the first time was compiled
under supervision of the U . N . Council on
Trade and Development (Unctad).
The Swiss daily Neue Zurcher Zeitung re
marked that the report marks a change in the
attitude toward multinational companies . No
longer are they accused of unfair, evil practic
es . Instead, they are considered as vital to the

accomplishment of" interconnectedness of na
tional economies" and an "integrated world
production . " Hence, they are now called
"trans-nationals. "
Trans·mationals, according to the report,
are encouraged by the new multilateral poli
cies of the OECD and World Bank, national
deregulation measures, and moves toward re
gional integration such as the North American
Free Tradq Agreement and the European Com
munity domestic market.

Poverty .
A permanent underclass

�g in Australia

is eme

A permanentunderclass is emerging in Austra
lia, acconfing to a study undertaken by the
Sydney Mfrning Herald. The number of pe0ple out of work for two years or more is now
five times �e level it was in 1 980, some 20%
of Austral� adults are functionally illiterate,
and 40% of people convicted in local courts
are unemployed.
Meanwhile, an OECD study reported in
The Age ot Melbourne on July 24, shows that
government spending in Australia to help peo
pie out of unemployment is amongst the lowest
in the wes�rn world. With 1 0 . 8% unemploy
ment, Au�ia spends 0 . 0 1 % of Gross D0mestic Product on direct job creation com
pared to Q .44% in Germany and 0.7% in
Finland. :

Labor
Thailand faces 30,000
indus

ttiai layofTs

Some 30, qoo industrial workers in Thailand
could lose their jobs by early next year, the
July 14 Bangkok Post reported. Most layoffs
would be IC\lw-skilled workers in export indus
tries, espectially textiles , who are being laid off
as both fo�ign investment is decreasing and
use of automation in the industries is in
creasing. i
Thaila$d has lost its "advantage in labor
terms" (i .e" cheap labor) to China, Vietnam,
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• GERMANY will have an addi

Laos, Sri Lanka, and Africa, and can no longer
rely on traditional industries, theBangkokPost
commented. Older, untrained workers are be
ing hit the hardest by the layoffs .
Protests began when 3 ,000 workers rallied
in Bangkok to demand government interven
tion, as 1 , 300 workers have already lost their
jobs and another 10,000 workers were sched
uled tobe laid offonJuly 1 5 at the Thai-Ameri
can Textile company . The workers were not
informed ahead of time that they would lose
their jobs . On July 1 6 , protests grew as 10,000
workers demonstrated against impending lay
offs . The workers seized part of a road in front
of the Government House on the fourth day of
the demonstrations demanding re-opening of
closed factories and reinstatement of laid-off
workers . State enterprise employees also ex
pressed their support for the demonstrating
workers .
Army Commander Gen. Wimon Wong
wanich said he hoped the demonstrations
would not escalate. "What concerns me is the
national security," he said.

One physician researcher proposes to rob
Peter to pay Paul: "Resources should be reallo
cated from the medical care system to systems
that support the prevention of illness-for ex
ample, through the creation of meaningful
jobs , and a resulting higher standard ofliving,
or through a cleaner enviromnent. "
The Pappas study found that i n 1 986,
white men age 25 to 64 with annual incomes
of less than $9,000 had an age-adjusted rate of
16 deaths per 1 ,000 persons; those with
$25 ,000 in income or more had a rate of 2 . 4
pe r 1 ,000 . White men with less than 1 2 years
of school had a rate of 7 . 6 deaths per 1 ,000almost twice the rate for those with 1 2 years
or more. Similar differences were found for
women and blacks.

Germany

Employers call for
end to 'shock therapy'

Demographics

Education and income
related to death rate
Education and income are among the most im
portant factors in determining when a person
will die, according to a study by Gregory Pap
pas and three others at the National Center for
Health Statistics published July 8 in the New
EnglandJournal ofMedicine , the Washington
Post reported. "Researchers found that Ameri
cans who are less educated or have low in
comes suffer substantially higher death rates,
adjusted for age, than those who are betteredu
cated or better off financially. And although
overall U . S . death rates have declined substan
tially in the past 30years, the gap between soci
o-economic groups has widened. "
Other studies published i n the same issue
of the medicaljournal suggest that a strong cor
relation exists between ill health and social
deprivation or lack of education. These studies
point out that poor people have poor nutrition,
live in overcrowded housing where disease
spreads rapidly, have less access to preventive
health care, and are under "umnanageable
stress" caused by "economic factors . "
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The Thuringian Employers Association
(VWT) emphatically called on Bonn in mid
July to stop the "economic shock therapy" in
eastern Germany . The call came as workers at
the Bischofferode potash mine are on a hunger
strike demanding that the mine, vital to world
fertilizer supplies, remain in production.
The VWT wamed of further "deindustrial
ization" due to the increasing danger of bank
ruptcies of companies which have already
been privatized, which could lead to a "social
explosion" in the region. Bonn has to realize
that the time of "economic shock therapy" in
the new German states has expired, it wamed.
Three well-known companies in Thurin
gia which had been privatized by the Treuhand
agency recently had to declare insolvency . An
other 348 Thuringian companies with 32,000
workers that are still under Treuhand agency
control could suffer the same fate.
Jiirgen Bohn, the Thuringian state minister
of economics , charged on July 23 that Bonn's
debt-collecting policy is the cause of the dein
dustrialization of eastern Germany . He said
that as long as the Treuhand continued ab
sorbing all corporate profits to pay old debt, it
would not be possible to create enough jobs to
replace those being lost.

tional 3<\O,OOO jobless by the end of
1 993 , bringing; unemployment up to
around 4 million people , Economics
Minister Giinter Rexrodh said on July
1 9 . This is the third adjustment of
official figures in four weeks.

• LESZEK

�

BALCEROWICZ,

who was fire as Poland' s finance
minister for br ging in International
Monetary Fu
"free market" re
forms which further destroyed the
economy and 'reated desperate pov
erty amid spe ulative paper wealth,
is a candidate 0 become head of the
European Ba* for Reconstruction
and Developm�nt.

1
!

• UNEMPLOYMENT in OECD

4

nations . in 1 99 will peak at a record
level of 36 million , a rise of 10 million
since 1 990, th� OECD annual report
on labor mark� trends forecasts . An
other 1 3 milliPn are "discouraged"
from lOOking
r jobs or work only
part-time. In estern Europe, unem
ployment will ach 23 million, about
12% of the to work force .

�
!

• CHINA �ill launch three tele

t

communicatiop s satellites for foreign
customers in ' 1 994 and 1 995 , a
spokesman fo the China National
Aerospace A
inistration said , AP
reported on J ly 20 . China is trying
to build its I commercial satellite
launching bu iness, but the three
contracts are �I it has out of 55 to be
launched over ' 1 993-95 .

�
�

i
• THE ISRjAELI government is

under pressuIl: from Greenpeace to
shut down its jnethyl bromide facto
ry , which pr uces 30% of world
supply . Meth I bromide is an essen
tial fungicide nd fumigant which in
creases crop ptoduction and saves up
to 50% of foojj crops during storage
and transport . ,

t
�

• CHINA rotested on July 1 6
against a recent U . S . move to slash
its textile quota, taken in retaliation
for false labeiling , and said it may
submit the ca�e to international arbi
tration . Beij · g says the reduction
will cost Chi
$80 . 7 8 million , Reu
ters reported .
.

'
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�ITill Reviews

What's all the fuss
about dinosaurs?
by Richard Welsh

Since the first dinosaurs were unearthed in the early 1 820s ,
their scientific study has been entangled with the wildest sorts
of popular fiction . Both have served as weapons of cultural
warfare, perpetuating the rule of oligarchical elites by at
tempting to foster popular attitudes of fearful superstition .
Leading scientists , with malice aforethought, have dedicated
their work to this political agenda, while others succumbed
to the same delusions as the manipulated populace.
Though there have been honest researchers , the majority
of funding sources both for their work and for the public
dissemination of its results-museums , universities, and the
huge family funds-have pursued another agenda over this
century and a half. The controllers' objective in "dinosaur
science" has been to destroy science , and in particular, the
most fundamental conception at the root of all scientific prog
ress since the European Golden Renaissance: that there is a
single evolving universe , governed by a single lawfulness
that embraces equally the realms of "physical" nature , social
progress , and the process of individual human creativity that
links the two.
The method of this cultural warfare-brought up to date
by the bestselling novel Jurassic Park and its "box office
blockbuster" movie adaptation-is to induce a generalized
antipathy to scientific and related optimistic thinking , by
embedding potent psychological images of a world that is
fearsome, irrational , and inherently incomprehensible . Mi
chael Crichton , highbrow-pulp author of the novel, is a Har
vard M . D . who gave up a potential career healing bodies for
the more satisfying and lucrative one of disturbing minds .
Asked recently about the "anti-scientific undertone" in his
novels, Crichton forthrightly commented , ''I'm surprised
16
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more people haven 't noticed it more than they have . "
The Jurassic Park storyline: Billionnaire John Ham
mond , heedless that his acti qns might have uncontrollable
consequences , populates an island zoological park with liv
ing dinosaurs , "cloned" from dino DNA preserved in the
gut of blood-sucking insects fossilized in amber. A team of
experts vists the remote Costa Rican island, prior to the park's
public opening , to evaluate its safety; they are joined on a
park tour by Hammond' s two randchildren . As predicted by
the story's avant-garde "chaos: ' mathematician Ian Malcolm,
everything that can , does go wrong , initiated by sabotage
of the island's security by the computer system designer,
resentful of his high-handed !treatment by Hammond, and
handsomely bribed by a rival �ioengineering corporation .
The dinosaurs crash out of�heir paddocks to eat the senior
park personnel , who in the movie are all expendable foreign
ers and racial minority Amerticans (plus the renegade pro
grammer, an obese infantile $lob who had it coming) . The
blonde All-American team, lec!I by "Indiana Jones"-type pale
ontologist Alan Grant and paleobotanist Ellie Sattler (lithe ,
politically correct cheesecake) , help the kids dodge the mon
sters , and with the aid of the computer hacker child , restore
island security . The evil park' is destroyed, by firebombing
in the novel , merely by implication
in the movie (expect a
'
sequel) .
Director Steven Spielberg (of Jaws, E . T. , and Indiana
Jones) , unlike author Crichton, insists that it' s not science
fiction , it' s "science-eventua[Aty. " This i s the first enterprise
of the recently merged MCA d.i niversal Studios) and Matsu
shita, Japan's largest electro*ics firm, costing somewhere
between $60 and $ 1 00 million . The main production cost,

f
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The dinosaur craze was personally
inaugurated by Her Majesty Queen
Victoria . at the Crystal Palace
exhibition in Sydenham . England. in
1 854 .

and the big draw , are the special effects : full-scale and re
markably lifelike moving dinosaur models and animated
computer simulations-a different species altogether than
old Godzilla .
Jurassic Park has broken box office records , grossing
$ 1 00 million in the first nine days . Also record-making are
the spinoffs , a thousand products pumped out by 1 00-odd
licensed firms led by McDonald ' s and Kenner Toys. Many
are aimed at 4- to 8-year-old children , though Spielberg con
siders the intense and violent PG- 1 3 movie inappropriate for
his own children-which doesn't stop hundreds of thousands
of importuned parents from bringing theirs .
This article will show how the movie is but the latest in a
I SO-year campaign of exploitation of dinosaurs for purposes
of cultural warfare . The B ritish aristocracy, in particular,
first created the "dinosaur" idea in 1 84 1 , elevating it to a cult
in 1 854 , as a weapon against attempts to develop a theory of
evolution coherent with the ideas of progress and natural law .
Five years later, the anti-evolutionary theory of"Darwinism"
was propagated for the same purpose .
Dinosaurs have now been big news for over a decade , for
several reasons . First , there have been spectacular revisions
in our scientific understanding of the animal s , starting ap
proximately the late 1 960s , becoming increasingly public
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knowledge from the early 1 980s ( see box) . Next , promotion
of books and other items took off-most of them scientifical
ly worthless abominations-aimed at the traditionally dino
saur-prone children ' s market. Third , an adult audience for
dinosaur literature sprang up, fed b}j the growing irrational
ism of the 1 960s "counterculture" generation , eager for fanta
sies with an imprint of "reality . "

The 'threat' of mass extinctions
The dinosaur craze of the past d cade makes sense only
if seen alongside an intersecting propaganda campaign: the
issue of mass extinctions in Earth h' story , those half-dozen
major and multiple minor events in which up to 90% of
then-existing species on the planet have become extinct in
relatively brief moments of time . Although the extinction of
the last dinosaurs 65 million years ago was not the biggest in
history , and the dinosaurs were but one of many groups of
organisms that vanished around the same time , dinosaurs
continue to dominate the psychological image of these
events , including for many scientists .
In 1 979 a hot new idea was proffered for mass extinctions :
that a n asteroid o r comet struck the Earth , setting off cata
strophic atmospheric and geological effects . This seemingly
simple hypothesis created an immediate sensation . It also

l
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required no investigation of complex evolutionary or ecologi
cal processes (merely a search for the impact crater and veri
fication of the timing) , and has probably inhibited research
in those areas . But there was much more at stake than a theory
of what happened 65 million years ago: From the beginning ,
the impact image was controlled by the strategic objectives
of the burgeoning environmentalist and pacifist movements ,
built up by the prestigious Science magazine . Massive re
search funding poured into the theory .
First published by Science in 1 980 , the impact-extinction
theory has been even more nakedly political than the "new
dinosaurs ," aimed specifically to create a stampede into nu
clear disarmament by dire predictions of global catastrophes
for which no defense or mitigation could ever be physically
possible, or even imaginable . In its simplest form, it postu
lated the generation of an Earth-enveloping dust cloud , which
killed all vegetation for lack of light, starving the herbivores,
then the carnivores, and so forth . In a January 1 983 followup,
Science explicitly used the dinosaur extinction issue to maxi
mal psychological impact . Finally , in October 1 983 , the
model was extended to an explicit nuclear war scenario, the
authors now including pop science-icon Carl Sagan. Mass
media followed with such "events" as the widely seen "Morn
ing After" TV drama starring Jason Robards, depicting the
aftermath of a nuclear war.
There was scientific opposition to these cut-and-paste
theories touted as respectable science, including a sharp cri
tique by Edward Teller, published by Nature magazine (the
British version of Science) in November 1 985 , establishing
that even the most devastating nuclear war could not ap
proach the destructiveness of a major meteorite impact. But
these voices were far more sparsely published .
The issues were not academic . Behind the scenes were,
first, the intensive exploratory talks between the Reagan ad
ministration and the Soviet Union-in which Lyndon
LaRouche played a crucial role-on the possibility of joint
development of ballistic missile defense based on "new phys
ical principles"; and subsequently, the historic announce
ment by President Reagan in March 1 983 , that the United
States was going to adopt such a program-the Strategic
Defense Initiative . Against this truly scientific hope for an
end to nuclear terror, and the associated technological bene
fits to the economy as a whole , the new catastrophists de
ployed everything they had in their propaganda arsenal . Ste
ven Spielberg has not forgotten these roots: On the slovenly
desk of the repulsive systems designer, we briefly see a pic
ture of atom bomb scientist J. Robert Oppenheimer, head
lined "Father of the Baby Boom . "
Today , though a vocal majority o f scientists from various
disciplines apparently favors the impact theory (agreement
encourages research grants) , the actual causes advanced for
the extinctions have become as mutually contradictory as all
models dealing with poorly understood atmospheric plane18
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tary phenomena: The Earth cooled, no, it warmed; the dark
ness lasted for months, no, it lasted for days, and maybe only
over certain parts of the Earth; it wasn't an asteroid hit but
volcanic activity that released the dust cloud; huge fires did
much of the killing; no, it was acid rain; and so forth. Though
it appears that a major impact did occur at about the time of
the dinosaur extinction , and a likely crater has been identified
near Yucatan, there is still no proof for any of the specific
suggested consequences; and the evidence remains that most
of the disappearing organism groups were in significant de
cline before this impact.
The greatest opposition to the new catastrophe theory
came from within paleontology, where even normally apolit
ical rock-hounds were appalleq by the crude and ham-handed
politics. At a 1 985 paleontolo& ical conference, for example,
there was outrage that those rdisting the impact theory stood
to lose both funding and career; one scientist revealed that
those who queried the theory were branded "militarists" !
The editors of Science were �pecifically named as leading
"enforcers"-as they are today: in the witchhunt against "cold
fusion. "
I n Jurassic Park, the threat i s not extinction, but the born
again beasts themselves , representing the overwhelming ele
mental forces that will be unleashed on mankind if we do not
suppress the overweening confidence of meddling scientists
and their avaricious corporate patrons . So, for nearly 1 5
years , a campaign has been waged to obliterate the idea of
progress in the study of evolution , and by association, in
society as well, by the lavishly financed impact-catastrophe
theory, associated with a brand-new dinosaur image.
This new image (which is in fact justified by new evi
dence and reevaluation of the old) is that dinosaurs were
much more like modem mammals and birds than like the
reptiles of today . They could : move briskly, like a running
ostrich or galloping rhino; their body temperatures were
maintained at a constant high: level , enabling them to lead
more regularly active lives; aJlld they were overall far more
graceful, intelligent, and effeQtive animals than convention
ally portrayed (see box). The! false deduction that is made
from this evidence: The dinosaurs are extinct because of an
accident. The moral: Humans and other mammals can just as
easily be extinguished by the same kind of violent random
event that killed the dinosaurs-and there is nothing you can
do about it.

This faulty conclusion ene�gizes the past decade' s extrav
agant dinosaur popularizatioJll , now brought to a boil in
Jurassic Park. Further, the propaganda purpose not only
uses , but attempts to control the always fund-starved science.
Among the foremost proponents of the "new image" has been
John Homer, an intrepid and creative field paleontologist
(and good popularizer) , who is the nominal model for Crich
ton' s hero, and technical adviser to the movie, rewarded by
one season 's worth of funding from Spielberg' s company.
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Alan Grant, the fictional movie version , got three years '
worth .

The enemy image: scientific optimism
Despite Jurassic' s up-to-the-minute animation techno

logies and claims of scientific accuracy , it is old, old stuff. It
began in 1 8 1 8 , when Mary Wollstonecraft Shelley published
an attack on the scientific spirit of Benjamin Franklin-"the
American Prometheus" as he was known to the admiring
European public-under the title of Frankenstein, or, The
Modern Prometheus. Jurassic Park is carbon-copy Franken
stein: Mad scientists , intoxicated by powers they unde
servedly possess , play God and create life; the life they create
turns out monstrous and unnatural; monster kills and terroriz
es , then turns on its creator; monster is destroyed and order
restored; humility before nature is exalted and audience vows
to cut funding for research into electricity (or space explora
tion or genetic engineering) .
It doesn't matter how "accurate" Spielberg' s dinosaurs
may be; they remain forever "monsters . " Indeed, they are
even more monstrous than Shelley' s actually sympathetic
creature , for under the cover of "scientific accuracy," both
Crichton and Spielberg have smuggled in a crucial element of
satanic evil-something qualitatively different from simply a
large carnivorous animal , frighteningly dangerous , but still
comprehensible, or even a destructive (but impersonal) force
of nature . The hell-vector in both book and movie-upon
which the plot depends-is one "dinosaur" wildly impossible
and capable of feats that no real one could possibly have
accomplished. These are the pack-hunting Velociraptors (a
real name , but for a much smaller and more conventional
creature) which , in addition to their terrifying switchblade
claw , cat-like athletic prowess , and long toothy muzzles ,
all real enough, have fraudulently been given a "problem
solving" intelligence in excess of that of chimpanzees .

Satanic violation of children

In the novel , the satanic sub-theme runs sickeningly
throughout, in scenes of savaged children and infants . It
opens with a young girl ' s near-death as a charming , chicken
sized, but venomous dino nips up and down her arm; not long
after, a trio of the critters is caught perched on a basinette ,
slurping down what remains of an infant' s face . Startled,
they scatter, chirping gaily into the night.
The movie deleted such savagery to herd in the youth
audiences and establish the lucrative licensing operation
McDonald' s in particular was skittish after its flakking from
parents irate with its tie-in to the violence of Batman . So we
do not see the more gut-spilling sort of scenes (but for a
severed bloody arm); and we miss most of the novel' s exag
gerated cruelty to children (other than a symbolic demonstra
tion of how a raptor claw might disembowel or castrate a
chubby smart-aleck who was flippant about the dinos) .
EIR
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Spielberg compensates well for the �missions, however, by
his unique portrayals of the "raptors .t' Contrary to the placid,
cow-eyed Triceratops and Brachio�aurus, and even more
extreme than the fearsome Tyrannt}saurus, they are given
glinty-yellow , slit-pupilled crocodilti-like eyes; unlike all the
other, more mammal-appearing di ' saur colorations , their
skins gleam an iridescent, eerie met lic silver-gray (shades
of Alien); and mobile lips give them ctual facial expression,
leering and grinning in the climacticl scene where two fiends
quietly and methodically stalk the ctiildren
through the maze
'
of a cafeteria kitchen .
Jurassic Park also possesses an �lDrelenting , unseen , but
horribly imagined intensity of Viol nce , from the opening
blue-lit nightime scene of a shriek ng park worker pulled
slowly into a raptor transport con .ainer (the supernatural
power of the monster within convey� by the tense and heavi
ly armed surrounding troops), to th� sequence viewed from
over the rustling palms of the raptor ¢ompound , as a live bull
is crane-lowered through the tree o ' s at feeding time-the
quietness shattered by the bull ' s be lows turned to squeals ,
merging into the unearthly ear-pierc ng shrieks and howls of
the unseen raptors . Cut to lunch . (
fact that most children
and adolescents are accustomed to far more "violent" images
on the screen speaks not to, the "mil4ness" of Jurassic Park,
but to the barbarism of the more gen�ral culture . Their appar
ent ability to view such scenes calm� is pure illusion . )
Though the story happens to tat'get genetic engineering
as the fearful technology , it is not a literal morality play , but
operates on a deeper level , like the anti-nuclear horror films
of the 1 950s . In emotional images � at short-circuit rational
thought, the story perpetrates a ma;"ichean or gnostic view
(in its milder form termed "romantitism")-in which there
are two universes: one of them dark, thaotic , savage , inhabit
ed by fearful monsters , primal and elemental; the other,
bright, peaceful , light and airy , beneficent, and safe (also
New Age touchy-feely) . Into this world , the other may at
any time erupt. This is a view , emotional disorder, and cult
profoundly hostile to the idea of progress ("evolution") of
any form . These dinosaurs are thuls not "animals" in any
sense of the term , as Moby Dick was not a whale . They are
the age-old monsters, and in the case of the phony Velocirap
tors, forces of satanic evil .
The danger of Jurassic Park, far more than such genre
classics as Frankenstein, is the targeting of children , not least
by the mere starring of dinosaurs . I� there something about
dinosaurs that "naturally" fascinates children? One among
the many plausible parlor opinions is that dinosaurs are "big,
ferocious, and extinct" (that is, safe) . They can be allies in a
world of often unpredictable giants (adults); they provide
classic referents for the projection of strong childhood emo
tions (aggressive ones , in particular) , and play-objects for
working out the problems of social learning . In a word,
nouveau-dragon .
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"Dinner in the Iguanadon Model. at the Crystal Palace . Sydenham . " The I l lustrated London News of
Hawkins ' s sycophantic tribute to Sir Richard Owen and other scientific luminaries . One hundred and
Year's Eve gala . the most illustrious seated inside the body of the largest dinosaur model. as toasts were
models' chiefpromoter. royal consort Prince A lbert.

Dinosaur cult was ' Made in England '
Dinosaurs were first "created ," by receiving a name and
a description , by the English anatomist and establishment
darling Richard Owen ( 1 804-92) , in 1 84 1 . Owen was unusu
ally clear that these "reptiles" were not giant lizards, but
instead combined features seen in crocodiles, birds, and even
mammals : unique animal s , unlike anything living today .
However, he did not cre ate the subject of dinosaurs in a
vacuum; though only three species were known at the time
of his famous dissertation (and these only from fragmentary
remains) , other groups of extinct reptiles had come to promi
nent attention over the preceding 40 years , equally unlike
anything now living : the long-necked marine plesiosaurs and
dolphin-like ichthyosaurs , and the flying pterosaurs . Fossils
of these had emerged as early as 1 796 , and had already
inspired lively imaginings and attempts at artistic recon
struction .
The first such illustration was circul ated in England in
1 830, showing an assemblage of ichthyosaurs , plesiosaurs ,
and pterosaurs in a cheerful chomp-and-be-chomped mode .
By 1 83 3 , copycat scenes were appearing in encyclopedias
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reports on Waterhouse
guests attended the New
to Queen Victoria and the

and cheap mass-circulation magazines in England and
France ; and in 1 8 37 the first o� countless children ' s books on
prehistoric times came out , tHis one American . Finally, in
1 8 3 8 , the now familiar "sea dragons" were rendered in ex
plicit "gothic horror" mode , ddwn to the baleful moon starkly
illuminating the violent c lash of toothy titans in a roiling ,
ink-black sea.
The "gothic" variant is well captured in an 1 834 caption
by English amateur-paleontoldgist Thomas Hawkins (an inti
mate of Owen): "The globe , sweltering with the intense heat
that its primitive revolution in space generated , was a fitting
habitation for the cold-bloodecl reptiles . . . . The ptero-dactyle too , that paradox which , uniting . . . the saurian head
with a bird-and-bat-like conformation of body and extremit
ies , has given rise to vagaries o f thought as uncertain as the
sombre twilight of the ungarnished and desolate world which
echoed to the flapping of its lea hern wing s . They have ceased
from off the face of the Eart : inexorable time long since
extinguished the last of their race and all that survives of
these once-grim and omnipote t aborigines are a few crushed
bones as unsightly as they are are . "

l
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Hyper-scientific Crichton still gainfully employs the
gothic image: "Behind the foliage , beyond the fence , he saw
a thick body with a pebbled, grainy surface like the bark of a
tree . But it wasn't a tree . . . . He continued to look higher,
sweeping the goggles upward-he saw the huge head of the
tyrannosaurus. Just standing there, looking over the fence at
the two Land Cruisers . The lightning flashed again, and the
big animal rolled its head and bellowed in the glaring light.
Then darkness, and silence again, and the pounding rain . "
Even those works aiming to b e scientific-from the dawn
of the literature to today-though avoiding the lightning and
hurricanes, routinely cultivated the fantasy of dinosaur "per
sonality types," as typified by the 1 837 children' s book: ''The
Icthyosaurus was a great tyrant, and used to prey on every
creature that came within his reach; this is known by the
fossil remains found in the inside of his body . He used at
times even to act the cannibal , and eat his own relations , for
a large one has been dug out of the cliff at Lyme Regis, with
part of a small one in his stomach undigested [actually , the
unborn young in a female of this live-bearing animal group] ;
he must have been altogether a very unamiable character. "
Geopolitics and the fight over evolution
Professor Owen thus had a ready audience when he de
fined the "dinosaurs" in 1 84 1 . But he was not primarily cater
ing to a growing romantic taste for the exotic; his purpose
was far more serious , and was directed to a more educated
audience. Establishing the biological classification "Dino
sauria" was but a portion of a two and a half hour speech, a
year in the making , dedicated solely to a refutation of
evolution ! This was 1 8 years before the supposedly "revolu
tionary" Darwin ever published a peep-for, contrary to pop
ular myth, the subject of evolution had been hotly debated in
both scientific and popular circles for the entire first half of
the 1 9th century . Owen owed his career to the issue, having
dedicated his talents to the British establishment' s demand
that this idea be demolished.
Contrary to the historical myth , the issues of species
extinctions and of the appearance of new species in geologi
cal time , of species transformation , and of evolution (or "de
velopment" as it was then often termed) , were common cur
rency since especially the 1 820s . In England , a myriad of
theories contended, loosely derived from the ideas of the
great French biologist Jean-Baptiste Lamarck ( 1 744- 1 829) .
The debate was explicitly both social-political and scientific:
The idea of "development" in nature was a rallying cry for a
whole range of reformers: socialists , Chartists , anti-malthu
sians , doctors trained up in new medical schools outside the
ambit of the Oxbridge elites, and an up-and-coming middle
class, attempting to break into the aristrocratic establish
ment-many of these at each other's throats , but all united
in a desire to curb the monarchy and the other established
institutions .
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"Evolution," allied with "transf�rmism ," was understood
to be a tool of revolution , forged in t�e fearful French upheav
als , and wielded for the destruction! of the English oligarchy .
Also , the repUblican principles of the American Revolution
were still fresh , diminished though their European propo
nents were after the 1 8 1 5 Treaty oflyienna. As Frankenstein
made clear, the threat remained re �l, and any theory, in any
science, that justified changes to the ruling order initiated
"from below ," rather than decreed �rom the top, was treated
seriously . This was particularly true of anything that dissem
inated scientific literacy too widely l among the lower classes,
or suggested that the masses of th population might aspire
'
to a higher standard of living .
How was dinosaur ballyhoo a!\lti-evolutionary? Owen's
rhetorical ploy was to portray the �wly defined "dinosaurs"
in as mammalian a fashion as possible , to be as "advanced"
a reptile as could be imagined . IJizards and other modem
reptiles-self-evidently "primitiv � " forms--<:ould thus be
portrayed as degenerations from !dinosaurs , and the large
extinct types therefore would not tepresent any kind of La
marckian or alternative form of progress. Otherwise, the
argument went, we would find s niall , sprawling , lethargic ,
primitive lizards in the oldest ge�logical strata, while the
dinosaurs would be alive today . It i� no accident that between
1 839 and 1 842 , exactly as Owen ! was "creating" the dino
saurs , all the European and Ameri�an "ethnological" socie
ties were created to accomplish the same purpose in the social
realm: replacing the idea of coherent universal human history
with an irrationalist kaleidoscope ; of hermetically isolated,
ahistoric "peoples" or "races . "

t

The Queen of England pusbed dinosaurs
By the middle of the century , the British crown and gov
ernment themselves had gone into the prehistoric monster
business. In 1 854 , the famous Ctystal Palace of the 1 85 1
industrial and imperial exposition 'Was moved from its expo
site to the London suburb of Sydenham , where it anchored
what became one of the world' s fjrst "theme parks. " Close
by the exhibition building were li&size reconstructions (the
world's first) of all the major prehistoric reptiles then known,
fleshed out in tons of concrete, imaginatively colored, and
perched on islands in an artificial lw<e.
The grounds were opened by Queen Victoria personally,
addressing a crowd of 40,000 hau1!ed in by special trains , on
this "mausoleum to the memory ofiruined worlds"; the Royal
Consort Prince Albert had first proposed the display . Hun
dreds of thousands visited the eJlhibit each year, and for
those that could not, the new D�partment of Science and
Art provided for the design and mass-distribution of special
posters to schools throughout Britain. Meanwhile , large
numbers of miniature models of thIe originals were produced
and sold, anticipating Jurassic Pa�k's merchandising racket
by 1 40 years . British mass-circulatton periodicals prominent-
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ly covered "the story behind the story ," taking their readers
behind the scenes to witness the construction of the models a
year before their debut, and reporting on a visit to the sculp
tor's studio by the queen and consort.
Owen directly oversaw every detail of the reconstruc
tions , showing sculptor Benjamin Waterhouse Hawkins how
to make the beasts look sufficiently mammalian (resembling
rhinoceroses and elephants rather than lizards) , still intent on
undercutting the Lamarckian idea of progress . While the
gaping public could not have grasped Owen ' s fine philosoph
ical point, it certainly absorbed the overpowering image of
exotic monstrosity and hulking , primordial power. That
served just as well: It reinforced the gnostic conception of a
divided universe in which the laws of the one part were
different from and incommensurate with those of the other.

The victory of Darwinism

Just as political was the reason for the rapid success of
Darwinism within the decade following the opening of the
Crystal Palace exhibition . Owen, who hated it like the
plague , was swept away at that time not because he defended
any Christian virtues, but simply because he failed to recog
nize the more sophisticated social control options inherent in
Darwin ' s theory . Like many , he mistook it for just another
theory of "evolution . " The debates over Darwinism over the
1 860s and 1 870s were but a tempest in a teapot, as rival
establishment factions fought among themselves . Those
won, who realized that the evidence for species transforma
tions , or something like it, had become so overwhelming that
something was needed to co-opt and undermine the associat
ed idea of "development . "
Darwin ' s contribution t o this goal was t o wed the idea of
transformation with the malthusian conception of "struggle
for existence" among creatures competing for limited re
sources . From this he derived a materialistic mechanism that
accounted for biological transformations by each species '
adaptation to local conditions: the opposite of Lamarckism
which held "adaptations" to be small-scale, local perturba
tions from the grander upward scheme of "evolution" as a
whole-and of religious variants that equally viewed evolu
tion as a progressive phenomenon . Thus, Darwin banished
utterly the idea that progress was the higher-order or more
fundamental causal process. It was simply Adam Smith's
"invisible hand" imported into biology: The apparent coher
ence of the whole is reducible to the maximized selfishness
of the component parts .
The resulting Darwin-Huxley victory was thus the tri
umph of an evolutionary counter-theory , or anti-evolution
ary theory , which would ensure that never again would the
idea of biological species transformation necessitate a sister
concept of "progress"; or if some chose to view the fossil
record as a demonstration of progress (amphibians emerging
from fish, reptiles from a line of amphibians , mammals and
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birds from various lines of repliles) , the theory still reduced
the appearance to a mere contiq.gency , from which both self
development, and developmenlt of biospheric processes as a
whole , had been banished . D�in himself was scrupulous
not to call his idea a theory of " evolution ," at least not until
sociologist Herbert Spencer supplied the catch-phrase "sur
vival of the fittest," which nicely neutralized the ugly ideas
of "progress" and "ordered transformation . "

Judeo-Christian perspecttives o n evolution

The "evolution" ideas that parwinism thus coopted were
not unique to anti-crown and an�i-church English radicals and
reformers , however, nor were, they universally materialist,
reductionist, or even Lamarcki�n . In the half-century before
Darwin , many scientists and others throughout Europe , had
embraced the idea in its general form, understanding that
"evolution" in the broad sens� was completely compatible
with Christianity. These ideas qtay often have been too vague
to be termed "theories ," but thflY were not necessarily wrong
for that reason.
Creation was seen to take th� form of an increasing differ
entiation , specialization , and progress from lower to higher
forms of existence; and human history
, the most recent event
I
in the history of creation , was i�elf characterized by progress
in time , with setbacks to be �ure , but overall a progress
of increasing knowledge of G�, and ultimate redemption.
Contrary to what the myth of "Darwinism vs. Scripture" (or
"science vs. religion") might imply, there was no conflict
between the idea of biological evolution and Christianity .
There was a conflict between �e idea of social progress and
the established Church of Enghmd .
Austrian scientist Franz X�ver Unger ( 1 800-70) , for ex
ample, in 1 85 1 published a lavi�h paleontological tome which
embraced not just an advance �f life "from the simple to the
complex ," but species transfonpations as well , noting of cer
tain older forms , that "they differ from [more recent species]
in such a way that we are led � recognize in them only the
ancestors of all those forms tha� were successively developed
later. " In France , the widely r�ad science popularizer Louis
Figuier elaborated with a denunciation of the gnostic view of
undifferentiated "primeval tim�": "There are no monsters in
nature ," he wrote in 1 863 . "It i� more accordant with the gen
eral perfection of creation to $ee . . . in a structure which
differs so notably from that of, the animals of our days , the
simple augmentation of a type , IlIld sometimes also the begin
ning and successive perfectina of these beings . . . . Let us
look on them, not with disgust; let us learn, on the contrary,
to read in the plan traced for tqeir organization , the work of
the Creator of all things, as well as the plan of creation . "

English dinosaurs come �o America

As in Europe , circumstanqes in the United States were
different from those in England . Here , the idea of progress
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was still so organic a part of the national character that discus
sion of evolution and transfonnation (first Lamarckian , later
Darwinian) was controversial , but never approached the fe
ver pitch it had in England, where threats to the established
rule were taken quite seriously . So, just as the British crown
had decreed a public cult of dinosaurs , so here, their affiliated
institutions attempted to do the same , but in doing so, were
exposed for the unscientific cultists that they were , and at
least temporarily derailed.
In 1 868 , none other than Waterhouse Hawkins , Owen' s
sculptor, was invited b y the authorities o f New York City'S
Central Park, led by Andrew Greene , to create replicas of
the English dinosaurs , plus some of the newer American
discoveries, for a planned "Paleozoic Museum" to be erected
in the park on the model of the Crystal Palace . In their invita
tion, the park commissioners outlined their plan for a display
of the "huge fishes, enonnous birds , monstrous reptiles , and
ponderous uncouth mammals" that existed prior to man's
establishing "a record of his pre-eminence"-in other words ,
no evolution here , only the primordial monster myth, to be
portrayed in modes of carnage and carnivory .
However, New York at that time had come partly under
the control of precisely the swarming "lower classes" (mainly
Irish, Gennan, and Jewish immigrants) whose challenge had
so recently been overcome in England itself. This was the
political machine of William Marcy Tweed ("Boss" to his
enemies) , a machine which has been hypocritically vilified
as the epitome of corruption because of its nearly successful
challenge to the pro-Confederate New York Democratic Par
ty of August Belmont, his Anglophile banking associates ,
and their house organ, the New York Times .
In 1 870, the state legislature transferred control of Cen
tral Park to a new municipal body, appointed by Tweed.
Funding for the "Paleozoic Museum" was immediately sus
pended, as, in the words of the new authorities , "too great a
sum to expend upon a building devoted wholly to paleontolo
gy-a science which, however interesting, is yet so imper
fectly known as not to justify so great a public expense for
illustrating it. " Though Tweed' s opponents ridiculed this as
sertion as hypocrisy in light of the millions of dollars alleged
ly siphoned off by the "Ring," it happened to be true. Com
pared to other sciences, paleontology was barely in the
running-and the Tweed machine accurately diagnosed its
British design. As an opponent mockingly paraphrased this
diagnosis: "Professor Hawkins has been studying books and
bones; what does he know about the management of Central
Park? He was only an Englishman anyway , and the idea of
trying to get up a museum in this City without a correspond
ing scheme for dividing the profits was an absurdity . "
Hawkins continued work o n the models; but i n 1 87 1 ,
vandals entered his Central Park workshop , allegedly under
orders of Tweed's men , smashed the models , destroyed the
molds and sketches , and carted the pieces off to be buried.
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Two bull Brontosaurus, imaginatively etecuted b y paleontologist

Robert T. Bakker in his book The Dinosilur Heresies. Vegetarians.
but no "gentle giants" !

The scandal-mongering against Tweed himself, brewing for
some time, took off shortly after this incident, so the victory
was short-lived; the banker-installed "Committee of 70" that
seized control of the city after Tweed' s ouster appointed
Andrew Greene (the fonner park director who had invited
Hawkins to create the sculptures) as controller. Still, it was
another 30 years before New Yorkers were subjected to the
romantic "terrible lizards" at the new American Museum of
Natural History , founded and funded by the same Greene
and his oligarchic cronies.
Though the American Museum i was not in the forefront
of dinosaur paleontology when first founded, by the early
20th century its president, Henry Fairfield Osborn , had made
it one of the world' s foremost displays of the creatures, star
ring the newly discovered TyrannOsaurus rex, the quintes
sential dragon that Osborn had mounted in its famous tower
ing pose (the more savagely pugili$tic display that Osborn
first proposed proved impossible for technical reasons) . As
had become usual in this shadow world of showman-science ,
the evidence was falsified, by adding extra vertebrae to a tail
otherwise too short for the looming stance . In reality , as
today' s dino-savvy children know , 1lhe animal' s carri age was
horizontal and birdlike , rather thaq. striding upright with a
ground-dragging tail.
Osborn's other legacy in the dinosaur domain is the
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hyper-romantic artwork of Charles R. Knight, whose career
he made (aided by J . P . Morgan financing), and whose dino
saur and other prehistoric paintings became the standard im
age for some five decades of children and others , both at the
museum and reproduced in countless books from the 1 920s
to the present . Through Knight, and his many imitators ,
the gnostic "dark world" ideology was also preserved . How
many T. rex landscapes have you ever seen without a belching
background volcano---iconic representation of the violent
"primeval Earth"? Knight was Osborn 's visual myth-propa
gandist as Hawkins was Owen's; and though Owen denied
"transformism" while Osborn embraced it, on the more pro
found level , they shared an antipathy to the "rabble ," and a
dedication to preservation of oligarchic rule .
Osborn also made the museum a world center for the
eugenics movement and associated "race science ," which
accompanied the dino-show as twin pillars of the new
Darwinian universe: "Progress ," for those who still be
lieved in it , was now nothing more than the extinction
of the deficient (who deserved it) , and their replacement
by the superior-<iinosaurs by mammals , lesser races by
the Anglo-Saxon .
Science vs. mythology
It is probably as a result of this ideology , that the prevail
ing 20th-century nonsense about dinosaurs took root: that
they were reptilian in every detail , including "cold-blooded
ness"; that the sauropods (large Brontosaur types) were too
heavy to support their own weight and had to live in swamps;
that both these and the so-called duckbills lived on diets of
mushy water vegetation; that the dinos wallowed , plodded ,
and otherwise stupidly and clumsily lurched their way
through 1 60 million years of geological rime .
Throughout the entire history of dino-shows , as a part of
this myth function, there has been an unbroken continuity
of a certain sort of popular drivel , antithetical to scientific
thinking, yet embedded in the images projected by the scien
tific institutions themselves . This is the notion that individual
dinosaur species can be characterized as certain "personality
types," or by crudely defined human emotional states , as in
the "unamiable" ichthyosaur pictured for the children of
1 937 . Thus , Tyrannosaurus, as for Osborn , is "ferocious,"
"savage," and of course "tyrannical . " Brontosaurus is a
"gentle giant ," or herbivores ("vegetarians") in general are
"harmless . "
Oh? Try to characterize living mammal species i n the
same way. If you eat meat, you "rule . " If you eat plants , you
may be a "gentle giant"-perhaps like a rutting bull elephant
or charging hippo or boar? All that really "rules" is the mythic
bipolarity of "bad" carnivores and "good" herbivores ,
merged into the oligarchical form of social pecking order
appropriate to a street gang or an English public school .
Perhaps those children who have projected a stem father
image onto Tyrannosaurus and a "gentle giant" mother-im-
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age onto Brontosaurus, have merely played back to us what
our absurd pictures, museums, !and books have fed them?
Filmmaker Spielberg , so ptilblicly attentive to "scientific

New research fuels
interest in dmosaurs
Behind the anti-scientific Jurassic Park lies an extraordi
nary quarter-century overhatll of scientific thinking about
dinosaurs , starting especially with John Ostrom' s 1 964
discovery and evaluation of the small carnivore Deinony
chus, an agile creature capaWe of rapid maneuvers beyond
those previously associated with dinosaurs . The evidence
for its activity levels further �uggested a "warm-blooded"
metabolism (more precisely l the ability to maintain a con
stant high body temperature), akin to that of mammals and
birds . Its anatomy also strengthened a newly re-argued
hypothesis , also due to OstI1Om, that birds descended di
rectly from dinosaurs, rather than from an older common
ancestor.
Robert Bakker, Ostromls one-time student, ran with
these ideas , putting forth a aeries of dinosaur "heresies"
starting in the late 1 96Os . lie argued that all dinosaurs
were warm-blooded; that thh were quite active; and that
their intelligence and complexity of behavior and social
organization were comparable to that of most mammals;
that their dietary and other Iphysiological characteristics
bore little or no resemblance to the traditional "sluggish
reptiles . " Bakker summarizes his own theories and much
of the other new evidence i and thinking as of 1 985 in
his delightful , densely infQrmative , and polemical The
Dinosaur Heresies (New Y�rk: William Morrow & Co. ,
1 986) .
i
Slightly later, John Hotner unearthed the first-ever
fossils of dinosaur commun�l nesting , including evidence
that distinguished between two species' growth pat
terns-one in which hatchlittgs were up and about imme
diately, the other in which the young hatched at a more
immature stage and remaintd for some time in the nest,
fed by "nurturing" parents . Homer's Digging Dinosaurs
(New York: Workman Publishers , 1 988), co-authored
with James Gorman , is one lof the best general introduc
tions to the field practice of d.nosaur paleontology , as well
as a report on the author' s bwn work; his more recent,
The Complete T. "Rex, co-authored with Dinosaur Society
cofounder Don Lessem (New York: Simon & Schuster,
1 993) is a good popular account of the famous title crea
ture , with valuable material bn historic delusions .
Work by French paleoh�stologist Armand de Ricqles
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accuracy, " has worked particularly hard to ensure the sanctity
of this myth , through such frightful absurdities as cozying up
to a megaton Brachiosaurus-safe because it is a herbivo-

complemented Homer' s , by comparing the microscopic
internal structure of dinosaur bones with that of living
animals (reptile and mammal) , to suggest that rates of
growth were so rapid as to constitute further evidence for
high metabolic rates . Other lines of evidence further filled
out the new picture of dinosaurs as rapid-moving , effec
tive animals, including study of dinosaur tracks combined
with analysis of the tracks of living large animals and the
biodynamics limb structure and musculature . Trackway
and other investigations confirmed that many dinosaur
species lived in large herds , possibly including such herd
structuring as protecting the young while travelling . Good
overviews include Martin Lockley , Tracking Dinosaurs
(New York: Cambridge University Press , 1 99 1 ) and R .
McNeill Alexander, Dynamics of Dinosaurs and Other
Extinct Giants (New York: Columbia University Press ,

1 989) .

Meanwhile , new species have come to light at unprec
edented rates , both in traditional beds such as the Ameri
can Badlands and Mongolia, and in previously untapped
sites such as in Africa and Argentina. Perhaps some 40%
of the 500-plus dinosaur species now known were discov
ered in the past 25 years .
Finally, a new crop of artists has risen up , who, for
the first time since Charles Knight, work intensively with
the paleontologists to ensure accuracy in their renditions ,
while some of the "new" paleontologists-Bakker and
Gregory Paul-are themselves proficient illustrators . Un
fortunately, many of the paintings , despite respectable
anatomical accuracy, pepetuate the romantic images. A
good selection, with discussion of the important issue
of scientist-artist collaboration, is in Dinosaurs Past and
Present (Los Angeles County Museum of Natural History
and University of Washington Press , 1 986) .

Bakker's provocative 'heresies'

While many paleontologists reacted with annoyance
or disdain to Bakker' s cocky and "unprofessional" assert
iveness (he is certainly a media showman) , there is no
question but that his campaign reoriented the field, as
scientists increasingly attempted to pursue or refute his
"heresies . " What makes this so-called enfant terrible in
teresting , however, is not any of the particular "heresies ,"
but rather his scientific method, a rarity today , which
proceeds from an examination of the fundamental premis
es of the science . If these are proven false , then all the
conclusions hanging from them fall as well . Most interest-
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rous "gentle giant"-and allowing a small child next to an ill
Triceratops-probably about as safe as a sick rhino of half
the size and probably of comparable temperament.

ing , though Bakker is first and foC¢most a dino man , he
approaches his subject as embedded in the larger questions
of biospheric processes generally: transformations of en
tire ecologies , relationships among types of organisms ,
and origins as well as extinctions (he thus rejects the "im
pact" theory as not merely empirically wrong , but scien
tifically sterile) . In this he is a rara dino-avis not only in
paleontology , but in biology generally .
Whether Bakker is right or wrong on any particular
(for example , regulation of body temperature) , his method
is correct . Unfortunately , many of his colleagues persist
in the game of obeisance to "objectivity , " even when that
means giving "equal respect" to useful hypotheses and
received opinion with only the weight of unexamined tra
dition to support it. Christopher McGowan' s Dinosaurs.
Spitfires. and Sea Dragons (Cambridge , Mass . : Harvard
University Press , 1 992) is typical , though otherwise use
ful , particularly for its extended ; discussion-missing
from many narrowly defined "dinosaur" books-of the
other Mesozoic reptiles, the ichthyosaurs , plesiosaurs ,
and pterosaurs .
Science journalist John Noble Wilford, another for
mally "objective" author, provides a tolerable historic
overview of the field , detailed but dino-centric (and keen
on catastrophism) , The Riddle of the Dinosaur (New
York: Random House Vintage Books , 1 987) . For a fasci
nating history of the complex matriage of paleontology
and public policy debate , see Adrian Desmond. The Poli
tics of Evolution: Morphology. Medicine. and Reform in
Radical London (Chicago: University of Chicago Press ,
1 989) and Martin J . S . Rudwick, Scenes From Deep Time:
Early Pictorial Representations o/the Prehistoric World
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press , 1 992) . For chil
dren , among the best are John Hotner and Don Lessem,
Digging Up Tyrannosaurus Rex . (New York: Crown ,
1 993); Patricia Lauber, Living With Dinosaurs (New
York: Bradbury Press , 1 99 1 ) and The News About Dino
saurs (Bradbury Press, 1 989) .
As for an oft-cited "smart" dinosaur, the thin excuse
for Jurassic' s clever "raptors , " this is Troodon. a small
cousin of Velociraptor and Deinonychus. whose cranial
dimensions have captivated Canadilan paleontologist Dale
Russell . Fine print: Its brain is so large by comparative
dino standards , that it equals that. of a modem ground
dwelling bird. Okay , I'd respect e!Ven a turkey if it were
nine feet tall; and as for dinosaur science-well , as the
man said, that's just the way it is .-Richard Welsh
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�TIill Feature

The high cost
of Gennany's
political panl1ysis
I

by Uwe Friesecke

Uwe Friesecke is a senior member ofthe new German party Civil Rights Movement
Solidarity and vice president of the German branch pf the Schiller Institute . He is
touring the United States in order to present a clear picture of the deteriorating
strategic situation to American citizens and policymtzkers along with Viktor Kuzin
of the Russian Parliament, and Paolo Raimondi of EIR' s European bureau in
Wiesbaden, Germay .
The following presentation was made to Schiller Institute and EIR staff mem
bers in Leesburg, Virginia on July 2 1 .

Things are really going fine in Germany-if you look at the Frankfurt stock
market. You have an amazing surge there: In the, last two months , it rose by
something like 20% . All the big export-oriented companies in Germany are look
ing toward a great future . Why? Because, the dollar has been rising , and is
predicted to go up still further; and therefore , it' s clear logic that, if you want to
buy a Mercedes anywhere in the world, it' s going to be much cheaper, if you have
dollars . And, since there are tens of thousands of people worldwide who have the
money to buy Mercedes cars , it' s guaranteed tha� the future of the Mercedes
company in Germany is going to be great. So, therefore , money is flowing, and
international investors are right now scrambling tOI get a share of the Frankfurt
stock market, because the future of the export-oriented economy in Germany is
just great.
Our Economics Minister Rexrodt said in an interview that he has been listening
very carefully , and that he has been hearing the engine of the upswing ! He was
very serious. When Rexrodt came into office 1 8 months ago, he was absolutely
sure that, in the first half of 1 993 , the upswing would occur. Then, only four
weeks later, at a fair in Frankfurt, he corrected himself, saying , no , he has new
data; but now he' s sure it' s going to be the end of :1 993 . And then , about three
months later, he again corrected himself. But now , o\(er the weekend, his empirical
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HicbQc/ NetlTle'lJ
A memorial in
Wiesbaden , Germany on
July 1 6 . /or a policeman
killed during the arrest
of suspected RAF
terrorists in Bad
Kleinen . The scandal
over the shootout, in
which a terrorist suspect
was also killed, has
brought up questions
about whether parts of
the German government
have been covering up
information in a number
of political
assassinations in recent
years .

senses told him that he could hear the engine ,
Wel l , if everything is just fine , then isn ' t it an outrage
that 40 miners in a potash mine at B ischofferode in eastern
Germany are on a hunger strike , and are even rejecting these
well-meaning offers of the government to guarantee half of
their jobs somewhere else after their mine is closed? And
aren ' t they giving the government a bad name , because this
has never happened before in Germany ? A hunger strike in
this determined way , against the union , against the govern
ment , has never happened before .
So why are some people "talking the situation down"?
Why are they undermining the psychology of government
and management in their effort to bring the economy under
control?
Well , apparently a lot of people , especially by now the
officially close to 4 million unemployed , have better hearing
than the economics minister ! They just can ' t hear that engine
of the upswing ! And a lot of people do have a better sense of
reality about what ' s going on .
There is an insanity in terms of the economic policy ,
which , I think , in the United States, we have been used to for
a very long time already . But you have to understand that in
Germany the collapse is far faster and much deeper, in a
sense . Until 1 989 , Germany did follow a somewhat different
economic policy than the hard-core post-industrial policies
of U . S . administrations since the assassination of 10hn Ken
nedy . Then , between 1 989 and 1 99 1 , and into the beginning
of 1 992 , the German economic situation was carried along
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by the relatively artificial increased d emand stemming from
German unification . That i s , much of the consumer goods
industry in western Germany was clriven by the immediate
demand for consumer goods which the eastern German citi
zens were able to buy from out of their saving s , because their
savings had been transferred at a rate of 1 to 2; and therefore ,
a demand was created for cars , for TV sets , for refrigerators ,
for furniture-Dr books , for examdle : The publishing busi
ness had a bonanza between 1 989 a I d the beginning of 1 99 2 .
In the middle of 1 992 , this pr9cess came t o a dramatic
halt. And now the downturn of the German economy is much
more rapid , much more dramatic; ahd the people experience
it in a much more dramatic way than in other European
countries and in the United State s , here this has been com
ing more gradually , year after yea�. Therefore , the political
and social consequences of this could be very dangerous in
the short term .

j

Voices for reason
Economically we have a disaste in Germany; politically,
the government is completely paralyzed , among other things ,
over this shootout on lune 27 bet een police and terrorists
in B ad Kleinen a couple of weeks ago , in which suspected
B aader-Meinhof terrorist Wolfgang Grams was shot in the
head at close range; and they are not prepared in any way
whatsoever to handle the crisis i I eastern Europe and the
crisis coming out of Russia and the former Soviet Union .
Yet , at the same time , you have anomalies . You have the
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Balkans correspondent Victor Meier in the daily newspaper
Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung in the last two weeks , blast
ing the British , hammering away at Foreign Minister Klaus
Kinkel , and attacking David Owen and the U . N . operation
in Bosnia, attacking Croatia's President Tudjman , and laying
out exactly what a complete disaster is going on in Bosnia
Hercegovina. Meier went further than anyone in the interna
tional press . And the editorial line of the Frankfurter Allgem
eine Zeitung in this respect has been not only very realistic
and sober, but even relatively courageous , compared to all
other voices. It is still a fact that the only government in
the western world where a minister resigned in protest over
inaction vis-a-vis the Bosnia crisis has been in the German
government , when Postal Minister Christian Schwarz-Schil
ling resigned . He , together with a member of parliament,
Stefan Schwarz from the Christian Democratic Union , have
gone on a continuous campaign to try to do something in
Bosnia-unfortunately, so far with no success . So, there is
this political anomaly, compared to Italy or France , which
we have to take note of; therefore , it' s not a cut-and-dried
situation .

The face of unemployment

Officially the government admits that at the end of the
year, we will have 4 million unemployed . Those 4 million
only include those who are completely unemployed . If you
add to this , people on short work, and if you add to this the
huge number of formerly gainfully employed people who
simply have been put into government-financed work proj
ects , the unemployment figure will be closer to 6 . 5-7 million
by the end of the year. This is especially happening in former
East Germany , in the new federal states , where you have
such a dramatic collapse of industrial enterprises , that if the
full extent were to appear on the unemployment lists , offi
cially, there would be no way to politically control it. What
they have done to cover up the reality , is mobilize millions
in government funds to put people into crazy make-work
projects . They have people going around picking up garbage ,
or environmental programs like planting trees . Planting trees
in some other situations would be a good idea-but to do this
as a conscious policy to replace industrial jobs , is insane .
Take a city like Brandenburg , which used to be a steel
center in East Germany . In 1 989, it had about 7 ,000 steel
jobs; today there are no more than 600 . This is in a city where
nothing else-not the service sector or anything else-has
been built up. What did the government do? Now , admitted
ly, one of the factors was that this was relatively older tech
nology and much more labor-intensive methods than in the
west. But you also had child care for all the factories in East
Germany, so that the mothers could work. The government
eliminated all this , and they created make-work programs .
They also used the unemployment office to create "training"
programs in such things as financial accounting. The trainees
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are soon done with these cou(Ses , say after six or twelve
months . And again and agail) it happens: Once they go
through this training program , the entire class goes back on
unemployment, because the jobs are not there . These people
weren't trained for the free-�ket economy; they hadn't
learned competition and all this under socialism. And the
first place they compete after being trained in this free market,
is on the unemployment line.
Imagine a medium-sized city-Brandenburg has a popu
lation of 200,000 : The steel cQmpany has been privatized,
sold to an Italian company; and l of 7 ,000 jobs , you eliminate
6,500. Imagine what this does t� a city , because each of these
workers is the breadwinner of a family . And this is happening
in city after city . Garlitz, whic � was a textile city, had 8 ,000
jobs in 1 989, and now it' s do Vlj n to 500, and the remaining
factory was sold off to somebo�y from Austria. This is hap
pening all over in former east G rmany. The process of dein
dustrialization there is dramatic and this is part of the picture
behind this hunger strike at Bis hofferode .

!
,

The insanity of the ' free ",arket'

In the plans to sell off some �fthese industrial enterprises,
the Treuhand-the holding corhpany responsible for priva
tization-was able to claim a certain amount of initial suc
cess . Now we are getting into the second phase . Take the
example of Jagdwaffen , one of the leading manufacturers of
hunting rifles and other rifles internationally, located not far
from Bischofferode . It was sold ilast year, with the agreement
that there would be a certain amount of investment and a
certain number of jobs preserved. It was sold to a French
Italian consortium , which probably planned all along to buy
it because of the brand-name; they would just buy the name,
which would eliminate competition on the world market.
They made all assurances to keep the factory going; but now ,
six months later, they say , "Oh , we weren't told the whole
truth , about all the debts outstanding. If we keep this compa
ny running , we would have to invest another couple of mil
lion deutschemarks . And we 're not prepared to do that. Sor
ry , we' re withdrawing from the sale . " And the company went
into bankruptcy just last week. ;
Even on its own terms , the Treuhand policy which was
adopted after its head Detlev Rohwedder was killed in April
1 99 1 , cannot work anymore , because nobody is addressing
the fundamental problem of the destruction of the export
orientation in the former Comecon market.
So, therefore, the collapse of industrial jobs and the in
ability to replace them with any other kind of job , is so
dramatic , that rage is building up. Nobody is addressing the
problem in any fundamental way--especially not the trade
unions. The Bischofferode potash strike was called against
the advice of the trade union . The strikers are saying , "This
is our life , and we will give our life for this , " and in discussion
we have had with the strikers , tliIey see how this ties into the
EIR
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international crisis , especially in the production of food . This
must be made into an international issue .
I think we are very close to seeing a very dramatic social
and political explosion in eastern Germany , because the
problem is not being addressed such as to offer any way out;
people are losing hope day by day, and their anger against
the West, especially against west Germans , is building up in
a very bad way . Unless this fundamental problem of Germa
ny' s industrial orientation is addressed, there obviously is no
solution.
In western Germany , there is no sector of the industrial
part of the economy which has not been dramatically hit by
the world economic depression. Take the auto industry, or
the electronics industry: Every week, you have announce
ments of layoffs in the tens of thousands . And what is the big
issue? It is the complete brainwashing of the managerial
layers , who say , "Our future is going to be China. " The shoe
industry is producing in China, as is the textile industry .
They claim there are structural problems in Germany, that
it's too expensive to produce here .
The archetype is this crazy guy Frank Lopez , from Gener
al Motors, who was hailed as a hero for finally teach ing
German management to live up to the structural demands of
a changed business world, with the catch-word "lean man
agement" and cost-cutting . He is being paid something like
DM 5 million a year to come in and be the tough guy, to
force the medium-sized parts suppliers for Volkswagen to
lower their prices . How do they do it? They throw people out
of their jobs . They cut their work force, and in doing so, they
are firing the potential buyer of a VW car ! The insanity is
that Lopez is now admired for having finally taught German
management a lesson about how to adapt to the changed
situation in the world market.
The big debate is centered around the "structural prob
lem" that costs of industrial production are too high in Germa
ny , making it necessary to have runaway shops to cheap
labor countries . What is awful to see, is how this argument
is all the rage among an entire layer of managers .
You know from experience here in the United States what
this means: This is exactly the process by which the cheap
labor in the North American Free Trade Agreement was used
in Mexico . The same thing is now going on in Germany .
The way it worked is as follows: Under communism, East
Germany was a reservoir for this sort of cheap labor. A lot of
products on the world market that said "Made in Germany"
were actually produced in East Germany , were bought at
rock-bottom prices by West German companies-the label
"Made in Germany" wasn't wrong-and resold for higher
prices . In textiles, the top-of-the-line East German produc
tion went for export to the West; the next-lower quality went
to the East, to Russia; and the lowest quality stayed in the
country . This was true for East Germany, and also for Yugo
slavia. By the end of the 1 980s, a lot of the textile production
EIR
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of western Europe was based in what is today the Balkan
crisis area. Now that this has colhjpsed, they are trying to
move heavily into Slovakia.
The new aspect, however, is t"at the original idea that
characterized the German Mittelsta41d-small- and medium
sized technologically progressive .ndustries-is left com
pletely defenseless by the institutiqn of these industrialists .
And this is a perfect way of playing �he entrepreneurs against
the trade unions .
I
There is no sane voice from tQe existing institutions to
say , "Wait a minute: There is a different problem here , which
is the total strategic picture . " So it is our job to be that voice.
The same is true for France. Recall that when the Balladur
government came in, they were praised as a conservative
government which would get rid of �ll the pitfalls of socialist
experiments , the high wages , etc . , and would stabilize the
French economy . They managed to stabilize the French econ
omy for about one month; the idea Iwas that the markets had
decided that the French franc WOUld replace the deutsche
mark as the strongest currency in lEurope. B ut in the mean
time , the market decided differeQ11y , and the franc again
reflected the disaster of the French �conomy .
This is the basis from which th<t political paralysis has to
be understood. There is just no sign or voice of any weight
right now in the institutions that would, even in a distant
echo, propose the types of economi4: proposals of the Europe
an "Productive Triangle" that LyQdon LaRouche proposed
in 1 989 . There are only certain pockets of resistance, such as
the hunger strikers at the potash mine in Bischofferode .
This puts the German governml!nt and the miners' union
in a very awkward position . They say, "No , no compro
mise . " Well, is the union going t<il allow the miners to die
during the hunger strike? The strikers have a rotation system:
If people have to be hospitalized , otPers join the strike , taking
their place , so they keep the action 'going at a very high level
of morale . These are signs of where the political situation
can be turned around; and the str.tegic issues, such as the
Productive Triangle , the strategici economic situation, can
then be put forward.
I
But as far as the governments! are concerned, as far as
leading associations of the entrepreneurs or the trade unions
are concerned, we see an unmitigated disaster.
Government lacks resolve against terrorism
Politically , we'don't know what really went on in this Bad
Kleinen shootout. Nobody knows ,1 and apparently nobody is
supposed to know. But its effect iwas to make clear to the
public that the institution of the st�te is not capable of acting
resolutely. The facts are these: Th� Federal Criminal Office
and the GSG-9, the anti-terrorist unit of the Bundes
grenzschutz (the German national r guard) , were about to ar
rest two so-called terrorists , Wolfgang Grams and Birgit Ho
gefeld, who they said were in the �op command level of the
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Red Army Fraction . There was a shootout in which one
policeman was killed and this alleged terrorist Grams was
killed . At first, it looked very straightforward; but three days
later, things became quite complicated. It turned out that the
government had deployed something like 50 people to arrest
two. Grams was shot in the head, which is very unlikely in a
shootout from a relatively great distance. There are now
three different expert reports , each of which draws entirely
different conclusions about which weapon killed Grams . One
thesis is that he was killed by his own gun , meaning either
that he shot himself, or that somebody else put his own gun
to his head. Another thesis is that he was killed by another
gun; but all the police guns are registered , and the gun is not
among those registered . Then there is speculation that special
forces always run around with additional , unregistered
weapons.
And now we find out that there was an informant, named
Klaus , from Wiesbaden . You have this infiltrator, who was
seen at the station where Grams and Hogefeld were arrested
beforehand. There are conflicting stories , including that he
was an infiltrator whom the state government of Rhineland
Palatinate had in the RAF for eight years . But if that were
true, what would this say about the assassinations of
Deutsche Bank chairman Alfred Herrhausen in November
1 989 , Treuhand head Detlev Rohwedder in 1 99 1 , and others?
Either the story isn't true, or if it is true, might this mean that
the RAF didn't kill Herrhausen and Rohwedder?
Remember, too, that two months ago there was a bomb
ing attack against the new prison near Darmstadt. Now the
question is, was this infiltrator also involved in blowing up
this prison?
The emergence of such information shows that the gov
ernment is no longer in control of its own security forces-yet
another aspect of the complete paralysis of the government
institutions in Germany . The result was that the last minister
involved in German unity , Interior Minister Seiters , suddenly
resigned only three days into the inquiry over misconduct
by the security institutions. This is unheard of. After all , a
minister can say , "I take political responsibility" after every
thing has been checked through-who did what; but to sud
denly pick up and leave is very questionable . Does this mean
that he knows more, and doesn't want to be involved in it?
Like former Foreign Minister Hans-Dietrich Genscher, when
he suddenly resigned a couple of years ago .
The other minister to resign was Transportation Minister
Krause. Krause was from the east, and Seiters-before he
was minister-from the west; together, they negotiated the
contract which united the two Germanys . Krause was forced
to resign over a minor scandal that was blown out of propor
tion . But he was somebody who at least had an idea of build
ing infrastructure for transportation , and was pushing this.
He was the one who put the magnetically levitated train
project, Transrapid , between Hamburg and Berlin , into the
30
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government' s program. Now it is very unlikely that it will
remain in the plan .
So, the two key ministers IOf German refunification are
now out. Instead , you have disorientation. The government,
in the face of the internal situation-and add to this the whole
destabilization around the so-aalled foreigners question-is
not in control of what is coming around the bend economi
cally.
Crisis in foreign policy
This is most dramatically expressed with respect to the
Bosnia crisis . Foreign Minister Klaus Kinkel came to the
United States at the beginning df this year to announce that he
would urge the Clinton admini$tration to support the Vance
Owen plan for the partition of Bosnia. Since that time he has
been a completely negative factor in this whole process.
I think the worst thing in Europe right now is this process,
because what we now see there is a move away from at least
a certain alliance of the Muslims and the Croats to fight
the aggressor, Serbia. Now that alliance has broken down
completely, and what you ge� now is the most awesome,
barbaric fall into an absolute hell. The crowd around Croatian
President Tudjman , together with the Croats from Hercego
vina, essentially told the Muslims , "You keep what you can
get . " The Muslims have been i driven into a posture where
they tried in central Bosnia to cllpture areas where they think
they have the strength to hold them. This is a horror, for
which Tudjman especially bears the blame, but for which
others also have to take responsibility.
The situation is moving frolln one atrocity to the next. We
are now facing the fall of Samjevo . The Serbs think they
have a deal between Tudjman and Milosevic , which will not
be the end of the story .
One of the interesting aspects is that you have journalist
Victor Meier attacking the GerJlnan government for inaction ,
and for the first time ever, saying that it was British policy
with the aim of encouraging the formation of Greater Serbia,
and of hitting Germany on a weak flank. To my knowledge,
this has not been published elsewhere than in the Frankfurter
Allgemeine Zeitung .
Germany and the former Soviet Union
Now let's look at Germany ' s policy toward the former
Soviet Union and the rest of eastern Europe . I think that the
way Konstantin George has posed it in his recent EIR articles
has made it very clear that we are seeing a gradual-not
yet dramatic-consolidation of the Greater Russia idea. The
specific personalities involved are not what counts primari
ly-Yeltsin , Khasbulatov , Rutskoy, and so forth . But what
we probably can expect, in GeOrge' s estimation , is that there
will soon be a change in the institutional setup of the govern
ment in Russia. Yeltsin may stay on as a figurehead, or as a
compromise . It is not clear what other figure could take the
ElK
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lead; but the underlying reality is that the declaration of De
fense Minister Pavel Grachev from last summer is now being
implemented-the idea that wherever there is a Russian eth
nic group, Russia has the right to intervene.
The process sped up dramatically following the five-pow
er agreement on May 22 to partition Bosnia. The disaster, in
particular, is that in a part of the world that was not regarded
by Russia as their area of influence-that is, Bosnia-Herce
govina-the West failed to act. Now if they failed to act
there, what does that say about the areas that are regarded as
their sphere of influence, i . e . , the Baltics, Ukraine , the Black
Sea? And so, we have seen a tremendous escalation since
May 22 in the crisis with Ukraine, the crisis around the Baltic
republics, and the march toward regaining the coastline on
the Black Sea, especially this operation in Abkhazia, where
Georgia is involved .
I think it would be a big illusion to think that this process
will just go on forever: There are branching points, and there
conflict points where actual clashes-say, between Ukraine
and Russia--could erupt and go completely out of control .
What is the West going to do then? What is the West
going to do if the Russians take Estonia, or Lithuania, or
anything else?
We see that Poland suddenly agreed to a military coopera
tion agreement with Moscow. If we had told them a year and
a half or two years ago that they would end up doing this ,
they would have all protested vehemently . We see that Hun
gary, over the issue of getting military equipment, is being
driven back into the arms of the Russians , because the Rus
sians have converted part of their debt to Hungary into the
delivery of MiG-29s and other materiel. Why? Because Hun
gary was denied any NATO protection, there weren't even
any talks about military protection or political agreements
for possible defense protection vis-a-vis Serbia, in particular,
by the West.
So, the process that's going on in Russia is a clear consoli
dation of moves toward the Greater Russia idea, which was
originally the idea of the Third Rome . It' s not immediately
dramatic , but it is clearly there, and it could advance into a
situation where the point of conflict with the West could take
place. There's just no doubt about it.
Lyndon LaRouche stressed in his "EIR Talks" radio inter
view today that, apparently , there is a faction in the West
that is playing with fire , for instance, in the case of Tajikistan,
to try and provoke a Great Russian-Third Rome faction com
ing into power as an imperial faction in Russia.
It is truly a very bleak picture. The worst aspect of it,
though , is the degree of brutality , the amount of cynicism
about the situation in Bosnia, etc . The press has made a
conscious decision to black out 80% of what really is going
on. If you compare the pictures of Americans in Des Moines
or elsewhere lining up for water, and you see the social
comments on it, yes , it is a tragedy; but the same water
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queues in Sarajevo are being shelled by the Serbs, and 20
people are killed in a line of people trying to get fresh water.
The western policy is not not only to not do anything , but
essentially to close off Bosnia, all�wing this conflict to go
into a phase where they bleed each other to death , until
according to their crazy idea-the war will stop, because
everybody is dead . That is a strategic conception held by
people determining policy !
This strategic immorality with respect to the Bosnia crisis
is the worst of all . The economic crisis is bad enough; the
political paralysis is bad enough; but it is the western political
institutions knowing full well that this is going on in Bosnia,
and deciding not only to do nothingi, but to also try to cordon
.
it off from public consciousness.
We will pay very, very dearly for this immorality.
The LaRouche movement's intervention
The intervention of the Schillel1 Institute with its June 45 conference in Bonn [see EIR , June 25 , 1 993] was very
important for mobilizing political forces in both eastern and
western Europe to combat the immorality of geopolitics . But,
what was striking about the Bonn conference was that we
had high-level representation from i Russia, Ukraine; we had
people from Poland; we had formenForeign Minister Separo
vic from Croatia, etc . But did we :have any elected official
from the United States? from Italy? from France? from Ger
many? None .
This is probably the best expression of the immorality and
bankruptcy of political institutions in the so-called western
governments and western nations .
I n Germany itself, the Civil Rights Movement Solidarity
is beginning to launch election aampaigns for next year,
when there will be 1 2 elections on various levels . Our first
campaign is the Munich mayoral campaign of Elke Fimmen,
which will be run under the slogan, "Ja, wir haben das Pa
tentrezept" ("Yes, we do have the patent recipe") . You see,
all these politically correct politicians and journalists have
been saying for the last 20 years that there is no "patent
recipe" to solve Europe's problems. If you argue that you
have a concept which might solve the crisis , you are labeled
as "authoritarian . " Helga Zepp-Lallouche first put this slogan
out during the administration ofl Helmut Schmidt in the
1 970s , when Schmidt said, "Ich habe kein Patentrezept, " to
which she replied for the European Labor Party, "Wir haben
das Patentrezept," which referred 110 LaRouche' s whole stra
tegic package for a new world economic order.
In Munich, we are participating in the mayoral elections
which were called suddenly. This will build up toward state
and federal election campaigns, where we hope to run slates
next year, and build up the Civil Rights Movement networks
nationally .
The Schiller Institute just had two successful conferences
in Prague , Czechoslovakia with representatives from all the
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political parties and the press; there was a good meeting in
the capital of Slovakia, Bratislava . And we expect we will
soon be print a translation of LaRouche' s book So, You Wish
to Learn All about Economics ? in Ukraine . I think Ukraine
is probably the one country that has had the most intense
ant-IMF discussions in the former Soviet bloc over the past
couple of months .
It's a tough battle situation , with a dramatic collapse of
existing institutions , and a wide-open opportunity for chang
ing them .

The real story behind the
spy scandals
During the discussion period after his speech , Friesecke
elaborated on the political embroglio in Bonn :

The spy scandal , where it has "suddenly" come out that
there is a list of 2,000 leading figures from west Germany
who were on the payroll of the East German secret police
the Stasi-is indicative of why Germany can be so easily
paralyzed by these scandals .
It worked this way: When Willy Brandt was on his death
bed last year, Chancellor Helmut Kohl visited him, about a
month before he died . Kohl had already been briefed on the
fact that there was a list of 2,000 names of politicians , busi
ness leaders , journalists , and others in KGB files that were
taken to Russia from the Stasi files . The question was , how
to deal with this problem , without tearing Germany apart
politically.
Kohl agreed to solve it, as they say , "the Wehner way,"
using the methods of the late Herbert Wehner, whose faction
was known as the Kanalarbeiter, the "sewer workers" who
did the dirty jobs . The individuals named on the list would
be gradually removed from Social Democratic Party' s parlia
mentary caucus. And now the truth is coming out, that a
minimum of 25 members of parliament had been on the
payroll of the East German intelligence agency , the Stasi, for
decades. And the way to solve it "Wehner-style" was to
gradually move them out of the center of politics , out of the
party caucus , and just forget about them . This would dissi
pate the potential for scandal . Apparently Brandt and Kohl
agreed to do exactly that.
But this points to something else . The most important
person in this Stasi network is Alexander SchaIck-Golod
kowski , and he is not being touched. All sorts of other people
are being touched, including a man named Vogel , a lawyer,
who would act as a go-between for spy exchanges between
the Americans and the Soviets in Berlin . He obviously en
sured he was paid well for his services , since he drove a
Mercedes . He was the typical back-channel agent who cov
ered up the dirty work in public by acting as the attorney for
32
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east German communist boss Erich Honecker. For example,
if somebody wanted to emigrate: from East Germany and he
owned a house , they would go to Vogel , and offer their
house . Vogel would negotiate td have a top party official or
a Stasi official get the house ini exchange for allowing the
person to leave the country.
Egon Bahr, Willy Brandt-everybody knew this was go
ing on . During the 1 970s , the Ostpolitik was largely trade in
people , with a lot of money chan*ing hands . Suddenly Vogel
is arrested and indicted for tax fraud. It' s a typical method of
scapegoating a lower-level official.
But the real top guy, Erich Honecker, was gotten out
of the country by a scummy deal , on the basis of medical
testimony that he would die in three months-that was
Christmas last year. Now , he' s still living a happy life in
Chile . The other top character is SchaIck-Golodkowski , who
was involved with Tiny Rowlandi and every dirty aspect, who
is living a happy life in Bavaria protected by a combination
of French , American , British, German-plus a deal with
Russia, who knows?-intelligent;;e services .
This list of so-called revelations of 2,000 Stasi collabora
tors probably has a lot of truth � but also has a lot of mis
leading , coverup information .
Maintaining the Yalta deal
The real dirt is the fraud of postwar policy, especially
in Germany. The west German ,government was involved,
together with the Allies , to keep this Yalta deal over Germany
going for all these years . And thei agreement between Brandt
and Kohl-Brandt is one of the people who probably knew
the most about it-still has not c(>me out to the full extent.
This year, the anniversary of the events of June 1 7 , 1 95 3 ,
had interesting aspects , which suddenly came out i n public ,
ironically from Egon Bahr, who probably is a KGB-Stasi
asset. But he provided an interesting detail which tells you
something.
On June 1 6 , 1 953 and in the days immediately preceding,
workers began going on strike in ,East Germany . The official
history was that this was limited mostly to East Berlin, and
therefore it was an isolated event; the construction workers
from East Berlin held a march , and the Russians deployed
tanks to crush it.
Now , because of the old communist files that historians
have access to, we see there is quite a different story . There
is actually footage and photographs of what happened that
can be freely shown for the first time in history. During the
days building up to June 1 7 , 1 9$3 , there was a widespread
strike wave throughout East G�rmany--cities like Halle,
which is the center of the chemical industry. There was a
mass strike wave of a minimum of close to a million people,
demanding not just economic improvement; the story until
now was that the discontent in East Germany was because
the construction workers didn 't like the pressure on them to
EIR
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increase productivity. But this was a full-fledged mass strike
movement against the government.
On the evening of June 1 6 , the East German govern
ment of Walter Ulbricht fled to the Russian base in
Karlshorst in Berlin . The government had already been
toppled, and the strike committee put out a call to the
rest of the country for a general strike on June 1 7 . This
call was given to the Radio in the American Sector
(RIAS), and the responsible journalist at R IAS at the
time was Egon Bahr. Egon Bahr was about to read this
call over the air waves in the evening of June 1 6 . And
now he reports that that when he was about to read this,
the liaison officer of the Americans came into the studio,
and said , "Are you crazy? Do you want to start World
War III?"
And that was it. The call was never broadcast.
In other words , the western governments-including a
speech by Inter-German Affairs Minister Kreiser in Bonn on
the evening of June 1 6 which called for calm-wielded the
threat of a nuclear war in order to let the resistance and the
uprising in East Germany die out.
But what was really happening in East Germany on the
evening of June 1 6? Moscow was indecisive . They had made
no decision, and didn't know what to do. The Ulbricht gov
ernment fled to Karlshorst. Soviet High Commissioner Sem
yonov, who later was the ambassador to Bonn , of "detente"
fame, gave the order from Berlin-not from Moscow-to
deploy Russian tanks and Russian soldiers . The order did not
come from Moscow: The West was not faced with the reso
lute threat of the Soviet government against this; but their
indecisiveness essentially delivered the uprising to the Rus
sian troops .
And now the irony goes even further: It is now clear that
20 Russian soldiers shot by the Russians , because they had
refused to open fire on Germans .
So, this whole myth which was built up over the postwar
period is being shattered. And everybody is afraid that the
truth about postwar history, the truth about how the Yalta
agreement worked-June 1 7 , 1 953; Hungary in 1 956; the
Berlin Wall in 1 96 1 ; Prague Spring in 1 968-is coming out
more and more , because the official documents are becoming
available . Therefore, you suddenly get this operation, where
they say , "Oh yes, we're going to publish everything , we're
going to publish this list of 2,000 agents . "
This i s not going to be the truth. The truth i s on a different
level, and it comes out in such events. In Halle, for example,
the workers just left the factory and were about to storm the
Stasi headquarters, as they did later in 1 989 . The communists
were not prepared; nobody had any orders for what to do, and
if the West had moved in any way at all, this nightmare of post
Stalinism wouldn't have happened. This crack in the power of
the Soviet empire could have been used to free eastern Eu
rope-and the West sold it out-lock, stock, and barrel .
ElK
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Third World needs
German potash

by Rainer Apel

"The world potash market has been hit hard by a combination
of overcapacity and cutthroat co�tition . Approximately
one-third of the world' s 36 million !ton capacity is not being
utilized . " Those are the terms which! Germany' s Treuhandan
stalt-the holding company chargecll with privatizing the for
mer assets of the communist Germait Democratic Republic
used in a background memorandunit to justify its decision to
drastically reduce the number of jobs in Germany' s potash
industry . But all the · ballyhoo in the German media about
the alleged existence of "overcapatity" (even though some
potash industry experts don't sh�e that view) , has not
brought the Treuhand an inch forWard in determining what
the future will look like in Bischofferode , a small town in the
eastern German state of Thuringia .Jvhere 700 miners are in a
standoff with the German governrrlent over the plan to shut
down the Thomas Miintzer potash knine. Instead, according
to the memorandum , "the TreuHandanstalt has commis
sioned the London investment banI( Goldman Sachs to work
up a comprehensive plan for privatizing eastern Germany' s
potash industry . "
I
Such 'help' Germany does,,'t need
Goldman Sachs is already the Treuhand' s exclusive ad
viser in the strategy to privatize other branches of east Ger
man industry . This has resulted, fok" example , in a 68% drop
in the number of jobs in those estlablishments overseen by
the Treuhand' s Dresden office alo�e . Such figures pose the
question of what interests are motivating the London "ex
perts" to deindustrialize eastern Germany' s economy on a
scale comparable to what Henry Morgenthau-father of the
infamous Morgenthau Plan-proposed back in 1 945 but was
fortunately unable to carry throughi to completion .
Another memorandum prepared by the expert Peter Ar
nold from Switzerland for the state government of Thuringia,
makes entirely different prognoses ' for the future of Bischof
ferode' s potash production . His report sees good sales oppor
tunities in markets overseas . Similar evaluations can be heard
circulating internally in the westerrl German potash industry,
even though their public statemeIllt s say the contrary. For
example , a spokesman for the Kassel firm Kali und Salz AG
conceded that the demand for fertilizer in the developing
countries would be enormous , we� it not for the fact that the
governments there lack the financial means to import it. The
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money itself is available , but according to the conditionalities
imposed by the International Monetary Fund and World
Bank , these countries are only "allowed" to use these funds
for settling outstanding debt balances , not for imports of
goods . "If these countries had the money, they would certain
ly buy fertilizers , since the demand is there," commented an
official working in the Development Aid Ministry in Bonn .
Lack of potash causes famine
The fact that production capacity for potash and for fertil
izers in general is more than one-third greater than actual
current consumption in agricultural production, can be
blamed on two interrelated causes: 1 ) the International Mone
tary Fund's palpable interventjon into the ostensibly "free"
world fertilizer market in Africa, lbero-America, Asia, and,
since 1 989, also in eastern Europe and the former Soviet
Union; and 2) the monetarist motives behind the deliberate
reduction in the amount of agriculturally usable land in west
ern Europe and the United States over the past few years .
Here lie the real causes of the "cutthroat competition" be
tween the few remaining potash producers, so that smaller
and ostensibly "very expensive" plants such as those in Thur
ingia are shut down without any thought to the consequences .
A s for western Germany ' s potash industry-one o f the
participants in this cartel warfare against jobs in Germany 's
east-one can only be amazed at how the industry is violating
the very principles which its leading representatives had been
publicly professing as late as two years ago. Back on May
27 , 1 99 1 , Dr. Otto Walterspiel , then chairman of Kali und
Salz AG, delivered a speech at the Second International Pot
ash Congress in Hamburg , on the theme , "Adequate food for
a growing world population can only be ensured through
a health potash industry. " He explained how "there is no
substitute for potassium as a plant nutrient," which can con
siderably increase the yield and storage life of food products
such as com (maize) , as has already occurred in southern
Africa. "If com does not get enough potash , it leads to poor
kernel formation, especially at the tip of the ear; its resistance
is lowered and its susceptibility to fungus diseases in
creases . " Walterspiel said it was lamentable that especially
in Africa and Asia there is still much too frequent use of less
efficient fertilizers made out of organic waste, even though
the soil in many areas is quite low in potassium. Some Afri
can countries launched experiments right after gaining inde
pendence in the 1 960s , in order to develop their own domestic
fertilizer supply, but they ran up against what he called diffi
culties (in reality, the power of the world market cartels of
the former colonial powers, and the banks' credit blockade)
in the buildup phase, and thus , as in the case of the Congo,
according to Walterspiel , "collapsed in 1 967 after only seven
years . "
"The continually growing world population, must, how
ever, be fed ," Walterspiel continued. "Especially in the de
veloping countries, food production must be increased with
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Zepp-LaRou$e: 'Hunger
strikers, couljage !'
Helga Zepp-LaRouche, a ; leader of Germany's Civil
Rights Movement Solidarity, delivered the following
speech to the striking workers at the potash mine in
Bischofferode in eastern Germany on June 1 7.

I would like to express my admiration and the total support
of the International Civil l�.ights Movement Solidarity,
because your heroic fight h¢re for the defense of produc
tive jobs is valid not only for your own mine, but in reality
for the interest of Germany and human society as a whole .
The most important thing I want to say is this: Your
actions are morally right apd economically competent.
Politicians and all your cri�ics are incompetent from an
economic standpoint; in reafity , they are very dumb peo
ple . These politicians, and tqe Treuhand, and the IG Berg
bau und Chemie [trade unioq] are completely on the wrong
track, and are pursuing a �licy which cannot work. If
this mine is shut down, then the whole region, and with it,
the existence and earnings o� a large part of the population,
will be ruined.
The Bonn government' � decision to shut close this
mine is the result of a policy IWhich is based on the absurd,
false assumption that the ecqnomic crisis can be overcome
by eliminating productive j1>bs and implementing brutal
cuts in all areas . The truth i� that cuts only make matters
worse . If the budget is cut �d productive capacities are
eliminated , then productive employment is reduced, and
with it, the tax base, so that the budget deficit grows even
larger than if nothing had �en done at all . This budget
cutting policy is an austerity spiral which winds ever

the help of increased application of fertilizer. We can there
fore also expect powerful surge, in demand for potash. " Wal
terspiel said there are indeed b�ers to achieving that goal ,
but that these have nothing to do with pricing policy and cost
cutting within the potash industry itself (e. g. , through closing
potash plants which have become "too expensive" to operate ,
as is now being promoted); rath¢r, they touch upon the funda
mentals of economic policy: "B�cause of a lack of purchasing
power and appropriate infrastl1Jcture, and also particularly
because of a failed agricultural policy, consumption in Latin
America, and especially in Africa, has for a long time not
been rising as quickly as the ne¢d to ensure food supplies for
the population would require , �d remains at a level which is
much too low . "
EIR
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downwards , without ever reaching bottom.
Bonn ' s decision is not based on national interest , but
on private interest and personal profit, which harms entire
country . Why does Bonn do something that goes against
Germany ' s interests? They are adapting to the policy
which is characteristic of the International Monetary
Fund, and the British and U . S . governments . All you have
to do is take a look at the desolate condition of the British
economy to realize what Margaret Thatcher achieved with
her ridiculous ideas . What she did was to take an already
sick economy and destroy it with her budget-slashing . The
policy of budget-cutting is no policy ; rather it is a sickness
which guarantees the patient will die .
The Bonn government has to realize that it is making
errors , and that it must liberate itself from this crazy
Thatcherite budget-slashing policy . Germany ' s interests
do not lie in the budget-cutting demands of the IMF and
[European Community bureaucrats in] Brussels, but rath
er in the well-being and future of all our citizens . It is
simply not true , that there are no markets for the products
of the miners here . A large proportion of humanity is
starving , in the South and in the East . Worldwide , there
is a scarcity of almost everything . The problem is that the
Bonn government has submitted itself to an international
policy which is insane . In eastern Europe , this shock ther
apy policy has reduced productive capacities by one-third
to one-half. In Russia , as a result of this policy , the danger
is the consolidation of a new imperialism which feels
betrayed by the West-and which , in fact , is being cheat
ed by mega-speculators like George Soros. This is very
dangerous ; it is insane . This radical deindustrialization
policy seems to have taken hold in Germany since the
assassination of [Deutsche Bank head Alfred] Herrhausen
[in November 1 989] and [Treuhand chief Detlev]
Rohwedder [in April 1 99 1 ] . Did the assassins want to kill

Make development aid count
Walterspiel ' s conclusion was not the cartels' argument
which one hears everywhere today , that the African countries
should be written off as bad customers , and thus that their
populations , even though we know full well about the dra
matic collapse in food supplies there , should just be left to
starve . On the contrary , Walterspiel declared , "We should
not tire of repeatedly making those in positions of responsibil
ity in the industrialized countries aware of how sensible in
creased application of potash is in theframework of develop
ment aid, accompanied of course by an improvement in
infrastructure, education of farmers, and not least by an
agricultural policy which promotes production" (emphasis
added) .
This is identical to what mining union officials demanded
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Helga Zepp-LaRouche speaks to hunger �·trikers and their
supporters at the Bischofferode potash ine .

the ideas of Herrhausen and Rohwedder. . . ? Did they
want to bury the idea of economic progress in the coffin?
The Bonn government finally has to learn that it cannot go
on like thi s , that the current course I I ads to catastrophe .
The only way out of the crisis is the maintenance and
further creation of productive jobs , through infrastructure
and advanced technologies ; and the Icreation of a produc
tive Mittelstand, through investment in industry and agri
culture . This is the only way to ba ance the budget , be
cause it is the only way to increase tax revenues without
raising taxe s . What counts is Germany ' s real productivity .
The service sector is very unprod ctive , it contributes
nothing to national welfare . Therefd re , not only must this
potash mine be kept running , but the Bonn government
has to change policy for all of
Hunger strikers , courage ! You have the interests of
Germany and you have justice on
side . Good luck !

at demonstrations two years ago , ough they now seem to
have forgotten it. And now the
of B ischofferode are
raising the same demand again . Let
hope that they will not
break off their protest and buckle
to the diktat of the
potash cartel . Their strike must
industry and the government to
prove the situation in sub-Saharan
and with develop
ment aid resources-some of which are already available
right now-to orient fertilizer prclduction toward the im
mense needs of the developing couhtries . The D M 1 . 3 mil
lion , which according to Goldman s1achs ' s report to the Treu
hand would have to be spent to shut down B ischofferode and
parts of western German potash production , is better invested
in increasing development aid , an1 will ensure a future for
the jobs which are ostensibly "irrevocably lost . "
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Israeli attack on Lebanon
threatens broader conflict
by Muriel Mirak-Weissbach

Israel 's war of aggression against Lebanon , launched with
land, air, and sea assaults on July 25 , has officially sanctioned
the law of the mafia in Middle East politics . That this war
could break out and escalate rapidly , provoking immense
suffering among the civilian population , without any signifi
cant deterrent signal or action on the part of powerful nations
or international organizations, proves that the strategic rules
of the game internationally have become those of the mafia.
As one Arab intellectual put it: "This shows there is no United
Nations , there is no ' international public opinion . ' There is
only the lawlessness of the jungle . "
Whether or not the United States government and the
United Nations hierarchy were privy to Israel ' s military
plans , the actions of both have paved the way for gangster
politics worldwide . Two years of U . N . "negotiators ' " com
plicity in the Serbian war of aggression have erased hopes
that that institution coulq act objectively. The decisive tum
came on May 22, when the five-power agreement to award
Serbian aggression signalled to power-mongers , would-be
imperialists , and erstwhile superpowers worldwide that they
could wield their military might to assert hegemony over
what they consider their spheres of influence , without con
cern that the United States , the U . N . , or Russia would throw
obstacles in their paths. Finally , President Clinton's June
bombing of Baghdad, on the pretext of "protecting national
security" from a perceived "terrorist threat," provided a
handy specific pretext for Israel 's war in southern Lebanon.
After five days into the war, the question arose, whether
anyone would--or indeed could-halt the aggression . The
difference between the current context and that of past wars
in the region is what Bernard Lewis described in his "Re
thinking the Middle East," published in the Council on For36
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eign Relations journal Foreign Affairs in Fall 1 992: "The
West would no longer be concerned but would rather remain
indifferent to whatever happened, to wars , disasters, and
upheavals , as long as the oil continues to flow . . . . The
western capacity for turning a blind eye , already manifested
in other respects, should not be: underrated . In the past, out
side powers have sometimes intervened to prevent, to limit,
or to halt Arab-Israeli wars . Arabs and Israelis alike would
be unwise to count on such intetventions in the future. "
More precisely , it can be s*id that the Anglo-American
interests for which Bernard Lewis speaks , are quite commit
ted to the perspective of such wars erupting and spreading
regionally, cast as ethnic , religiOus, or tribal wars--or what
Samuel Huntington, in a piece in the Summer 1 993 Foreign
Affairs, called "The Clash of Cwilizations . " Indeed, what is
threatening the Middle East right now is the unfolding of
a process of wars and related migrations from the eastern
Mediterranean across the Mideast proper and the Arabian
Gulf, into the Central Asian republics. In other words , the
"Bernard Lewis Plan" for destabilizing and depopulating the
entire region , under the rubric df "religious" conflict.
Israel 's otTer you can't refuse
In dubbing the operation "Settling of Accounts ," the mili
tary command was candidly expressing the gangster mentali
ty behind its moves. Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin told the
Knesset (parliament) that, although "the sight of fleeing civil
ians is pitiful ," he would say to the fleeing Lebanese: "Your
government has the power to stop the bombardments of our
settlements . You will not return' to your homes until they are
stopped . " He then said , "I call an the Lebanese prime minis
ter to take the initiative and stop the Hezbollah actions . " To
EIR
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be precise , he called on Syrian President Hafez aI-Assad ,
who wields the real power in Lebanon , to do the job .
Rabin ' s argument i s that the Iranian-financed and Syrian
backed Hezbollah (Party of God) in southern Lebanon , which
rejects Arab-Israeli peace negotiations , constitutes a threat
to Isreal ' s security , which the Lebanese , i . e . , the Syrians ,
must be forced to eliminate . Specifically, over the recent
weeks, Hezbollah Katyusha rockets had been fired against
positions inside Israe l ' s self-proclaimed "security zone" and ,
fol lowing Israeli escalation , had targeted positions in north
ern Israel .
The means of persuasion Israel has chosen is the forced
exodus of southern Lebanese civilians out of their home s ,
and northwards toward the capital o f Beirut. The Israelis
drew up a list of 70-90 villages in southern Lebanon slated for
depopulation and destruction; over the "Voice of Lebanon"
radio in "their" security zone , the Israelis would announce
which villages would be hit next , giving residents a few hours
to pack up vital belongings and leave before the artillery
opened fire . By the fifth day of the war , up to 500 ,000 civil
ians , about one-sixth of the Lebanese population , had been
forced from their homes. The city of Sidon was subjected to
heavy fire , as was Tyre , to make sure that the refugees would
not halt there , but be forced on to Beirut. One-half million
desperate refugees , according to Israeli "demographic engi
neering" plans , are to flood the capital where there is neither
food nor shelter to offer them. This is the "pressure" that
Israel is putting on Syria, via Lebanon . "We want to provoke
the exodus of the southern Lebanese to the north , to pressure
the Beirut government and to disseminate panic among the
collaborators of the Hezbollah , " said Rabin .
To guarantee that none of the refugees return home , the
Israeli air, land , and naval assault has uninterruptedly
bombed home s , schools , hospitals , cars , ambulances , and
any other form of infrastructure necessary to the regional
economy in southern Lebanon. As a spokesman for the Israeli
major staff told the French daily Le Monde, the plan was to
"tum 54 Shiite villages on the border of the security zone into
a field of ruins . " Israeli artillery commander Gen . Yehosh
Dorfman stated: "Now we are at the stage in which we are
firing into the villages in order to cause damage to property
. . . to destroy the infrastructure , to destroy the villages and
the houses of the activists and the locations from which the
[Katyusha] rockets are fired . " According to U . N . peacekeep
ing forces on the ground , most of the cities targeted had
become ghost towns after the first 48 hours of the war . Not
the infrastructure for Hezbollah , which is a numerically tiny
force, but the entire economic infrastructure of the region has
been destroyed .

Peace through fear?
Asked about the repercussions of the Israeli war on the
"peace talks" which have been going on intermittently since
December 1 99 1 , one Arab analyst in Jordan quoted the
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Israel ' s air, land, and sea assaults ag inst Lebanon demonstrates
the " law of the jungle " rules internati nal politics . Prime Minister
Yitzhak Rabin (above) dubbed the ope ation "Settling of
Accounts . "

adage , " You need a war to force people to understand the
need for peace . " In other words , the sheer brutality of the
Israeli war machine will force r41uctant Arab negotiating
partners to capitulate further, out
fear .
Secretary of State War
The diplomatic mission of
ren Christopher, awaited in the region on July 3 1 , was expect
ed to seal through negotiations what the Israelis by that time
were expected to have achieved t�rough force of arms . The
Israelis seemed to be thinking alo g the lines that , although
they could not set a precise time imit on the war, they did
express their concern that the blo diest phase be completed
before the visit of Christopher .
The White House seemed to be echoing Israeli political
objectives, though calling on bot sides to cease hostilities .
President Cl inton , after initially praising Syria for "showing
restraint , " appealed to Damascus to become "an active partic
ipant to try to stop the fighting ,'!' i . e . , to use its political
muscle to discipline , if not eliminate , the Hezbollah . Le Mon
de reported on July 29 that Christopher had talked to his
Syrian counterpart , Farouk Charah , and to Lebanese Prime
Minister Rafic Hariri , which conv I rsations led to a reduction
in the Hezbollah ' s rocket attacks .
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One objective of the Israeli war is to force the Arab
participants in the "peace negotiations" to guarantee the secu
rity of Israel 's borders , which, as the current assault shows,
are subject to significant modification. More importantly, the
massive military assault, which makes the 1 982 invasion of
Lebanon pale by comparison (even in the view of then mili
tary chief Eytan who, according to German radio, com
plained that Rabin 's new war was "gruesome") , sends a ma
fioso message to all the partners of the talks . To Syria, it
says, "Play the game as we call it, or we can do the same to
you that we are doing to your proxy Lebanon"; to the PLO,
it says: "You should be happy; we are eliminating that faction
which opposes the negotiations which you have supported. "
"By the way," continues the Israeli message to the Palestinian
delegation , "if you leave the talks now , you will be aban
doned by the Arab delegations . " If the Jordanian delegation,
closest to the Palestinians, were to leave the talks , that could
bring on a political crisis in Amman . Furthermore, says the
Israeli mafioso sotto voce: "See how quickly and efficiently
we can transfer entire populations when we put our minds to
it. " To the Jordanians, it says , "Take note of what happens in
Beirut, and reflect on what could occur were the Palestinians
abruptly expelled from the West Bank"; and furthermore:
"make sure you rein in your own Islamists who oppose the
peace talks , otherwise we may have to lend a hand. " To
Egypt, not much has to be said, since that government, which
has "made peace" with Israel , is in the throes of a terminal
internal crisis .
Messages are being sent to persons far beyond those peri
odically gathered around the Washington peace talks table.
And the messages are not being sent only from Israel , but
also from Washington and from the hallowed halls of the
U . N . Immediately after the Israeli artillery opened fire Sun
day , the Lebanese government, seconded by the Gulf states,
including Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, and the Arab League, de
manded the immediate convocation of a U . N . Security Coun
cil session . Sir David Hanney saw fit to bide time, calling
a meeting only the evening of July 28 , during which the
predictable "condemnation of the spiral of violence ," etc . ,
was issued, and nothing done . No one took note of the fact
that Israel, even had it not fired a shot, has been in violation
of Security Council Resolution 425 , demanding it leave
southern Lebanon. The U . N . , indeed, does not exist as a law
enforcing agency, except insofar as it enforces the double
standard applied to countries under its jurisdiction .
Geopolitics means war
The loudest message sent out beyond the Arab world was
addressed to Iran; Israel has been the most vocal in the last
two years in waving the specter of the "Iranian-backed Islam
ic fundamentalist threat" and calling on the West to snuff out
Iran's alleged nuclear capability . Israel has all but offered to
do the job , along the lines of its 1 98 1 bombing mission
against an Iraqi nuclear plant, if no one else will . The current
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war allegedly against the Iranian-backed Hezbollah can be
seen also as a prelude to a hit on Teheran in the more distant
future .
The Israeli combination behind this war may think it will
be able to force through a "peaoe" settlement, by holding a
pistol to the temple of the Arab negotiating partners and by
demanding that the United States cock the trigger. No one in
the region is blind to the fact that Israel is a nuclear power. It
might even get the signatures on the respective pieces of
paper, although the current war has rendered that highly
unlikely . Even if it did, this would mean nothing. Not only
because the terms of the "peace process" as discussed so far
could never establish the basis for peace, but, more impor
tantly , because by its action against Lebanon , Israel has ig
nited a spark of aggression which is bound to turn into brush
fires which will spread.
First, and most obviously, the Iranians, acknowledged
backers of the Hezbollah, will not take this sitting down .
Both political and Shiite religious authorities have called on
"believers to mobilize against the Israeli aggression" and "to
prepare to die for the cause of the resistance. " Retaliation by
the Hezbollah cannot be ruled odt. Furthermore , in the same
period when the Israeli aggression commenced, Iran made
known again that it would not relinquish claims to the strate
gically placed islands it contests with the United Arab Emir
ates . Tensions between Iran and Iraq have not abated, and
some regional analyists do not exclude the possibility of a
new flare-up of military conflict between them, a perspective
which would fit hand-in-glove with the United States' "dual
containment" policy of the Gulf giants .
Elsewhere in the Gulf, tensions are high because of fears
among the American-client sheikhdoms like Kuwait and Sau
di Arabia, that any relaxation of sanctions against Iraq may
destabilize the precariously low oil price. Politically , enor
mous pressure is building up inside the conservative Gulf
states, from a population enraged at the Israelis for their
devastation of Lebanon.
Egypt, primed for an explosion due to a long-term pro
cess of economic destabilization, could be ignited, were the
United States to return Sheikh Ol!Dar Abdel Rahman, a "new
Khomeini ," to the country; any ensuing disturbances could
have repercussions in Algeria as well . None of the Arab
states is stable . Each is living in; its own form of a pressure
cooker, some with the cover more tightly screwed on than
others . But the temperature is rising , and actions like those
of Israel are only calculated to turn up the heat.
The only way stability could be introduced into the region
would be through a radical change in strategic policy, coming
first and foremost from the United States. Only if Washington
were to abandon geopolitical manipulations, to pursue a poli
cy of enduring peace, through fostering long-term economic
development among sovereign states (which includes the es
tablishment of a sovereign Palestinian state) , could the fire
that has been ignited by the crazy Israelis be extinguished.
EIR
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playing 'Rahmaul card'?
by Joseph Brewda
Are the U . S . and British governments attempting to over
throw Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak just as they over
threw the Shah of Iran in 1 979, or killed Egyptian President
Anwar Sadat in 1 98 1 ? That is the question informed circles
in the Mideast and elsewhere are asking , given the U . S .
government' s behavior i n respect to the supposed Islamic
terrorist Sheikh Omar Abdel Rahman . Rahman , the blind
Egyptian cleric of Jersey City, New Jersey suddenly became
prominent in the United States and internationally in Febru
ary, after claims that his followers were responsible for the
bombing of the World Trade Center on Feb . 26 . On July 1 ,
Rahman was detained pending deportation to Egypt, after his
followers were arrested in a supposed plot to blow up the
United Nations building and kill Mubarak, among other
people.
That Mubarak might be overthrown has long been consid
ered likely , especially since the publication of Bernard Lew
is' s article "Rethinking the Middle East" appeared in the fall
issue of the Council on Foreign Relations quarterly Foreign
Affairs. Lewis is the Princeton University academic and Brit
ish intelligence official who oversaw the 1 979 overthrow of
the Shah and installation of Ayatollah Khomeini; Secretary
of State Warren Christopher, then Carter' s undersecretary of
state, aided Lewis in that project. In his important signal
piece , Lewis projected that "Islamic fundamentalism" would
become the "most attractive alternative" to secular national
ism associated with Saddam Hussein in the aftermath of the
Gulf war. The states of the region, he reported , are vulnerable
to a process of "Lebanonization ," whereby they can be disin
tegrated into a "chaos of squabbling , feuds , fighting sects ,
tribes , and parties . "
Mubarak, having deeply discredited himself by his abject
compliance to U . S . demands during the Gulf war, has be
come a spent instrument. Egypt may now be subject to "Leba
nonization . "

Preparing a coup

The reasons why some observers think that an Anglo
American move is afoot to dispense with Mubarak, perhaps
by an assassination , and possibly within six months , is the
following .
1 ) The claims made against Rahman et al . in respect
to the World Trade Center bombing and U . N . bomb plot
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conspiracy by the U . S . governmellit and press make no sense ,
and only a fool could believe them . But to the American
public at least, such claims give 1jhe (false) impression that
Rahman represents some powerfuL growing fundamentalist
force in Egypt, reminiscent of Ayatollah Khomeini , especial
ly given the increasing number of terrorist incidents attribut
ed to Rahman' s followers in Egypt. That Egypt is on the
brink of chaos has become a theme of diverse former U . S .
government officials . Former �ideast National Security
Council staffer Richard Haas , for lone , has put out the claim
that Egypt is in a "pre-crisis stage . " Meanwhile , the Wall
Street Journal and New York Timfs have carried prominent
articles falsely claiming deep unre�t in the Egyptian military .
All the propagandistic preconditic>ns are being prepared , it
appears , for launching a U . S . -bac�ed military coup in Egypt,
possibly including Mubarak's ass8iSsination , or alternatively ,
a protracted terrorist destabilizati.,n eventually leading to a
new Egyptian regime with an Isla�ic face.
2) Simultaneous with this m(\dia campaign , a wave of
terrorist incidents have hit Egypt, i including one in al-Tahrir
Square in the heart of Cairo on t�e same day as the World
Trade Center bombing ; But, whi�e many of these incidents
are probably the work of indigenOl.Js movements , particularly
those targeting Egyptian Christiaqs in the south , the one that
hit al-Tahrir Square , as well as otqers aimed at tourists , were
coordinated by the Israeli goverpment in part through its
embassies, consulates, and cultuIfll centers in Cairo and Al
exandria. An Israeli campaign agatnst Egypt of this sort could
never take place without U . S . or Sritish approval .
3) U . S . Ambassador Robert Pellitreau has made increas
ingly harsh demands on Mubarak jto liberalize the economy ,
grant more democratic concessiotls , and ease up on repres
sion of the Islamic movement. jn practice such demands
mean creating vastly increased uq.employment and inflation
while allowing increased ability f�r foreign agencies to oper
ate within Egypt. Harsh criticism l>f Egypt by Amnesty Inter
national and Mideast Watch, controlled by British and U . S .
intelligence respectively , have belen promoted by U . S . gov
ernment outlets . At the same time j labor attache James Soria
no , the CIA station chief in Egyp�, has been stepping up his
contact and coordination with th(\ Muslim Brotherhood and
diverse Islamic terrorist organizations , including those nomi
nally associated with Rahman .
4) The U . S . military , which Qas immense influence with
the Egyptian Army , has increasingly ensured selective pro
motion of those Egyptian officers Who are religious Muslims ,
particularly those affiliated with i the Muslim Brotherhood.
Claiming dissatisfaction with Mpbarak, U . S . officials are
letting it be known that the $ 1 . 3 \pillion that Egypt currently
receives in annual military aid will be cut; other non-military
funds now distributed to the Egjptian government will in
stead be increasingly granted to private organizations . "The
U. S . government is the friend of $I.e Egyptian people regard
less of its government" is the oft- �tated message .
International
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Ruble pandemonium in Russia, CIS
signals end of 'shock therapy is near
by Konstantin George
On the morning of Saturday , July 24 , the Russian Central
Bank made a bombshell announcement that all old rubles in
circulation printed from 1 96 1 through 1 992, were no longer
legal tender, and that citizens of Russia and other former
Soviet republics had until Aug . 7 to exchange them one-to
one for newly issued Bank of Russia ruble notes . The Central
Bank decree had been worked out with the anti-shock therapy
wing of the Russian government , including Prime Minister
Viktor Chernomyrdin and First Deputy Prime Minister Oleg
Lobov, and the go-ahead was finalized on July 23 at a meeting
of the "inner cabinet," held without the knowledge of the
cabinet's shock therapy faction, led by Deputy Prime Minis
ters Vladimir Shumeiko and Anatoli Chubais, and Finance
Minister Boris Fyodorov . In the case of Fyodorov , insult was
added to injury , because he was just then in the United States
holding discussions on his and the International Monetary
Fund's "vision" for future Russian financial and economic
policy .
The Anglo-American establishment was livid, under
standing what the deliberate humiliation of their man Fyodor
ov meant . This was best expressed in an article in the July 28
London Financial Times asserting, "Fyodorov Will Attempt
to Overturn Ruble Reform . " It stated, "Foreign governments
and international financial institutions administering a $44
billion foreign aid package view the currency debacle as a
crucial test for Mr. Fyodorov. Mr. Fyodorov is aware of the
profound unease in U . S . financial institutions and the U . S .
government . . . over the sidelining o f the finance minister
in the decision . At stake is the second $ 1 . 5 billion tranche of
a $3 billion systemic transformation facility, to be considered
by the IMF in September. "
Choreographed flaws and corrections
The chaos that the currency reform caused was pre-dis
counted by the Central Bank and government. Most of the
chaos stemmed from deliberate flaws in the details of the
decree. These included the cash limit of 35 ,000 rubles on
exchanges, the lack of new ruble notes in denominations
under 1 00 , and the short. two-week time frame . The flaws
were built in because the "backroom junta" which engineered
the decree wanted a means for blunting the mass outrage
directed against President Boris Yeltsin , whom the new poli
cymakers wish to continue to use .
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Thus , on July 26, Yeltsin, aoting on briefings by the same
Central Bank staff which had designed the flaws, issued a
decree modifying the Central B ahk decree. Yeltsin nominally
raised the cash exchange limit to 1 00 ,000 rubles , although
actually far higher by allowing the unlimited exchange of the
1O,000-ruble notes from 1 992, thus in effect bribing most of
the nomenkLatura. and extend�d the deadline to Aug. 3 1 .
Yeltsin also exempted the old ruble notes under l00-ruble
denominations from the decree, thus ending the situation
where shops could not give chahge for, say , a 34-ruble loaf
of bread.
The other major objective Ibf the currency reform is to
strengthen the "Great Russian" testoration drive, which was
to heavily increase the hold of Russia over the other repub
lics, either by forcing them to $tay in the ruble zone or in
creasing the discrepancy between the new ruble and the pro
visional currencies of the other republics to Russia's
advantage . Armenia, Belarus , K azakhstan , Uzbekistan, and
Tajikistan all announced that dtspite their outrage over the
measures , they would stay in the ruble zone. To prevent a
flood of old rubles into Russia tlrom other republics, Russia
decreed that in these republics o bly 1 5 ,000 rubles in cash per
person could be exchanged for bew rubles. This has forced
the other republics to announce that their citizens can ex
change old rubles for local provisional currencies , at varying
cash ceilings at a one-to-one rate. In Belarus , for example ,
the ceiling is set at 50,000 ruble�, and in Georgia, 1 00 ,000 .
The effect of this currency rtform on the other republics
is devastating . The one-to-one lexchange rate of rubles for
local currency amounts to outtight confiscation. In every
case, the local currency is WQrth less than the ruble . In
Ukraine , for example , the local karbovanets stands at four to
one ruble , while the coupon in Georgia goes for six to one
ruble . The Russian Central B ank has expressed willingness
to "modify" its posture toward s�me of the republics, though
at what political price is left unstated.
The 'red herring' versus the real coup
The actions taken by the Central Bank in accordance with
the Chemomyrdin-Lobov team : initiated a process to bring
the Russian economic-political crisis to a head, forcing an
abrupt break with past ruinous policies . The announcement
was designed to end the shock therapy policies , as well as
EIR
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the political paralysis where Russia has had one cabinet con
taining two diametrically opposed governments . The week
end events amounted to a political coup, where a military
backed "backroom junta" is forcing the Russian crisis to a
point that the strategic policy tum will be executed .
In fact, the coup has already begun. It is ironic that on
the very days (July 22-23) when the Russian news media, led
by Izvestia, were filled with talk of the danger of a military
coup, the silent coup of the backroom junta was taking place .
Had the Army wished to mount a coup , it could have acted
during the week of July 1 9-23 when Yeltsin interrupted his
vacation to meet with leaders of every northwest Russian
region in the city of Pskov . That meeting, where Yeltsin's
sole "armed support" was a handful of bodyguards , took
place just a few miles away from a Russian Airborne Division
garrison .
Order needed urgently
Yeltsin also returned from his vacation to Moscow on
July 25 for urgent talks on the war in the Central Asian
republic of Tajikistan , where Russian troops are pitted
against an Anglo-American-steered operation involving
thousands of Tajik rebels backed by Afghan mujaheddin .
This conflict involves Russian troops in combat on a large
scale, and is threatening to expand to the scope of another
Afghanistan war.
On July 26, the Russian Security Council , chaired by
Yeltsin, and including Defense Minister Pavel Grachev, Inte
rior Minister Viktor Yerin , Foreign Minister Andrei Kozyr
ev, and then-Security Minister Viktor Barannikov , met in
emergency session on the war in Tajikistan and on the curren
cy reform . The two are not separate issues. Since July 1 3 ,
when Yeltsin rubberstamped the decision taken by Grachev
and the military to pour Russian troops and combat aircraft
into Tajikistan to attempt to cut short the destabilization by
overwhelming military force , Russia for the first time since
the end of the U . S . S . R . has been at war. As in Afghanistan ,
Russian aircraft and attack helicopters are involved in daily
bombing, rocketing, and strafing of rebel positions and , al
though officially denied, Russian artillery has been systemat
ically shelling suspected rebel positions across the border in
Afghanistan . When war comes, economic and political chaos
can no longer be tolerated, and thus the war in Tajikistan
was a decisive contributing factor in the backroom junta's
decision to act without.
Yeltsin agreed to use all-out military force in Tajikistan,
and issued a statement in effect declaring the borders of the
Community of Independent States and Russia to be one and
the same . Yeltsin said that the "border between Tajikistan
and Afghanistan" is de facto "a Russian border and not the
border of Tajikistan . " He gave the military carte blanche,
appointing Defense Minister Grachev to head a super-minis
terial task force to oversee military operations , including
those of the Border Troops which had formerly been under
EIR
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the Security Ministry .
On July 28 , Yeltsin extended the state of emergency in
the North Ossetia and Ingushetia regions of the Russian North
Caucasus for two months until Sept. 30 , and authorized the
dispatch of a further 5 ,000 Interior Ministry troops plus addi
tional attack helicopter squadrons for Army paratroop units
in the region .
The Barannikov affair
At the Security Council meeting on July 26, Yeltsin
severely reprimanded Security Minister Viktor Barannikov,
accusing him of having failed tOI adequately protect the
Tajikistan border with AfghaniSllan . On the next day,
Barannikov was sacked by Yeltsin, with this bogus issue
cited as the reason. The real reaSon was quite different.
Barannikov had shown Yeltsin Ihard evidence that key
members of the Yeltsin entourage,! including media "czar"
Mikhail Poltoranin , head of the Russian Information
Agency , and Deputy Prime Minister Vladimir Shumeiko,
had acquired personal fortunes running into the millions
of dollars through the illegal sale Of state property abroad,
and the disappearance of state fU!lds in Switzerland that
had been earmarked to buy baby food. Barannikov' s effort
failed, because the Army and a consensus of the "backroom
junta" prefer to continue to use Yeltsin .
Yeltsin' s only defense against the dossiers has been to
accuse Barannikov of corruption , and charge that his ministry
is covering up what it has accumula�d through illegal capital
flight. The Yeltsin camp has leaked ito the press that a certain
Boris Bierstein , identified as a joint agent of the KGB and
Mossad in Switzerland, had paid BJarannikov' s wife to take
trips Switzerland , as well as the wife of Yuri Skokov , who
was the secretary of the Russian Security Council till his
ouster by Yeltsin in May . Yeltsin; accused Barannikov of
"infringement of ethical standards", in employing "commer
cial structures" to send relatives abroad.
Yeltsin also charged that Bar�nikov had failed to use
the technical and legal powers of his ministry to stop illegal
business transactions by Russian enterprises with the West,
specifically the massive capital flight into foreign bank ac
counts . The charges coincided with the anti-shock therapy
wing of the government making a public issue of capital
flight. On July 26, First Deputy Prime Minister Oleg Lobov,
brought into the government as a counter to Finance Minister
Fyodorov in April , said that the minimum estimate for the
past year was a rate of $ 1 0- 1 2 biHion illegally sent out of
Russia into western bank accounts Ji,y Russian enterprises.
Lobov' s anti-shock therapy credentials are public record,
and include his tough denunciations of the late 1 99 1 decision
to bring in Yegor Gaidar as prime m inister. Lobov announced
on July 28 that Russia will begin a huge housing construction
and road building infrastructure program with a budget of 1 . 2
trillion rubles , billing it as the largest construction program
undertaken in two years .
I
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Bombs in Italy are
bombs against Europe
by Claudio Celani
On July 28 , exactly two months after the bombing at the
Uffizi Gallery in Florence , another night of terror shook Italy.
One has the impression that there is no limit to the escalation
of terror: This time three bombs exploded almost simultane
ously, one in Milan and two in Rome , killing 5 people ,
wounding 54, and severely damaging historical buildings
and monuments of incalculable value .
All three bombs were placed in the inner city core: in Via
Palestro in Milan, outside the Villa Reale which is used as a
municipal ceremonial office; in Rome , at the square adjoin
ing the Basilica of St. John Lateran , the official seat of the
Bishop of Rome; and in Via S . Teodoro, in the middle of the
Roman Forum and outside the precious church of S . Giorgio
in Velabro ( l 200) .
It is impossible to "read" through these terrorist acts in a
simple, linear way. One has to take into account the internal
political situation, the international strategic context, and ,
last but not least, the aspect of cultural warfare. As Cardinal
Camillo Ruini , head of the Italian Catholic bishops said , the
destabilizers "want to eradicate from our people all that is
authentically human and Christian."
Of course, nobody believes that behind the name of
"Armed Phalange ," the group that has been claiming respon
sibility for all recent terrorist bombings , there is a real terror
ist group in the classical sense . Experts believe that the Pha
lange is the cover for highly trained and paid professionals
(the Rome and Milan bombings, besides requiring expertise
and coordination, cost a lot of money) , many of whom origi
nated in former eastern secret services, and now obey other
masters .
Italy is going through a fight for its survival as a nation
state, with central institutions like the Parliament under the
attack of a "prosecutors ' party" steered from outside the
country. Such institutional demolition, as we have explained
in the past, serves the post- 1 989 destabilization of Europe, a
geopolitical strategy with which readers of this review are
familiar. The aim of the Italian destabilization is to tum that
country against central Europe, i . e . , against Germany, in a
new version of the pre- 1 9 1 4 Entente Cordiale policy.
Vatican is also the target
The question is made more complex by the fact that Italy
is also the seat of the Catholic Church, which has a distinct
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international role , although often overlapping with Italian
foreign policy and, above all , internal factional disputes.
Thus , there is no destabilization ofItaly without destabili
zation of the Vatican. One of the bombs that went off, the
one at the Lateran basilica, is a very direct threat to the pope ,
since St. John Lateran is the cathedral of the Bishop of Rome,
and the pope himself is the Bij;hop of Rome . "The pope is
being targeted for what he has said on Bosnia and on the
recent wave of suicides in Italy ,i' an intelligence source close
to the Vatican and to former Italian intelligence chief Adm.
Fulvio Martini told EIR . By this , he was referring to the
strong Vatican condemnation of the western inactivity in the
face of Serbian aggression, and the pope' s recent intervention
into the moral issues of Italian domestic politics , after the
shocking deaths of former ENl chairman Gabriele Cagliari
and former Ferruzzi conglomerate head Raul Gardini .
Both Cagliari and Gardini had committed suicide, in such
dramatic circumstances as to indict the judicial abuses com
mitted by the Milan prosecutorS who are leading the famous
"anti-corruption" investigation" otherwise called by the Lon
don Economist the "Italian revolution. " Far from justifying
corruption crimes, most of which consist in illegal party
financings , one must realize that the so-called "revolution"
has in reality been a progressiv� coup d'etat by which politi
cal power in Italy is today less in the hands of the prime
minister or of the Parliament, b\.1t more in the hands of Fran
cesco Saverio Borrelli, the head of the Milan prosecutor's
office .
However, such a process had suffered an unexpected
setback just the week previous to the Milan and Rome bombs,
when first CagJiari and then Gatdini committed suicide in an
extreme act of protest against tlIte "prosecutors' party," who
have been using imprisonment as a means of extracting con
fessions , possibly including torture.
The circumstances of the two suicides are made more
shadowy by the connection to the Ferruzzi-Montedison scan
dal , a case which not only involves illegal party financing,
but also a giant financial coveIilp (see p . 4) . Cagliari killed
himself by tying a plastic bag oter his head. A Social Demo
cratic parliamentarian, Antonio lPappalardo , does not believe
in the suicide theory and has asI!:ed for an investigating com
mission , linking the death of Cagliari to that of Sergio
Castellari , a high government official who was found a few
months ago "to have committedi suicide ," although the pistol
he ostensibly used was cocked when his body was discov
ered; and to former minister Franco Piga, also connected to
the Montedison case, who died earlier of a "heart attack. "
The outcry over the deaths o f <tagliari and Gardini had put
the prosecutors on the defensiv¢ , and reestablished a consti
tutional balance of powers between the judiciary and the
Parliament .
The church had intervened by allowing for Catholic fu
nerals , and the pope himself stated that "God forgives even
suicides . " Although suicide by a person in full possession of
EIR
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"There is no
destabilization of Italy
without the
destabilization of the
Vatican . " Some of the
recent bombings in Italy
are an unmistakeable
warning to Pope John
Paul II (inset) . St.
Peter' s Square in the
Vatican .

his faculties is deemed a mortal sin , the presumption that any
suicide may have repented before dying , and that only God
knows the true state of mind of a victim , is universally accept
ed Catholic doctrine . The fact that it was reiterated so em
phatically signals the Vatican ' s public recognition of the ex
traordinary and inhuman pressures to which these "suicides"
have been subjected .
This intervention could in itself suffice to explain the new
terrorist wave , as it aims to induce in the public opinion the
sense of impotence of institutions , and accelerate the cry for a
"change . " One can read , as a corroboration of thi s , statements
made by Anglo-American spokesmen , beginning with CIA
expert Vincent Cannistraro , who said that the bombs were
planted by the "old" establishment , the same which is being
investigated by the Milanese prosecutors ; or by Yale Universi
ty expert Joe La Palombara , who simply announced , 'The
Parliament is de-legitimized" ; or, British expert on Italy,
Denis Mack Smith , who pointed all suspicions to "the Italian
secret services . " According to such advice , the Italians
should send all politicians to j ail , close down Parliament ,
and dissolve the intelligence services . It is not difficult to see
that the aim of these distinguished gentlemen corresponds
probably to what the terrorists want to achieve .
Among all of them , Edward Luttwak , from the Center
for International Strategic Studies in Washington , is the
most candid: "The church should stay out of politic s , " he
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said in an interview with national television channel TG2 .

A masonic reading
Aldo Alessandro Mola, the
. al historian of the Italian
Grand Orient Lodge , is
that internal reasons do
. "The pope is the
not suffice to explain the
Bosnia, but also for Iraq
target not only for what he said
and Lebanon , " Mola said in an
iew . The Grand Orient
has recently split from the B ritish mother lodge over, among
other thing s , the issue of masonic policy toward the church.
"Italian Freemasonry has made peace with the church at least
since the 1 960s , " Mola said, co trary to B ritish Masons ,
"who have such an animosity aga' nst the Vatican that it re
sembles the 1 7th century . " Mola agrees that some of the
strings of the Italian destabilization are being pulled from the
banks of the Thame s . "The papac has repeatedly distanced
itself from Israel , and a very severe condemnation of Israe l ' s
ethnic cleansing is coming , " Mo a said . "It was expected
today , Wednesday , since the pope speaks always on
Wednesday . "
That Wednesday , obviously , the subj ect of the pope ' s
remarks was the bombings o f the right before . The pontiff
went together with Itaiian President Oscar Luigi Scalfaro , in
a demonstrative gesture , to visit th� damaged Lateran basili
ca. Scalfaro underlined that "the Parliament is the unique
interpreter of popular will . "
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Soros helps pro-Serb
brainwashing effort
by Mark Burdman
A critical aspect of the British-French-designed strategy to
sacrifice the nation of Bosnia-Hercegovina in the weeks lead
ing up to and following the notorious May 22 "Five Power
Agreement" signed in Washington , has been an intensive
effort to politically neutralize those groups and instit\Jtions
which have been agitating for an outside military intervention
against the Serbian aggressors and for ending the arms em
bargo against Bosnia. Investigations indicate that this frantic
activity is being coordinated to a significant extent by the
clique of pro-Serbian brainwashers connected with the Tavis
tock Institute in Great Britain (see EIR , "The Tavistock Psy
chiatrists behind the Rape of Bosnia," Feb. 1 2 , 1 993) .
It has now come to light that international speculator
George Soros is a moneybags behind the misnamed "anti
war" activities in Croatia of a very senior Tavistock-linked
British psychologist named Adam Curle , who heads the "Me
diation Training Network" in England . Curle has become a
guru for a group of Croatian peace activists , giving them
intensive training courses in the field of "conflict mediation . "
The main thrust o f Curle ' s work i s to reduce all aspects
of war and conflict to problems of "personal" feelings and
"interpersonal" relationships , which are to be solved by
"touchy-feely" sessions of group therapy , sensitivity train
ing , etc . What is axiomatically removed from such "media
tion" exercises , is all discussion of politics or geopolitics .
Also excluded are discussions about how evil economic poli
cies can be the cause of outbreaks of violence and disorder.
In seminars on the war conducted by Curle and his friends ,
any participant who condemns Serbian aggression , and/or
demands international action against Serbia, is angrily si
lenced, since this violates the "rules of the game ," the "con
trolled environment," that Curle has established. The whole
process is, in reality , a form of brainwashing .
Curle is well-placed to coordinate such activities . He
worked at Tavistock in the years after World War H.
He wrote several papers for the institute' s Human Relations
publication , between 1 947 and 1 952, on the subject of how
to achieve "social reconnection" for British prisoners of war
who were being resettled from their former homes. One such
writing was co-authored with the recently deceased Eric
Trist, one of Tavistock' s most senior social engineers .
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Following his work at Tavi�tock, Curle went on to teach
at Harvard University , and the. came to Britain to found the
"peace studies" branch at the Q niversity of Bradford , one of
the first such departments at � university anywhere in the
world. In recent months , Bradtiord "peace researchers" have
been caught attempting to dis�pt the work of the Schiller
Institute and collaborators to �obilize for decisive military
action against Serbia.
I
Among insiders , Curle is : known as one of the gurus
of the international "peace" or! "peace research" movement
which sprouted in the 1 970s l and 1 980s . Although these
movements contained within tilF ir ranks many well-meaning
people truly worried about th � dangers of nuclear war and
regional conflicts , their poli
direction was tightly con
trolled by the Soviet and Angl -American intelligence ser
vices , as a derivative of East- est arrangements worked out
at the annual Pugwash Confere ces of those years .

�
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The Helsinki Citizens' j:semblY

In his Balkans work, Curle s integrally involved with the
Helsinki Citizens ' Assembly HCA) , which is essentially
the 1 990s regroupment of th . 1 9808 international "peace
movement . " In early Decemb he will be a featured speaker
at "The Third Helsinki Citizen Assembly , " which will take
place in Ankara, Turkey .
.
The heads of its offices in B lgrade , Sarajevo, and Zagreb
also just happen to be the heads :of the branches in these cities
of the Soros Fund , the foundation created by George Soros .
The most important of these is Sonja Licht, who heads the
Belgrade offices of both the HCA and the Soros Fund . Licht
is also the international co-chFlir of the HCA . She was a
recent recipient of the Swedish Peace Prize , and was lavishly
praised by former Swedish Deputy Foreign Minister Pierre
Schori . Schori , a good friend of such pro-Serbians as former
U . S . Secretary of State Henry Kissinger, has adopted as his
own policy, a proposal by the HCA for the creation of a
"United Nations Transitional Authority for Bosnia-Hercego
vina" that would oversee a U. N . protectorate for Bosnia.
That HCA proposal is the featured item in the summer 1 993
issue of the HCA Newsletter. �t is co-authored by Britain's
Mary Kaldor, a leading figure of the 1 980s international
"peace" movement who is now the other co-chair, together
with Licht, of the HCA .
Kaldor is part of a curious cluster of people . Her father,
the late Lord Nicholas Kaldor , ; was for years the economics
policy guru of the British Fabian Society . Nicholas Kaldor,
like Soros , was born in Hungary . In the past years , Mary
Kaldor' s best friend has been Emma Rothschild , the daughter
of the late Lord Victor RothSChild; her half-brother of the
inheritor of that title , Lord J3Fob Rothschild . Lord Jacob
Rothschild is the chief business partner of Britain's S ir James
Goldsmith , and the two together are among the most impor
tant international backers of the George Soros financial
empire.
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Argentina becomes a
Tavistock laboratory
by Cynthia Rush

In May of this year, before a conference sponsored in Buenos
Aires by the u . s . Information Service (USIS) and the Foun
dation for Latin American Integration , Rabbi Morton Rosen
thal of the Anti-Defamation League of B ' nai B ' rith (ADL)
suggested that the Argentine government adopt the ADL's
"World of Difference" program for its school system. That
program, which has already been implemented in several
cities around the United States , uses the pretext of teaching
"tolerance" toward different groups and combatting "dis
crimination" to destroy Judeo-Christian values still re
maining within the educational system and replace them with
cultural relativism, if not outright paganism and Satanism.
As EIR will reveal in coming issues , the rabbi ' s proposal
for Argentina was almost unnecessary. For several years , but
particularly under the government of President Raul Alfonsin
( 1983-89) , the B ' nai B 'rith masonic lodge and collaborators
linked to the ADL have promoted, and in some cases imple
mented, programs very similar to the "World of Difference . "
Their goal was not only to destroy education , but the entirety
of Argentine society . Using the excuse of eliminating "au
thoritarian" tendencies within society , particularly following
the end of the 1 976-83 military regime , these forces sought
to bring about a cultural paradigm shift which would replace
the concept of man created in the image of God with the
notion that man is a beast, dominated by his instincts and
physical desires. A relevant example is psychoanalyst Mar
cos Aguinis, Alfonsin' s culture secretary , who affirmed that
a "fascist dwarf' resides within each human being . Aguinis,
a rabid Zionist, participated in the mid-May seminar along
with Rosenthal .
The National Program for Democratization of Culture
(Prondec) run by Aguinis in 1986-87 , the 1 984 Pedagogical
Congress , and the 1 989-90 surveys of high-school students
performed by the Argentine Hebraic Society in collaboration
with B 'nai B ' rith to identify "discriminatory" tendencies
among young people , were all intended to begin the process
of Argentina' s cultural transformation. Sounding very much
like the "World of Difference" program, the Pedagogical
Congress proposed an educational reform which would "neu
tralize" religious instruction, do away with "individualism,"
promote sex education, and most importantly , replace the
traditional role of teacher as magister dixit with the concept
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of a "guide, " or "orienter. "
It i s hardly surprising that maqy of the individuals who
served as advisers to the Pedagog ical Congress and to the
Hebraic Society were , and are , followers of the "deconstruc
tionist" theories which grew out of the post-World War II
Frankfurt School . Their aim is nothing less than the destruc
tion of western Christian civilizatiol!l and the institutions upon
which the sovereign nation-state rests . Take the case of "edu
cator" Alfredo Bravo , a socialist qongressman who has re
tailed the ADL's slanders against American political prisoner
Lyndon LaRouche and jailed Argentine Army nationalist
Col . Mohamed Ali Seineldin . Bravo , an asset of the Wash
ington-based Project Democracy apparatus whose primary
goal is to dismember Ibero-America's armed forces , has nev
er hidden his terrorist sympathies .

British Intelligence pawpriDts

A more sinister side to this is that the B ' nai B ' rith masonic
lodge is an arm of British intelligence , and the offensive
directed against Argentina took form at the Tavistock Insti
tute for Human Relations in London, the agency from which
British intelligence directs psychological warfare against na
tion-states . Like the Serbian psychoanalysts trained at Tavis
tock who today direct the genocide in the former Yugoslavia,
Argentina has its own "Nazi doctors" who have worked for
years to erode Argentine society .
Take the case of Dr. Enrique Pit:h6n-Riviere , a Freudian
psychoanalyst who in the early 1 940s studied under Tavi
stock director and child psychoanalyst Melanie Klein before
returning to Buenos Aires to develop his theories of "narco
analysis"-the use of hallucinogenic drugs such as LSD to
treat psychotic children. Pich6n-Riviere, a committed social
ist, maintained that sanity or rationality is determined by a
complicated system of social relations and dominance of
one class over another. Prospective teachers at universities
throughout Ibero-America are forced to read his writings as
part of their mandatory psychology courses .
Beyond Pichon-Riviere and his colleagues , many of
whom emulated his drug experimentation on children, a fac
tion of Argentina's psychiatric community has played a ne
farious role in Tavistock-inspired social engineering
schemes. As culture secretary , Marcos Aguinis recruited
leaders of the Argentine Psychoanalytic Association to par
ticipate in his Prondec program to root out "authoritarian"
tendencies . Psychoanalyst Nestor !Carlinsky , one of Agui
nis' s collaborators , argued that "authoritarianism is a serious
disease . . . [and] requires a specific and intensive therapy
and a refining of the diagnostic methods to detect its most
subtle manifestations. " It is not enough to use "psychological
methods" to detect authoritarianism, he said . "The whole
society has to be modified . " And, be concluded, "we should
not underestimate the role of psychoanalysis . . . in this
task. " Carlinsky reported he was "fascinated that I could be
used to bring about social change. "
International
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Interview: Fung Hu-hsiang

The betrayal of democracy
is ongoing in Taiwan
Dr. Fung Hu-hsiang is the former dean of the College of
LiberalArts at National Central University; former secretary
to the late President, Chiang Ching-kuo; and former adviser
to the prime minister. Dr. Fung is also president of the China
Forum Monthly magazine. Recently, a new organization
called 'Tung Mung Hui" was formed independent of, but not
separate from, the Kuomingtang (KMT). This new organiza
tion is modeled upon Dr. Sun Yat-sen's revolutionary cells,
and wants to promote the goals and ideas of Dr. Sun Yat
sen. Dr. Fung was one of the initiators of that organization.
He was interviewed by Leni Rubinstein during her visit to
Taiwan in June.

EIR: Dr. Fung , I would like you to give the readers of EIR
your evaluation of the situation in the Republic of China.
What are you doing at present?
Dr. Fung: I am a professor, and I specialize in the field of
philosophy , so I am very sensitive to the fight for justice and
the fight for democratic freedom . That means that I am not
only a "pure" scholar but also one of the intellectuals who
pay attention to and have concern for the progress of the
nation and the liberation of the whole people . Right now I am
supposed to be one of the opposition people-in opposition to
the ruling elite .

EIR: I was told that you are one of the leaders of the so
called non-mainstream faction of the KMT?
Dr. Fung: I do not like the word "non-mainstream . " That
word was created for the convenience of the ruling elite .
Because we are not in the government , we are called non
mainstream . We should be called reform-stream or the pro
gressive-stream , because we are for democracy and against
narrow-minded provincialism. We are for reunification and
absolutely against regional independence . President Lee says
that he is for reunification . That is just words . Everything he
is doing is pointing in the opposite direction . He is in all
cases stressing "regionalism" and he is amassing power like
an emperor . The ruling party , the so-cal led mainstream , has
betrayed democracy.
EIR: Can you explain what you mean by "regionalism" and
the betrayal of democracy?
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Dr. Fung: President Lee mixes up two terms , that of local
ization and that of democratizatio n . According to his inter
pretation , the two terms belon� to the same domai n , which
is contradictory , because he t kes localization as the very
first priority for the whole democratization proces s . If there
is a vacancy in a high-ranking g vern mental office , he prefers
to choose a native Taiwanese , hich is against the Constitu
tion . That means that Preside t Lee rejects many qualified
people .

1

r

EIR: Why does he do that?

Dr. Fung: This is what he ca Is localization . He wants all
major positions to be controlled , to be handled by those
native Taiwanese people who do not oppose him .

1

EIR: What are your goals? What does the reform movement
represent , and what does Presi�ent Lee represent?
Dr. Fung: I am a member of the KMT . I would like to
search for democracy and for the democratization of the
whole party . That means the decision process is based on
democracy and not one-person dictatorship .

i

EIR: How would you define democracy?
Dr.

Fung: I would define derrlocracy as constitutionalism.
All acts and proceedings should be done according to the
Constitution , which is the fundament for national develop
ment . The Constitution must �ot be changed . In doing so ,
you betray the goals and ideaJ of Sun Vat-sen . Secondl y ,
I
democracy should be based on �ee speec h , free thought , and
free press, of course , confined biY reasonable legal structure s .
And thirdl y , there must be checks and balance s . It must be
so , that all elected figure s , even the most powerful ones,
can be checked by representative institutions . The President
violated all these three things .

EIR: Can you qualify this?
Dr.

Fung: From the very beginning I myself supported Pres
ident Lee , both when he was chosen as President and when
he was chosen as chairman fo� the party [ KMTJ . SO many
people had so many wishes for him . For the first two to three
years it was so-so--not very gbod , not very bad . B ut ever
since last year, when he began to attempt the so-called "con-
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stitutional refonn," at that point many people became aware
that he was trying to destroy the Constitution. Ever since that
time, every step and every major decision he has made has
been to do that.
Call you explain more about the constitutional refonn?
According to our Constitution, the very highest
institution for decision-making is the cabinet, and the prime
minister is regarded as the highest person to make decisions.
President Lee destroyed this structure and enlarged his own
power so that he himself need not be responsible to the Con
gress . According to the design of our Constitution , the prime
minister is responsible to the Congress . This is the reason he
is supposed to be the very highest person to make decisions
in the administrative process. But any prime minister who
has been in opposition to President Lee has been fired. This
is the fifth year of President Lee's tenn and in that period he
has changed four prime ministers . How can a prime minister
under such kind of pressure do anything? The true boss , the
key decision-maker, is President Lee, and he is not responsi
ble to any democratic institution, neither to the Congress nor
to the National Assembly . He has become an emperor.
EIR:

Dr. Fung:

Does your Constitution provide for impeachment?
Yes, but it is very, very difficult. Before it was
easier, but now it is very difficult. President Lee made that
change himself.

EIR:

Dr. Fung:

EIR: VVhat change?
Dr. Fung: According

to the old Constitution, if a member
of the National Assembly wanted to fire the President, half
of the members of the National Assembly had to agree to
vote and two-thirds of the National Assembly had to vote in
favor in order for the President to be fired. These percentages
have been changed to two-thirds and three-quarters , respec
tively .
In addition , according to the Constitution we have the
Examination Yuan. And that is the only institution to check
the President. According to the old Constitution, the mem
bers of that institution should be elected by the city county
and the provincial county . But now , the members of the
Examination Yuan are chosen by President Lee . So how can
those people, chosen by the President, do something against
the President? All these kinds of concrete changes have been
made. Our Constitution has become so silly, so strange ,
so self-contradictory . Many intellectuals hate this kind of
destruction of their Constitution.
You said earlier that President Lee wants an indepen
dent Taiwan?
Dr. Fung: Yes . It is our understanding that President Lee is
very sympathetic toward the independence of Taiwan . That
can cause a very serious disaster for the future of China and
of Taiwan, because mainland China has repeatedly stated
EIR:
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that the only action that would cause it to attack Taiwan
militarily would be if Taiwan declared its independence . The
reason why President Lee's words that he is for reunification
only are empty words is shown by his deeds . He has made so
many preconditions for the mutual cooperation between the
two sides . Take , for example, the fd llowing three conditions:
1 ) the recognition of Taiwan as a political entity. For main
land China that would imply the exlistence of two Chinas; 2)
that mainland China promises ndt to attack Taiwan with
force. Mainland China has often �aid that the only reason
for them to attack Taiwan would be if Taiwan declared its
independence; 3) that mainland China let Taiwan have diplo
matic room in international affairs.i
Those three conditions, which all seem quite reasonable,
cannot be accepted by Red China. And, even if mainland
China did accept those three conditions, you cannot trust
them. VVhy, then, does President Lee stress these three un
necessary conditions for the exchange between the two sides?
The only interpretation is that he does not want to promote
exchanges between the two sides . His real intention is to
search for the independence of Taiwan . This is not just my
imagination . One of the leaders of the opposition party stated
publicly that President Lee has told many opposition party
members , "Actually , I agree with your search for the inde
pendence of Taiwan as a national goal ," and that President
Lee , when asked about his statements that he is for reunifica
tion , has stated, "That is only lip-s�rvice. "
You said before that President Lee i s amassing power.
How could he get all this power? Why did people not stop
him?
Dr. Fung: Good point. In the beginning people thought that
he was a good successor, but you have a saying: "Power
corrupts men , more power corrupts more, absolute power
corrupts absolutely . " President Lee is now chainnan of the
ruling KMT party , he is in charge :of the military, and he is
chainnan of the National Security Council. He gives money
and positions to the people who di�agree with him. The cor
ruption is big. A few examples: The new prime minister is
among the 1 5 richest people in the IIL O . C . Recently, the new
prime minister's wife gave Presidt1nt Lee ' s granddaughter a
"red pocket" containing NT $ 1 0 million [equivalent of
$400 ,000] . Twenty of the leading' people around President
Lee control one�quarter of the GNP. Or, take the last elec
tions, where one of the candidate!! on the island of Penghu
told the voters to come and pick l,Ip a gift in the fonn of a
camera. Twenty thousand voters aClCepted the offer, and each
picked up a free camera valued at NT $3 ,000 [$ 1 20] .
Also , the media are complete�y controlled, and the re
porters are aware of it. Recently , �ere was a questionnaire
circulated among reporters . One hundred percent of the re
porters polled thought that their n¢ws outlet was controlled
by "an invisible hand. " VVhen aske\i who steers that invisible
hand, 84% answered, "the Presidept' s office. "
EIR:
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EIR: Lyndon LaRouche has stated that a crucial aspect of
the fight for China' s future is the necessity of a cultural
transformation in China based upon the most noble Confu
cian principles . What do you think about that?
Dr. Fung: I would like to identify myself as a Confucian
scholar. That is the reason that I think that the individual ' s
right for the development of his capabilities , for self-realiza
tion , not only should be respected , but emphasized, because
that is the driving force for the search for humanity . Confu
cian ideas are emphasized very much on the mainland right
now . I have visited mainland China six times and have visited
all the important places . Once I was invited by the Academy
for Social Sciences in Beijing . We can share Confucian be
liefs . That is important in our search for common community
based on China' s culture, which includes not only mainland
China, but also Hong Kong and Taiwan. All three areas
should be combined to search for the common good and
common success through the process of freedom and democ
racy, just like with the reunification of East and West Germa
ny . I belong to the people that are searching for a peaceful
and democratic one China. Therefore , we are searching for
a moral basis for the two sides based on good will and mutual
understanding .
EIR: A deep injustice is being committed against the nation
of Bosnia right now . Could your group take actions in the
defense of that nation?
Dr. Fung: Yes , definitely . That is also according to our
goal , our principle . We are fighting against any injustice ,
anything unethical , and anything inhuman in the whole
world. That is the reason why we are searching for a righteous
and benevolent goal for humanity .
EIR: What do you think about China' s relationship with

Russia?

Dr. Fung: Since Russia is no longer controlled by the Com
munist Party, I think we should treat them in a very sympa
thetic way . We should do our best to do anything good for
them which is possible .
Secondly , I would like to say-maybe some people are
afraid of a very big and strong China; they still have an image
of the "yellow peril"-that if China could really fight on the
basis of freedom and democracy and Confucian morals , it
could become a very constructive power in defense of nation
al and international affairs . In that sense , the fight for a free
democratic and Confucian China will benefit not only the
affairs of Russia, but Europe , Africa, and many other na
tions , which is also a Confucian notion .
We are living in a global village not only in an environ
mental sense but also in the sense of human cooperation
aimed at searching for democracy and freedom which should
be regarded as the common goal for all human beings .
Taiwan is a small island , but it could be the hope for a
future China as long as it itself is not destroyed by dictatorship
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or the betrayal of the national founder, Dr. Sun Vat-sen. I
hope that people outside Taiwan , through a better under
standing , will support our movement so that we can work
hand-in-hand for a better China, for a democratic China,
and eventually for a reunified, good China. Such a China
definitely would be a good thing for the whole world .

Taiwan must play a
world role to survive
by Leni Rubinstein

The author. a native 0/ Denmark who resides in the United
States. visited the Republic o/China (Taiwan) in June o/this
year.
The Republic of China (R.o.d.), with its 20 million inhabit
ants, is a prosperous and very human place . When Chiang
Kai-shek fled with his troops tq the island of Taiwan in 1 949,
there was only a handful of cars , dirt roads, and no industry .
As is known, Taiwan today is a relatively rich, industrialized
society, and although only one.fifth of the island is habitable,
Taiwan is not only food self-sufficient, but also exports food .
This exemplary economic development i s not due to a mira
cle , but to a dirigistic economic policy outlined by Dr. Sun
Yat-sen , which encourages and protects key industries and
the production of food , and to a hard-working population.
The human face of Taiwan is reflected in how children,
pregnant women, and old people are treasured. The family
is the key social unit which is protected and nourished. Most
of the old people are not sent to a nursing home , but are taken
care of and live with their closest relatives . Also, sex does not
dominate human relationships . A majority of young women
think that they have to be virgins when they marry. The
development of the mind is highly respected, people read a
lot, and the notion of a "philosopher king" is familiar.
A morally and economically strong Taiwan based upon
Sun Yat-sen ' s San Min Chu I (the three principles of the
people: sovereignty of the nation-state , sovereignty of the
individual , and right to a livelihood) would be an important
model for a future China.
Unfortunately, corruption is now spreading and the Con
stitution is being undermined, a process which Dr. Fung
Hu-hsiang describes in the accompanying interview . And
because of the controlled press , knowledge and understand
ing about what is happening inr the world outside of Asia and
the United States are minimal .

Heavily influenced by the U . S .

Taiwan i s heavily influenced b y the United States,
through economic and political pressure and through movies,
EIR
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Taiwan isfacing a
growing political and
moral crisis . This
subway construction
project in downtown
Taipei has been reduced
by half.

television , and advertising which target the youth with a
massive promotion of sex and materialism. The first thing
that meets the eye of visitors arriving at Chiang Kai-shek
Airport is two huge television screens carrying American
sports games, American movies , and American advertise
ments . At the main train station in Taipei , the capital , one
sees the same thing > -Thet 'youth have a naive , dream-like
relation to United States. Since the ideal of beauty is to look
western , many young people are submitting to plastic surgery
to change their noses and eyes .
Most of the young people who go abroad to study go to
the United States or Japan , and their parents will visit them
there . In the last few years , 4 . 5 million people from Taiwan
have visited mainland China , and many will say: "It is too
poor there . I do not want to have anything to do with that . I
want it to be like the United States , Japan , or Taiwan . "

Sacrificing KMT ideals
Politically , President Lee ' s position seems to be strength
ened by the day . In May , the KMT Central Standing Commit
tee (CSC) decided to allow 700 appointed delegates to attend
the KMT ' s 1 4th Congress in August , in addition to the 2 , 000
elected delegates . This was done in order to enable President
Lee and the clique around him to force through their policies .
Former Prime Minister Hau Pei-tsun used unusually stong
words to describe this decision . In an interview with China
News on May 20 , Hau (himself a member of the CSC) blasted
the KMT for sacrificing its political ideals and principles Jor
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expediency . "I don 't like some
' s description of the
proposal as an 'expedient
' because it means that
we have to give up our political
s , " Hau said . "The KMT
should unite its members with political ideals and principles ,
not expedient measures . " Hau also s aid that he had told the
party that he wanted to see more elected delegates to the
Congress since these delegates , being elected in the local
branche s , would be more represe�tative of what the party
really wants . Further, in a speech t6 KMT members in Kao
hsiung Harbor on May 2 1 , Hau said: "Nearly all the appoint
ed delegates are very wealthy. It �orries me , because the
KMT is a political party for the people . " Hau also said he
was worried that candidates for seJts on the party ' s Central
I
Committee would resort to bribery because only 2 , 1 00 delegates to the Congress have a right t6 vote .
The R . O . C . is being "chewed up" by a combination of
the destructive cultural influence I rom the United States,
massive corruption of the close ciroJe around President Lee ,
l
and an aggressive propaganda cam aign by the Democratic
Progressive Party over a mixture of sane (it opposes the
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade , GAIT) and insane
(it is pro-independence , against nUdlear power, against pay
ing taxes) issues . Constant filibuste�ing in the Congress over
silly things occurs on a daily basis so that nothing is being
done , and everything important is f rgotten . Finally , there is
a staggering remoteness from the est of the world and an
almost total lack of knowledge about the destructive geopolit
ical games being played . In addition , there is an immoral

l
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attitude toward mainland China, where businessmen from
the R . O . C . are investing millions of dollars , not for the sake
of China, but to make a lot of money by exploiting the abun
dant , dirt-cheap labor.
'Invest in the mainland'
The United States is encouraging R . O . C . investment in
mainland China through giving the latter Most Favored Na
tion trade status, which means that mainland China can ex
port everything it wants-cheap . Often the money from the
R . O . C . is being used to build factories next to prisons . Take
the case of the two Taiwanese-owned shoe factories in south
China's Guangdong province . Two thousand workers went
on strike in May . Because of an inflation rate in the first
quarter of this year of 20% , they wanted a higher wage
their wage was 300 yuan ($52) a month for working 1 2hour days . The workers also complained about their living
conditions , where they are crammed 50 to a room in dormito
ries without running water. Having been promised a monthly
raise of 60 yuan, they returned to work.
I personally have been urged to invest in the mainland .
"You can earn a lot of money fast. The wages are very low
and the corruption is very big . You can get all the permits
you need if you bribe people ," I was told.
According to the R . O . C . Board of Foreign Trade , in May
1 993 there were more than 1 0 ,000 Taiwanese enterprises
investing in mainland China, and their aggregate investment
amounted to nearly $9 billion.
At the same time that the United States is keeping main
land China content, it is constantly threatening the R . O . C .
with quotas and sanctions against its products . The latest
threat was issued at the end of May , when a U . S . government
agency recommended that President Clinton ban the importa
tion of some 2,300 types of agricultural products from Tai
wan "because of its failure to crack down on the illegal trade
of wildlife products . " Since this would result in serious losses
for the R . O . C . , officials were immediately dispatched to
Washington to kowtow and promise to behave .
Another example of this destructive manipulation of the
R . O . C . is that in 1 97 1 , Communist China took the R . O . C . ' s
seat at the United Nations . Since last December, when the
Democratic Progress Party made significant gains in the elec
tions, the DPP has staged a series of demonstrations calling
for Taiwan's reentry into the U . N . , and President Lee is now
actively pursuing this .
In May , a five-member delegation from the U . S . Center
for Strategic and International Studies led by former U . S .
ambassador to NATO David Abshire and including three
other former U . S . officials (former ambassador to the U . N .
Jeane Kirkpatrick, former U . S . defense secretary Richard
Cheney , and former ambassador to mainland China James
Lilley) , descended on Taiwan for public and private discus
sions. R . O . C . officials used the occasion to highlight the
importance and fairness of the R . O . C . again entering the
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United Nations . In their speec�s and discussions, as report
ed in the media, every one o the visitors stressed that in
order for the R . O . C . to have �y possibility of rejoining the
U . N . , it would be absolutely in�ispensable for the R . O . C . to
first join international instituti�ns such as the International
Atomic Energy Agency , the I1nternational Monetary Fund
(IMF) , the World Bank, and GA.TT . Of course , ifthe R . O . C .
were t o enter these institutions ; i t would increase the ability
for the international financial e$tablishment to accelerate the
I
destruction of the R . O . C .
The R . O . C . is still prosperobs and still has a strong moral
foundation . The R . O . C . also h is good and courageous lead
ers, as shown by the action of our congressmen from four
.
different political factions (m nstream KMT, non-main
stream KMT , Social Democr I ' and Independent) who on
June 1 0 held a press conferen�e in the Congress in Taipei,
called for the freedom of Ameri� an political prisoner Lyndon
LaRouche . In their statements 0 the press , they clearly ex
pressed that this was not only n effort to secure justice for
LaRouche , but to secure justic for the whole world.
It is important that such g d people from R . O . C . unite
their efforts with similar forces throughout the world for the
sake of the whole world. The , and only then, would the
R . O . C . have the capability tq avoid moral and economic
destruction .

�

r

Four Taiwan �eaders
seek LaRoucJl.e's freedom
I

The following are excerpts, trflnslated from Chinese, of a
press conference on June 1 0 atl which four prominent politi
cal figures of the Republic ofi China (R . O . C . ) announced
their endorsement of a letter to President Clinton asking
that imprisonedformer U.S. ptesidential candidate Lyndon
LaRouche befreed.
Gau-Jeng Ju (Social Democra�):

Mrs . Rubinstein came here
to ask for help to support U . S . �litical prisoner number one ,
Lyndon LaRouche . LaRouche is a political economist and is
fighting for a just economic system and a new, just world
economic order. He does not like the recent talks in Singapore
[see E1R, July 1 6 , pp. 44-48] ,1 and he does not like GATT
[the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade] , which creates
a lot of hardship for the Third World. Because of that kind of
thinking , he cannot be accepted by the U. S . government. He
was put in jail , sentenced to HS years, which is just like a
lifetime jail sentence for a man bf his age .
What caused my interest in LaRouche is that, through the
influence of Leibniz, he began to study Confucianism. Even
though he is in jail , he and his a�sociates still work very hard,
in jail , to study Confucianism. iIn the latest Fidelio, there is
EIR
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a 3 1 -page article by Michael Billington introducing Chu Hsi ,
trying to combine Chinese and western culture . LaRouche is
emphasizing building up a Christian world order in opposi
tion to institutions like the IMF [International Monetary
Fund] , GATT, etc . that function on a basis of looting and
suppression-a very usurious economic system . Because of
this , LaRouche and his movement are not welcome in the
western world . LaRouche' s wife, Helga Zepp-LaRouche ,
created the Schiller Institute in 1 984. As one who knows
[Friedrich] Schiller, let me emphasize that Schiller is a very
Chinese poet. The Schiller Institute has more than 50 chap
ters throughout the world . It is basically a cultural , philo
sophical , and economic organization . The economic system
that the Schiller Institute promotes is different from the cur
rent system.
LaRouche' s case has been supported by attorneys and
lawyers , including Ramsey Clark, the former Attorney Gen
eral of the United States . His case has been discussed in the
Human Rights Commission of the U . N . When the Human
Rights Commission of the U . N . asked the United States
about LaRouche' s case , the U . S . administration just ignored
the request.
There is no evidence whatsoever to show that LaRouche
has been doing anything criminal . On the contrary ,
LaRouche has been attacking the world' s financial elite for
its involvement with the international drug trade .
Four hundred parliamentarians from over 20 different
nations have signed the petition to release LaRouche . I think
it is also our responsibility to do so, especially if you consider
that the United States is using the issue of human rights to
suppress most other countries .
Leni Rubinstein (Schiller Institute) : I am here today to ap

peal to leaders of this country to help free an innocent man ,
7 1 -year-old American Lyndon LaRouche , from prison .
LaRouche has been innocently jailed since January 1 989.
. . . LaRouche is an outstanding , noble man , who has dedi
cated his entire life to the search for truth . He has distinguish
ed himself by defending the sovereign right of all nations ,
especially poor nations , to economic development. He has
dedicated his life to fight for San Min Chu I, to fight for
the sovereignty of the nation state , the sovereignty of the
individual , and for the livelihood of the whole world . . . .
Lyndon LaRouche is a philosopher king , a sage . Solely
because of the power of his mind and his moral integrity has
he been put in jail . . . .
Chen-Jei Lin (Independent): I know that there are many
political prisoners from the minorities in the United States .
Therefore , the case of Mr. LaRouche does not surprise me . I
know that Mr. Shou-shan Lin [the last to speak at the press
conference] in the negotiations with the U . S . government
has been very angry because the U. S . government does not
have the right to intervene in our legal practice , jurisdiction,
EIR
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and administration . The United St!ltes is thereby violating
the sovereignty of another nation . through what we saw in
the Rodney King case in Los Angeles , we should really
re-think what the state of affairs of U . S . human rights is .
Concerning human rights we probably have a much better
situation , and we are progressing mlJch faster than the United
States toward so-called democrac)f. Therefore this should
also be seen as an opportunity for us to intervene and partici
pate in international affairs .
Earlier, Dr. Ju used to be in the center of the media. Now ,
however, he is much more concerned about fundamental
problems instead of being a media star. I admire this change
of his and hope that he will continue acting like this even
though some day he might be put iIi jail for being a philoso
pher king , as has LaRouche .

Yok gave a much longer
speech which he refers to here . ] I t�ink you can understand
what I said , because we met and jwe had a more than an
hour discussion where you presented LaRouche' s case . You
explained that you had come to T ..iwan to ask for support
from some other countries to set L�ouche free. So, I think
that we now have four legislators in Taiwan who are going
to do that. For, just as you said before , I think that we have
to do something for Mr. LaRouche , ' because it is not only for
I
him , it is for the whole world .
It also allows us to know some qther "face" of the United
States, because of Mr. LaRouche and the violation of his
rights . During the past many years , we Chinese have always
been criticized by the United State& , so this time we can do
something for human rights in the United States and for the
future , for the 2 1 st century . Mr. LaRouche thinks that Russia
and China may be the leaders , may be the center for the next
century , so this is what we want to do. Also, because we
Chinese follow the Confucian principles and the San Min
Chu I, so . . . maybe we will have lit good future .
Lastly it is important that we remember that we have to
do something to heighten the moral standard. This is an act
toward that end .
Mu-ming Yok (New KMT): [Mr.

Shou-shan Lin (KMT) : From my personal experiences in

negotiating with the U . S . governm�nt, to negotiate with the
United States is like being sentenced . They ask you questions
like you are a prisoner. You report to them what you have
done in the past year. They ignore all questions you have ,
and instead ask you one question af_er the other. This kind of
attitude from U . S . officials makes , me understand that it is
possible in the United States to violate human rights . The
U . S . human rights organization helP s many other countries '
human rights fighters oppose their government. Now it is our
responsibility to help the U . S . government fix this unjust
situation . Through the material I read , I was enlightened in
many aspects . I will devote myself to help. And, if there
come more of these kinds of cases lwould like to help again.
International
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Andean Report

by Carlos Mendez

'The Truth About CAP' spreads
While Venezuela ' s President awaits trial, 90, 000 copies of "The
Truth About CAP " are circulating in Caracas.

While

suspended Venezuelan
President Carlos Andres Perez
(known as "CAP") awaits trial for cor
ruption and misappropriation of
funds , the Venezuelan Labor Party
(PLV) and the Ibero-American Soli
darity Movement (MSIA) in a single
day distributed 90 ,000 copies of the
pamphlet entitled "The Truth About
CAP," with a new introduction titled
"CAP Has Fallen , Now His Inner Cir
cle Must Go . "
The first edition of the pamphlet, a
translation of which EIR is serializing
(see Investigation) , was issued in Ca
racas just one day before the Supreme
Court ruled that there are grounds for
the Venezuelan President to be tried.
The reprinting, which circulated
widely as a supplement in the July 20
issue of El Diario de Caracas, was
announced one day earlier on the ma
jor news program of Radio Caracas
Television .
Feeling the heat, on the same day
as the supplement appeared, two
prominent bankers who belong to
CAP's inner circle suddenly began to
discuss the need for legislation to
clamp down on drug money-laun
dering , a topic which "The Truth
About CAP" discusses at length .
On July 27 , El Diario de Caracas
published a letter signed by Giacomo
Le6n, executive director of the Banco
Latino , complaining about the supple
ment. Le6n didn't deny any of the
charges made in "The Truth About
CAP," but limited himself to describ
ing them as "conjecture and lies" di
rected against his prestigious insti
tution .
The pamphlet' s publication coin
cided with a national debate in Vene-
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zuela over whether drug traffickers
and money launderers are involved in
the presidential campaign for next De
cember' s elections . The debate began
to heat up when on July 3, the presi
dent of the Supreme Electoral Coun
cil , former Foreign Minister Isidro
Morales Paul , said that there were in
dications that drug-related interests
could interfere with the campaign,
and proposed stronger controls on
campaign financing .
Since then there have been a num
ber of statements made , but no one
has dared to respond to the challenge
issued by Alejandro Pella Esclusa,
secretary general of the PL V , ac
cording to the July 1 8 Diario de Cara
cas . Pella stated that if the presidential
candidates really wanted to fight the
drug trade , they should take a stand on
the outrageous fact that the only book
in Venezuela which is banned is Nar
cotrafico, S.A . , the Spanish-language
edition of EIR ' s best-selling Dope,
Inc .

Speaking on Radio Capital on July
20, Pella Esclusa explained that Nar
cotrafico; S.A . was banned in 1 985 on
the orders of business magnate Gusta
vo Cisneros, a member of David
Rockefeller' s Council of the Ameri
cas. He added that if Cisneros has
nothing to hide, "why not lift the ban
on the book?"
On the same day, banker Orlando
Castro, a member of CAP's inner cir
cle who has been accused of drug
money-laundering , suggested that
drug money may have penetrated the
banking system, and called upon Con
gress to pass a law against money
laundering .
Another of the members of CAP's

inner financial circle who shed croco
dile tears was banker Gustavo G6mez
L6pez, pr�sident of the Banco Latino.
The recently deceased Pedro Tinoco,
another longtime member of CAP's
inner circlF , ran the B anco Latino for
many yeaI]S .
The d�ily El Nacional reported on
July 20 th.t according to the U . S . In
formation Service , at a luncheon in
I
Washington, D . C . sponsored by the
Inter-American Dialogue, G6mez L6pez had i a sserted that Venezuelan
banks wete pressuring the govern
ment to sitrengthen its laws against
money laundering .
The Mrson who has yet to say a
word is the presidential candidate of
the Sociai Christian party (Copei) ,
Oswaldo Alvarez Paz , currently the
governor pf Zulia state . On July 5 ,
two suppdrters of presidential candi
date RafaJ I Caldera , Jose Miguel Uz
categui and Jose Nepomuceno Garri
do, wametl that "the ones who should
be watchiul about drug penetration
and illegal financing of the electoral
campaign j are those who have more
money and who without a doubt have
spent mOfe money ," a barely dis
guised reference to Alvarez Paz ' s
campaign;
On JUf y 1 2 , the bishop of Cabi
mas , Msgt. Roberto Lucker, said that
"Zulia has: the smell of laundered drug
dollars . " ;
Alvarez Paz had no comment.
Nonetpeless, the odor mentioned
by Monsignor Lucker became strong
er on July; 2 1 , when Alvarez Paz met
in the go�rnor's mansion with none
other than Colombian presidential
candidate Ernesto Samper Pizano ,
Ibero-Am�rica' s biggest proponent of
drug legalization . Samper said that
"Oswaldo; Alvarez Paz is one of the
best know h Venezuelan political lead
ers in Colbmbia," and added that he
has excellent chances of becoming
Venezuela' s next President.
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Report from Rio

by Silvia Palacios

Ecologists launch new offensive
The anti-science mafia is demanding that Brazil shut down its
nuclear energy program.

During the tenure of former Presi

dent Fernando Collor de Mello, the
Brazilian environmentalist movement
kept a low profile , since with radical
environmentalist physicist Jose Gold
emberg in the cabinet, the government
was fulfilling to the letter the com
mands of the "new world order" that
Brazil subject itself to a regime of
"technological apartheid" and deprive
itself of advanced technologies.
But since the impeachment of Col
lor last fall , these circles and their in
ternational sponsors among the non
governmental organizations (NGOs)
have returned to the offensive , and
have directed their efforts above all
toward destroying what remains of the
Brazilian nuclear program.
The well-financed supranational
ecologist organization Greenpeace,
the most influential of the environ
mentalist NGOs , targeted Brazil start
ing in April 1 992, when two militants
demonstrated at the Angra nuclear
power station, placing hundreds of
crosses , symbolizing the alleged
deaths at the Chernobyl nuclear plant
in Ukraine , in front of the plant.
Since March of this year,
Greenpeace has been escalating its
campaign to shut down the Angra I
nuclear plant, publicizing a supposed
radiation leak in the primary circuit of
the plant's reactor. The political in
fluence of the organization was put to
the test when several of its leaders held
a meeting with Brazilian President Ita
mar Franco , during which they reject
ed the technical reports showing that
the alleged leak was a complete farce .
Nonetheless, in July, based on
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Greenpeace's denunciations , the at
torney general of Brazil filed a suit
against the supervisor of Angra I .
The latest assault, being pressed
by "ex-terrorist" Carlos Minc , a par
liamentary deputy from Rio de Janeiro
state, is to promote the conversion of
the half-built Angra II into a gas-fired
thermoelectric plant , despite the fact
that such a conversion was already at
tempted once before at Angra, in
1 989, without success .
The environmentalist movement
is planning a petition campaign in Rio
de Janeiro, with mass leafletting ,
demonstrations, and debates . In a de
bate on July 22 , engineer Guido Gelli
from the Environmental Foundation ,
detailed the U . S . experience with the
Midland nuclear power plant in Mich
igan, which was converted to natural
gas because of protests from the envi
ronmentalists . Gelli admitted that he
was one of the founders of the Brazil
ian Green Party, and that he had been
invited by the U. S . Embassy in Rio to
visit the Midland plant.
Meanwhile, members of the Bra
zilian Society for the Progress of Sci
ence (SBPC) have come out de
manding that Brazil submit itself to
international supervision of its nuclear
installations . Physicist Moises Nus
senzveig authored a motion in favor
of "control of nuclear experiments . "
The SBPC i s a Brazilian out
growth of the Pugwash Conferences ,
which were created by the Anglo
American-Soviet condominium to re
strict the use of high technology by
the Third World . At its 45th annual
reunion, SBPC analyzed the accord

among Brazil , Argentina, and the In
ternational Atomic Energy Agency,
which is now being debated in the Bra
zilian Congress . Under this treaty,
Brazil will be treated the same way
Iraq has been treated since the Gulf
war, dismantling its nuclear capacity .
One of the pioneers of the SBPC ,
former minister Jose Goldemberg ,
doesn't hide his anger at the fact that
there has been resistance within the
Brazilian Congress to this policy of
surrendering Brazil 's sovereignty . In
an article in 0 iEstado de Siio Paulo
on July 27 , Goldemberg wrote that
"within the Defense Committee of the
Chamber of Deputies voices have ris
en, using the language of the 1 960s,
opposing the ratification of the four
party accord . . . . There is no reason
to march against the flow of history by
not ratifying tne accord, which will
only increase tbe country' s credibility
abroad, which will bring us collateral
benefits . "
The SBPC members are arguing
for ending "military control" of nucle
ar research , such as the effort to build
a nuclear-powered submarine , which
they say shoul� be transferred from
the Navy to some civilian organiza
tion , along the lines proposed by envi
ronmentalist Pinguelli Rosas. This
happens to coincide exactly with the
demand of the Anglo-American estab
lishment in its operations to dismantle
the armed forces of Ibero-America. In
this effort, the SBPC is joining the
offensive by some NGOs against the
Brazilian Armed Forces , especially
their role in designing policy for the
Brazilian Amazon .
Not content with waging war on
the nuclear program, the activists of
the SBPC are also out to destroy pub
lic morality. At their annual meeting
they voted up a resolution which was
sent to the Coqgress , demanding the
decriminalizati�n of drug con
sumption.
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Miyazawa resigns, as
LDP's crisis deepens
Japanese Prime Minister Kiichi Miyazawa
resigned as head of the Liberal Democratic
Party at an LDP convention on July 22. He
will remain as prime minister of Japan only
as a caretaker until early August, when par
liament convenes to choose a new govern
ment. The LDP, which has ruled Japan since
1 95 5 , lost its absolute majority in elections
on July I S .
The struggle over who will succeed Mi
yazawa could widen into a rift between "re
formist" younger members and the party el
ders, threatening to break the LDP apart .
The race for prime minister is between Tos
hiki Kaifu , a former prime minister styling
himself as "Mr. Clean ," and former Deputy
Prime Minister Michio Watanabe , choice of
the party elders , who are being pilloried for
"resisting reforms to the electoral system. "
"Many party members are cautious of
the reformers ," said one senior LDP mem
ber. "And therefore , if Kaifu is chosen, then
the party will split . " Others said that if Kaifu
were to lose , the more than 90 reform-mind
ed Kaifu LDPers could decide to break away
and set up a new party . A smal l , five-mem
ber group has already said that if the new
leadership is not fully committed to political
reform , it will break away .
On the same day that Miyazawa re
signed , the trial began of the LDP ' s former
master fundraiser and power-broker, 7S
year-old Shin Kanemaru . Kanemaru ap
peared in Tokyo District Court to answer
charges of evading taxes of I billion yen
($9 . 2 million), and taking funds from con
struction firms , in exchange for help in win
ning public works contracts .

Totalitarianism seen
as a threat to France
France could be threatened by a new "totali
tarianism ," unless the problem of unem
ployment is solved , warned Jean-Louis
Mandinaud, the new grand master of the
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Grand Loge de France branch of Freema
sonry , in a statement published by the Paris
daily Le Figaro on July 1 6 . The GLF is
different from the notorious Grand Orient.
If unemployment continues to worsen,
Mandinaud said , "our entire society risks
being shaken . . . . The threat of an unbri
dled populism makes us fear the worst . A
totalitarian adventure is not to be excluded .
. . . It is time that the political leaders be
come aware of the danger. " The GLF view
is that "a man without work, is a man who
is tainted by the virus of totalitarian tempta
tion . " According to Mandinaud , "Democra
cy is work, it is effort . When things are
going well , nobody contests it. There is no
longer the same appreciation of things in a
,
period of crisis . "
He told Le Figaro that France is ap
proaching "the point of rupture . " In the
name of financial efficiency and productivi
ty , businesses are undermining the fragile
bases of France' s democratic society .
Warning that "the end does not always justi
fy the means ," he said that an increase in
layoffs is under way in France, which may
appear to relieve , for the moment, the fi
nancial pressure on industrial firms, but
which actually inflames political move
ments characterized by vengeance , popu
lism , racism, and totalitarianism.
He argued that the GLF Masons have a
special role to play now , by insisting on the
concept of "solidarity" above all , especially
as "we are a movement of creative utopias .
We are condemned to invent, and to build
bridges in the direction of the profane world,
so that they are inspired by our reflections . "

Hapsburg rejects
Carrington 's diatribe
European Parliament member Otto von
Hapsburg denounced Britain' s Lord Carrin
gton' s recent statements holding Germany
and Austria responsible for the war in for
mer Yugoslavia.
Contemptuously dismissing Carring
ton ' s statements as "the words of the direc
tor of Christie ' s" art dealer, Hapsburg re-

sponded in the French daily Le Figaro of
July 22 that he reacted to Carrington' s
charges "without astonishment, but with a
certain indignation. . . . He is critical that
Croatia and Slovenia were recognized . He
deliberately ignores the fact that the Europe
an Community has always preached the self
determinatfon of peoples . . . . The hypothe
sis that rec � gnition of Croatia and Slovenia
led to war , ; i s based o n nothing . I t is, rather,
the delay ith which this logical decision
was carrie out, that permitted the Federal
Army [of ugoslavia] to conduct their war
of aggression , since this delay revealed to
them the i weakness of the democratic
powers . " I
Hapsbttrg continued: "Finally , concern
ing the opPosition of Lord Carrington to the
lifting of tile embargo on the sale of arms to
Bosnia an� Croatia, it is exactly this attitude
which is P O lOnging the horrors of the war.
The Serbs ave inherited all the weapons of
the Federa Army , and it is on their territor
ies that the l war industries of ex-Yugoslavia
are to be foUnd . By contrast, the Siovenians ,
Croats , anc!l Bosnians have no heavy weap
ons . By th! s selective embargo, we disarm
the victimsi, to make the task of the assassins
easier. "

l
r

Entente Cordiale backs
I

R ussia'rJ imperialfaction
The polic y of the Anglo-French "Entente
Cordiale" � s to build up Russian imperial
capabilitie $ as a means of "containing Ger
many ," ac � ording to a top strategist in Rome
and a leading figure in the English establish
ment , who spoke to EIR on July 2 2 .
The R�me strategist said: "There is a
peculiar hostalgia, particularly strong
among the lFrench, for a new version of the
old Czaris4 Russia. I have come to believe
that there Ife people in Europe , particularly
in France, who would like to see Yeltsin
overthrow . by some generals , so that Russia
would be $trengthened and German influ
ence in EJrope would be weakened. This
would alsQ create a new enemy for Europe ,
to allow Europe to unite against this enemy .
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It' s all not very original thinking, but you
hear it these days, not only in France , but in
different parts of Europe . The French, in
particular, are really obsessed by these kinds
of ideas . "
The English analyst, who is with that
part of the Conservative Party that opposes
Prime Minister John Major, said: "There are
a lot of people here who think a strength
ened, more imperial Russia would be useful
for geopolitical interests . These people
would rather not know about the Baltic na
tions and Ukraine, if they had the choice;
they think the Baltics and Ukraine are a nui
sance . I had this right from the mouth of
[Foreign Secretary] Douglas Hurd, some
years back. We both had had a little bit too
much to drink, and I said to him, ' You know
Douglas , you' ll soon see an independent
Ukraine . ' His response was , 'That ' s the last
thing we want ! ' "
The source added: "The problem now
is , these people like Hurd have a growing
influence over the lot in Washington; they
are influencing American policy more and
more, and in the wrong direction . "

British anticipate
peasant revolt in China
"Now the Peasant Revolt !" was the cover
story of the British weekly Far East Eco
nomic Review the week of July 1 9 , which
warned what EIR has reported for months
that the population of China is ready to re
volt against the communist regime in
Beijing.
"Peasant unrest in China poses a serious
new challenge to [Beijing ' s] leaders , " the
journal wrote. "The nightmare of an army
of angry peasants marching on the capital
has returned to haunt a regime that 44 years
ago rode the same force to power . . . . To
call the rural crisis the most severe challenge
to the party' s rule since the 1 989 Tiananmen
massacre, understates the extent of the
crisis . "
The Review asks whether Zhu Rongji ,
Beijing' s free-trade economic czar, "can
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save China-or perhaps more accurately ,
the Communist Party? Or, as a diplomat in
Beijing comments, will he become the next
scapegoat to be jettisoned?"
The article estimated that net capital
flight out of China is running at over $20
billion a year.
Far East Economic Review, published
in Hong Kong , is the mouthpiece of the
Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Corp . ; its
present owner, Dow Jones , is controlled by
the Mont Pelerin Society .

New EIR book on plot
against Ibero-America
EIR ' s Spanish-language division on July 28
released its new book, The Plot to Annihi
late the Armed Forces and Nations ofIbero
America, to members of the media and the

diplomatic corps in Washington, D . C .
The 460-page study will also b e released
at public events across lbero-America.
Although the book deals extensively
with the case studies of numerous nations of
lbero-America, the assault on the nations
and armed forces of that continent provide a
vivid example of what is also being planned
by the Anglo-American establishment for
the developing nations of Africa, Asia, and
the Middle East.
As this book documents , the plot' s ob
jective is to wipe out not only the military
institutions , but also the very nations which
they are charged with defending . Under the
"new world order" which the Anglo-Ameri
can oligarchy seeks to establish, developing
sector nations are condemned to be mere
satrapies , with "limited sovereignty ," loot
ed by the International Monetary Fund and
usurious banks , subjected to the policies of
depopulation and technological apartheid of
the great powers .
The book contains documents from vari
ous of the patriots who have fought against
the plot, among them Argentine Col . Mo
hamed Ali Seineldin , who wrote the intro
duction. The preface was authored by U . S .
economist and political prisoner Lyndon H .
LaRouche .

• THE ISRAELI Supreme Court
on July 29 acquitted John Demjan
juk, who ha<$ been sentenced to death
five years ago for crimes supposedly
committed ijy him as the Treblinka
concentratiOJl camp guard "Ivan the
Terrible . " The Supreme Court ruled
unanimously that there was "reason
able doubt" Chat Demjanjuk had been
Ivan , and �at the trial against him
had been "senously flawed. "
• GREEK. Prime Minister Con

stantin MitSotakis issued new de
mands on .lbania , including that
ethnic Greeks who left Albania after
1 944 be allowed to return and reclaim
their properties . He also made a refer
ence to "NoJ!thern Epiru s ," the name
used by �y in Greece for the
Greek-popu�ated areas of Albania.
Albanian Pri:sident Sali Berisha re
torted that tti is pointed to "very dan
gerous prete�sions" on the part of the
Greek government.

1'

I

• A UNITt:D NATIONS planning

team is in A�gentina to begin training
the first-eve!! U . N . rapid deployment
battalion . T�e team, composed of a
Canadian and an Argentine colonel,
is urging the! creation of a I ,OOO-man
rapid deplo)fment force drawn from
the Argentine Army .

• ROMAN CATHOLIC Cardinal
Achille Silv¢strini , the Vatican' s top
official for \iaison with the Eastern
Rite church¢s , will make the first
high-level Vatican visit to Ukraine in
October, � spite tension between
Ukrainian Catholic and Orthodox be
lievers . Pop(: John Paul II is sched
uled to visit 'the B altic states in Sep
tember-hi� first trip to the former
Soviet Union .
• EGYPTfS Hosni Mubarak on

July 2 1 won a third six-year term as
President. The People' s Assembly
voted overwhelmingly to nominate
Mubarak as ; the single candidate to
put to the n tion in a referendum in
October.

"
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�TIill Investigation

The truth about

Carlos Andres Perez

I

by the Venezuelan Labor Party and
the Ibero-American Solidarity Movement

On May 19 of this year, one day before the Venezuelan
Supreme Court was to announce its verdict on whether there
were sufficient grounds for trying President Carlos Andres
Perez (CAP) for corruption, the Venezuelan Labor Party
and the 1bero-American Solidarity Movement (MS1A) jointly
published a pamphlet entitled "The Truth About CAP . " EIR
is publishing the text of the pamphlet in six installments .
The first chapter, entitled, "CAP Destroyed the Productive
Economy, " appeared in our July 30 issue .
"The Truth About CAP" is not only importantfor Venezu
ela and 1bero-America, but also for the United States . Presi
dent Bill Clinton has continued to apply the major elements
of George Bush ' s policy toward the continent, for which
Perez-currently suspended from the presidency-consid
ered himself the spokesman.

Chapter 2: Washington's man
and the New World Order
From the day he took presidential power in the sumptuous
ceremony in February 1 989 which many referred to as "the
coronation," Carlos Andres Perez (CAP) announced his in
tention of turning Venezuela into the spearhead of then-U . S .
President George Bush's New World Order. What CAP liked
most about the idea then (who knows if he still likes it) was
being compared with Mikhail Gorbachov and having the
reforms he announced called "Perez-troika . "
To the promoters of that New World Order, no one would
56
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be more useful in lbero-Americ k than CAP, for CAP is Wash
ington' s man in lbero-Americ�. Every time Washington has
taken steps over the past decadt to destroy the sovereignty of
nations , destroy the national atttned forces of Ibero-America
and replace them with corps qf gendarmes , and to use any
pretext to militarily intervene �n another country, Washing
ton has unconditionally counteu on CAP.
This is one of the main reasons why Washington has
given CAP its 1 00% backing , against the people' s will to
be rid of him . And where arguments have not prevailed,
Washington has not hesitated to issue categorical threats . For
example , Luigi Einaudi , until tecently United States ambas
sador to the Organization of jo\merican States (OAS) , de
clared curtly in an Oct. 2 1 , 1 992 symposium entitled "Les
sons of the Venezuelan Experience ," held at the Woodrow
Wilson Center in Washington; D . C . that "any interruption
of the legal process in Vene:ruela . . . would provoke an
extreme reaction . " He added hat "Venezuela is in a very
important and unique situation� it has an impact on the entire
structure of United States-Lamn American relations, " and
what occurs in Venezuela "is dbsolutely vital for our collec
tive regionalfuture . . . " (emp� asis added) .
• Panama. On Dec . 20, J 989, the United States mili
tarily invaded Panama, after a islander campaign against the
commander of the Panamanian National Defense Forces ,
Gen . Manuel A . Noriega, i n which CAP played the central
role . CAP never opposed the i �vasion, in which for the first
!
time the U . S . Army "tested" its Stealth bomber against a
civilian population . CAP ' s onl� objection was that the inva
sion ought to be headed up not only by the U . S . Army , but

�
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by an expeditionary force in the name of the OAS . Since
the invasion of Panama, CAP has wasted no opportunity in
insisting that this OAS military force be set up, in order to
invade any nation that might oppose the new order.
• Middle East. Slightly over a year later, in 1 99 1 , the
United States , with the support of Britain and France and
with the complicity of the United Nations , invaded Iraq and
used that war to test new "smart weapons" against the civilian
population, as they did in Panama. CAP completely support
ed the invasion , and lost little time in joining the expedition ,
as did his colleague , Carlos Menem of Argentina. The inva
sion was so much to his liking , that in a speech given during
his 1 990 European trip, CAP said that regional organizations
(like the OAS) should create an entity similar to the U . N .
Security Council to intervene i n regional affairs . CAP for
mally took that proposal before the U . N . and OAS , saying
that an expeditionary force had to be created to intervene in
any country whose government might be changed in ways
other than the ballot.
• Haiti. The following year, on Sept. 30, 1 99 1 , the
Armed Forces of Haiti deposed the Marxist butcher Jean
Bertrand Aristide , who had the habit of executing his political
enemies by putting them in the hands of his fanatical follow
ers to be "necklaced": gasoline-filled tires placed around the
neck of the victim, and then set afire . "Human rights" did
not come into consideration here . CAP received Aristide in
Caracas like a king , and lodged him in the presidential suite
at the Caracas Hilton , spending millions to support not only
Aristide but his retinue of aides, secretaries , bodyguards ,
etc .
Meanwhile , the Haitian people, one of the poorest on the
continent, if not the poorest, suffer the consequences of the
economic sanctions dictated by the United States and im
posed by the OAS , at Venezuela's request. On Oct. 8 , 1 99 1 ,
all members of the OAS agreed to impose a total trade embar
go against Haiti, including food and fuel , and to send a
"security force" to protect an OAS "civilian" force for the
purpose of reinstating Aristide . On Dec . 2, 1 99 1 , the Presi
dents of 1 3 member-nations of the Rio Group met in Cart
agena, Colombia, and urged that the blockade against Haiti
be "inflexibly" applied, and that Europe get behind that
blockade . CAP said that the fact that "the blockade hurts
the Haitians" was unimportant, because it is "better that the
people suffer now under an embargo that must become a
blockade to force the assassin soldiers to yield to the demo
cratic process . "
I n 1 992 , CAP again tried to organize a military expedi
tion to reimpose Aristide in the government, but the Feb . 4
military rebellion in Venezuela cut short his plans . After that,
CAP, together with Aristide , intensified the campaign to
create an OAS expeditionary force to protect those govern
ments that were imposing the International Monetary Fund's
(IMF) economic programs , and the creditors . According to a
news story published on March 26, 1 993 in the Lima daily
EIR
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Expreso, CAP blamed the Europeal/l Community for the situ

ation in Haiti , saying, "The truth is that the blockade was
imposed on Haiti to force the Haitilln military and the group
of oligarchs benefitting from the dictatorship to open their
doors to democracy. But the EC d� not want to respect the
norm adopted by the OAS and viol.ted the blockade . "
• Peru . O n April 5 , 1 992, Peruvian President Alberto
Fujimori , backed by the Peruvian Armed Forces , dissolved
the parliament and the judiciary because those institutions
had become a major obstacle to the war against the narco
terrorism of Shining Path. CAP immediately responded by
breaking diplomatic relations withi Peru, ignoring the cntl
cisms coming from every political party , including his own.
That was not all . CAP moved to throw Peru out of the Group
of Eight, trying to isolate the Fujimori government in the
same way he had done to the goveJinment of Panama before
the U . S . invasion . In an interview wiith the Bogota, Colombia
daily El Tiempo on Oct. 26, 1 992 , I CAP said: "I broke rela
tions with Peru because I wanted to signal my discontent with
the fact that they were getting diff¢rent treatment from that
given to Haiti . . . . Peru is more pertverse than Haiti , because
Haiti's is a primitive , barbaric insliIrgency . What happened
in Peru is betrayal by someone \\lho received the popular
mandate for heading a democratic �rocess, and who has just
now destroyed it. "
In October 1 992, CAP reiteratekl his opposition to Presi
dent Fujimori 's being invited to tlae Rio Group in Buenos
Aires, because "Mr. Fujimori is nCl)t President. While there
is no democracy in Peru , as the R lO statute establishes, we
can see no reason for Peru to be in the Rio Group" (EFE wire
service , El Tiempo of Bogota, Oct . ' 1 9 , 1 992) .
CAP has also been implicated iIi the coup attempt against
Fujimori headed by retired Gen. Jaime Salinas Sed6 in No
vember 1 992. Isabel Salinas , wife �f Gen . Salinas Sed6, was
in fact in Caracas when , on Nov . 20 , she declared that "my
husband and a group of democn¢ic officials and patriots
intended to overthrow the de factCl) regime installed in my
country," according to UPI wire se.-vice . And close relations
have been noted between CAP anP his Social Democratic
intimate , Peruvian ex-President Alan Garcia , who publicly
backed the failed coup of Salinas Serl6.
• CAP supports the communist guerrillas. Social
Democrat CAP has used a large part of his government to
give a wide field of action to a group of communist guerrillas
in the region. While on the one hand he calls himself the
pointman for the ferocious liberalism of the IMF in Ibero
America and the imperialist new (>rder, on the other hand
CAP is also the main orchestrator (jf the operation to deliver
power to the narco-terrorists .
1 ) Colombia . First, he presented himself as the mediator
between the Colombian governmenl and M- 1 9 guerrillas dur
ing the peace talks that brought that group into the govern
ment, and around the middle of April 1 990, CAP met with
the directorate of the narco-terrorii;t M - 1 9, despite the fact
'
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that they were continuing-and continue-to support drug
legalization . Then , CAP extended that mediation to the rest
of the Colombian guerrillas , whose leaders were officially in
Caracas , gaining time and thumbing their noses at everyone .
On April 2 8 , 1 990 , one of the top leaders of the communist
Colombian Revolutionary Armed Forces (FARC) , Jacobo
Arenas-who has since died-announced that FARC had
asked CAP and Jimmy Carter to intercede with the Colombi
an government in favor of the National Guerrilla Coordina
tion (the umbrella group which joins FARC with the Army
of National Liberation , ELN , and and the People 's Liberation
Army, ELP) . Arenas added that CAP was already making
international gestures toward peace dialogues. Two days lat
er, on April 30, in an interview given in New York to Colom
bia's Radio Caracol , CAP confirmed his support for the coali
tion headed by the FARC , and according to Reuters wire
service , CAP added, "We are disposed to do whatever is in
our power to open a frank dialogue among the government,
opposition sectors , and the guerrillas . "
O n May 2 , then-Colombian President Virgilio Barco re
jected CAP's intervention . But the rebuff didn 't matter to
CAP, and he went right on intervening . At the beginning of
1 99 1 , he put on a show: Three Colombian guerrillas turned
themselves in at the Venezuelan embassy in Bogota and
asked that the peace talks take place on Venezuelan territory,
as finally happened . On Jan . 29 , 1 99 1 , the Bogota daily La
Prensa reported that "the President of Venezuela, Carlos
Andres Perez, announced yesterday in Caracas that the
FARC and the Army of National Liberation (ELN) are ready
to seek protection in the Colombian legislation [offering them
amnesty] and to tum over their arms . . . with the purpose of
being allowed to have representatives in the National Constit
uent Assembly . " The daily added that CAP was continuing
to meet with guerrilla spokesmen . On Feb . 7 , La Prensa
published an AP wire according to which CAP "said that he
will do everything in his power to help achieve a pacification
of the guerrillas in Colombia, but that he will not act as a
mediator," and that everything that he might do would be
with the consent of the Colombian government.
Nevertheless , in practice , CAP continued meeting with
Colombian terrorists , and in May of 1 99 1 CAP acceded to
having Venezuela be the site for peace talks between the
Colombian government and the Simon Bolivar Guerrilla Co
ordination .
As everyone knows, that Constituent Assembly was con
trolled by narco-terrorists , drug-traffickers , and Freemasons ,
and , among other things, established that Colombian drug
traffickers cannot be extradited, a demand that at that time,
the drug-traffickers were calling for.
With all this going on , various politicians in Venezuela
began to strongly criticize CAP's Colombian-Venezuelan
accords and his mediation with the narco-guerrillas . El Diar
io de Caracas went so far as to say that CAP was opening up
the border to the narco-guerrillas . In intelligence and security
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circles , the version circulated that Colombian President Ce
sar Gaviria and CAP would gra�t to the Simon Bolivar Guer
rilla Coordination a status of bdlligerents , for the purpose of
formally recognizing its control over territory and recogniz
ing it as a legitimate governm�nt in the Colombian depart
ments [administrative units cQrnparable to states--ed . ] of
Arauca and Norte de Santander ,I which border on the Venezu
elan states of Apure, Tachira, and Zulia.
CAP also has backed the constitutional changes in Co
lombia that have dramatically I favored the narco-terrorists
and Freemasons . On May 7 , CA.P said in Bogota, before that
country's Constituent Asse�bly, "Honorable Assem
blymen , I am sure that this constituent assembly experiment,
this revolutionary experiment, !Will be a model for modern
ization in Ibero-America and th� world. "
2 ) El Salvador. CAP has al.so constantly supported the
terrorist and Marxist Faraburido Marti Liberation Front
(FMLN) of EI Salvador. CAP'$ intervention in favor of the
Salvadoran guerrillas started wijen , as a member of the "four
friends" group , he pressed for tl¢ suspension of oil shipments
to EI Salvador if the government did not agree to negotiations
with the FMLN . It continued �own to the participation of
Reinaldo Figueredo, his ex-ch,ef of staff-and one of his
accomplices in the misapproph ation of 250 million boli
vars-as one of the three menjlbers of the infamous Truth
Commission of the United N htions , which harbored the
FMLN and lyingly accused the �l Salvador Armed Forces of
causing the civil war and violat�ng human rights .
Among other things, on Fe� . 6, 1 99 1 , CAP received an
FMLN delegation in Caracas "lP put forward steps concern
ing the concretization of a politi¢al conclusion to the Salvado
ran conflict. " CAP also offered Ito mediate in the dialogue of
the Salvadoran government � ith the communist FMLN.
With the intervention of the Wnited States, the OAS and
CAP tried in these negotiations to force the government of
President Alfredo Cristiani to rant the guerrillas control of
a large part of the nation' s territory , that they be accepted as
the recognized authority , to disrltantle the Armed Forces , and
jail the High Command for pr¢sumed violations of human
rights .
"The United States sugges�d the creation of the group
of ' friends ' of the U . N . Secr¢tary General , composed of
Colombia, Mexico , Spain, an4 Venezuela, to avoid resis
tance to the direct participation of the United States" in EI
Salvador, said the Nicaraguan �esuit priest Rodolfo Carde
nal , a high official of the Central American University of EI
Salvador, at the International S qminar on Peace Negotiations
that took place in Bogota on Nov . 24-26, 1 992 , under the
auspices of CINEP [a Jesuit think tank] . Cardenal spelled it
out: "I want to say and insist, Its I have said in my confer
ences, that the pressure of the �oup of the ' four friends' has
been fundamental to resolving the three crises that have been
presented in the peace proces$ . On these three occasions
the Salvadoran government has refused to comply with the
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accords , and the group of the ' four friends ' economically
blackmailed the government of El S alvador. Venezuela and
Mexico threatened to suspend the sale of oil at a special price
much lower than the market . "
CAP has sought t o impose that same model i n Colombia,
and now also wants to do it in Guatemala . On Feb . 23 , 1 992 ,
the wire service EFE reported that guerrilla leaders of the
Guatemalan National Revolutionary Union (URNG) wel
comed heartily the creation of a Group of Friends-formed
by Colombia, Spain , Mexico , and Venezuela-to collabo
rate in the "pacification" of Guatemala .
3 ) Nicaragua. One o f the most scandalous interventions
by CAP in favor of Marxist guerrillas has been what he has
done in Nicaragua, where he helped the Sandinistas to take
power militarily , politically , and economically . Years later,
when the Sandinistas were overthrown in the February 1 990
elections , CAP again intervened on behalf of the Sandinistas ,
this time in open coordination with Henry Kissinger. When
Violeta Chamorro assumed the presidency in April of that
year, and wanted to fulfill her promise that Gen . Humberto
Ortega would not remain in command of the Armed Forces ,
immediately CAP and Kissinger moved jointly to prevent her
from being able to dismantle the S andinista apparatus . CAP
himself boasted that he later convinced Chamorro to maintain
the S andinista Humberto Ortega as commander of the Armed
Forces of Nicaragua.
On April 30, 1 990 , the New York Times said that Cha
morro ' s "most important outside friend is the President Car
los Andres Perez of Venezuela, whom she met when she and
her husband were living in exile 30 years ago , " and added
that Perez ' s "unusual influence with the new Nicaraguan
leader has not been lost on the departing Sandinista President
Daniel Ortega and his brother General Ortega. On the eve of
Chamorro ' s inauguration , the brothers are believed to have
approached Mr. Perez directly for his support of Mrs . Cha
morro ' s decision to leave General Ortega in power-a move
that was under heated attack . " Shortly afterwards , on a visit
to Washington , CAP told the press on April 27 that keeping
Ortega as head of the Nicaraguan army is something that
"guarantees" peace. CAP also said that in his meeting with
Bush , they had discussed the problems of Central America,
and that "it is very gratifying and satisfactory to be able to
affirm that President B ush and I are in full agreement on these
mattters . " On May 3 , the Caracas daily Ultimas Noticias said
that CAP also consulted with Kissinger on his efforts to
maintain Ortega in power, and added that "it was learned
that Kissinger made gestures of joining in those concepts of
President Perez . "
But CAP ' s methods o f "convincing" are tortuou s . On
June 3 , 1 990 , Diario Las Americas, which is publ ished in
Miami , reported that the imposition of Ortega as chief of the
Armed Forces "was due to the immovable condition of Carlos
Andres Perez of supplying oil to Nicaragua only if Humberto
Ortega were maintained in his post . "
EIR
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Daniel Ortega .
Theformer Communist President
After the Sandinistas were defeated in 1 990 , CAP blackmailed the
new Nicaraguan government into keepi g Ortega ' s brother on as
defense minister.

With all this , it comes as no surprise that one of the two
main agents who supported CAP ag inst the coup attempt of
Feb . 4, 1 992 , was totalitarian dictator Fidel Castro , who sent
I
him the following telegram : "A pro ound concern seizes us.
. . . In this bitter and critical mom�nt , we recall with grati
tude all that which has contributed to the development of
bilateral relations between our coun ries . "

CAP and the reform of the OAS
Since the General Assembly of he OAS that took place
in Santiago de Chile in June 1 99 1 , CAP has been the key
pawn in Washington ' s game of reforming the fundamental
charter of the OAS , a reform whose o bjectives are:
a) To give the OAS "intrusive powers" in the member
states when "democracy" may be threatened in any country ;
that i s , to transform the OAS into a supranational instrument
to intervene , � iolating national sovbreignty , in any country
where the United States may decide to do it.
b) To lay the basis for restruct ring the Inter-American
Defense Junta (lID) so that , from b�ing an advisory body in
military affairs , it will tum into thb military expeditionary
I
force of the OAS , along the model of the U . N . "blue hel-
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mets . " This is expected to be attained by the next General
Assembly in June 1 993, to be held in Nicaragua.
The most eloquent precedent of this plan was not discuss
ed at a meeting of the OAS , but of the World Bank. In the
April 1 99 1 World Bank annual meeting , ex-U . S . defense
secretary and ex-World Bank president Robert S . McNamara
presented a document promoting the idea of "collective ac
tion ," along the model of the Iraq invasion . McNamara pro
posed "an agreement of the [U . N . ] Security Council that
regional conflicts endangering territorial integrity will be
dealt with through application of economic sanctions and, if
necessary , military action imposed by collective decisions
and utilizing multinational forces . . . . Such a world would
need a leader. I don't see any alternative to the leadership
role being fulfilled by the United States . "
After this open proposal of imposing U . S . supranational
power, McNamara added , "Regional organizations like the
OAS and the OAU [Organization of African Unity] must
come to function as regional arms of the Security Council . "
That same month , at a seminar in Washington at the
Woodrow Wilson Institute , on "the future of the OAS and
hemispheric security ," then-U . S . Ambassador to the OAS
Luigi Einaudi , expressed his "great frustration in the ability
to bring together the OAS and the Inter-American Defense
Junta" in a specific mission . "It is clearly time that we trans
lated the democratic solidarity that we have achieved in the
hemisphere into a new definition and role for the military ,"
added Einaudi.
The first step in that direction was taken in the OAS
General Assembly in Santiago , Chile , in June of that same
year, where Venezuela tried to revive the so-called "Betan
court Doctrine" under which any OAS member country
where a coup d'etat occurs must be suspended, aside from
other punitive sanctions, such as economic and financial
blockades, and including a military intervention in conjunc
tion with the OAS . Perez ' s proposal was not approved due
to the opposition of Mexico and other countries , and only an
"inexorable compromise" was reached, of activating mecha
nisms of the OAS to defend democracy in the region, when
ever it is seen threatened .
On that occasion , Einaudi was more frank: "The U . S . is
determined that the new international order should have an
immediate derivative south of the Rio Grande: ' a new region
al order. ' It would be like killing two birds with the same
stone that was intended for Saddam Hussein . "
Faced with the overthrow o f Aristide , the "Santiago
Compromise" was put into action immediately: The OAS
met and imposed the economic blockade against Haiti .
The Feb . 4 , 1 992 military rebellion against CAP was the
pretext to accelerate the agreements . On March 24, the New
York Times proposed the creation of a "inter-American mili
tary force" to provide a cover for U. S . military interventions
in Ibero-America, more or less in the sense in which CAP
had proposed for the case of Panama. According to the daily ,
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"a hemispheric intervention force is more likely to be more
accepted if Washington maintains a low profile . " Three days
later, in the Rio Group chancellors ' meeting that took place
in Buenos Aires, Argentina' s President Carlos Menem pro
posed that the OAS should have its own Security Council to
intervene in the area when it rpight be necessary to "protect
democracy. " CAP approved this idea, according to the Cara
cas daily El Nacional, but the Rio Group rejected it.
The assault on national sovereignty
In his opening address at t1l1e symposium "Consolidation
of Democracy in Latin America" that began in Caracas on
Feb . 1 4 , 1 990, CAP launcheld what could be labeled the
"CAP Corollary to the OAS ," which would tum this organi
zation into an inter-American police force .
CAP said: "On our continent w e have witnessed situa
tions in which the intervention of the regional organization
has been admitted into the fight to uphold democracy. . . .
In concordance with this we h�e to think of a permanent and
operative mechanism which joins the continent' s heads of
state and permits them to conclude practical agreements for
multilateral cooperation , which would strengthen the politi
cal , economic , and social bases of democracy . "
One year later, i n a speech given in Colombia on May
1 2 , 1 99 1 , CAP said that "the concept of sovereignty must
suffer some substantial changes so that the rights that today
are establishing themselves as supranational may have full
enforcement and value , rights which allowed the United Na
tions to order an intervention to restore the territorial sover
eignty of the state of Kuwait. Consequently , I think that if
we do not modify this conceJjlt of sovereignty , if we don't
locate it inside the new realitiejs of the world and subject it to
the supervision of this organization which is called upon to
take a supreme influence in tHe conduct of relations among
all the countries in the world , i . e . , the United Nations , we
will not have succeeded in dchanging
the bipolar scheme
.
for a mUltipolar scheme . "
In a speech to the U . N . Security Council Jan. 3 1 , 1 992,
CAP proposed, among other Ithings , that " we must adjust
the classical concept of national sovereignty , give it nuances,
in order to incorporate the tra�snational responsibilities that
are implicit in the interdepen(Ience of all our nations. And
the supranationality already fully recognized by the democra
tization of the world society for the entirety of duties of states
and rights of peoples.
"This is evident in the ¢nvironmental domain, or to
broaden it, in what is related to natural resources that have
been described as our collective heritage . Until an essential
totality of human rights and promises of the states among
themselves and for their peoples in the new conception of a
democratic juridical philosophy . . . . That is to say , to give
greater prominence to the protection and safeguarding of the
common heritage and to the enforcement of fundamental
human rights and to the containing and repression of the risks
EIR
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that besiege our collective security: the proliferation of arms ,
drug-trafficking , terrorism . "
A t a time when the U . N. Security Council has been prac
tically converted into a dependency annexed to the George
Bush White House, CAP went and proposed putting putting
"transnational responsibilities" above the concept of national
sovereignty . Once again, on that occasion CAP gave his
personal backing to the body which has been tacitly turned
into the policing or armed branch of the New Order.
In his speech, CAP proposed simply that:
1 ) Natural resources , which for Venezuela means oil , are
a "collective heritage" of the entire world. On other occa
sions, CAP has explicitly referred to oil as the "heritage of
humanity ," that is, not exclusively of Venezuelans . Conse
quently, no one may prevent Petr6leos de Venezuela, SA
(PDVSA) from falling into the hands of the international
creditors .
2) Under the pretext of that "transnational responsibili
ty," the Security Council may be charged with "repressing
the risks that set aside our collective security: the prolifera
tion of arms , drug-trafficking, terrorism . "
CAP, the friend of Washington
In December 1 990 , CAP received President George Bush
in Caracas , who behaved as ifhe were the Emperor Caligula.
And CAP behaved as if he were his loyal flunky. During the
dinner for Bush at the presidential residence , CAP did not
quite reach the point of calling Bush the "Bolivar of the
'90s ," but almost. "I sincerely think, Mr. President, that
your initiative has made clear the solution to the historic
misencounter that has confused and distanced us so many
times . And that this still feeds those anti-North American
residues, that give rise to the din of squalid protests that you
will have found on your path , fostered by minds frozen in
old and long-superseded confrontations," said CAP.
Bush responded on Dec . 8 , in a press conference, saying
that "Venezuela, under the mandate of President Perez, is a
leader of those great movements that we are witnessing in
Latin America to consolidate democracy, eliminate the barri
ers to economic growth, and liberate the free press. Also to
break the trade barriers with respect to the Americas and
above all , the movement toward a new hemispheric associ
ation . "
This interchange o f praises occurred one year after the
Panama invasion , and in the midst of the preparations for the
war against Iraq.
Oil : Kissinger's hemispheric reserve
When the war against Iraq was yet not over, CAP was
already organizing for the United States to gain control of
OPEC's oil . On Feb . 1 3 , 1 99 1 the Caracas daily El Nuevo
Pals reported the statements of Kissinger, who was again in
Venezuela in order to advise CAP. Kissinger laid out for
Venevisi6n journalist Leopoldo Castillo CAP's entire strateEIR
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gy for turning Venezuela's oil into f "hemispheric reserve . "
"The hemisphere could b e self-suf� cient in energy . If all of
its nations were to agree on a common policy and even if this
differs from the U . S . owners , this the direction to follow in
the future ," said Kissinger.
According to Kissinger, this can be realized in the frame
work of the proposal made in Caracas by his chief, David
Rockefeller, in February 1 989, to create a free market from
the United States to Argentina, a proposal that much later
became Bush's "Enterprise for the Americas . " Rockefeller
made the announcement at the annulil meeting of his Society
of the Americas , which took place Ithat year in Caracas , an
occasion CAP took advantage of to 1 honor Rockefeller, say
ing that "here in Venezuela we never forget the services
so devotedly rendered to our country by the late , lamented
Nelson Rockefeller," but his brothbr David "has kept that
tradition alive . . . . I can say that I am happy to share his
judgments , and that I share the judgments that yesterday he
'
laid out to us for all of Latin America. "
Kissinger made explicit some o f those judgments on that
occasion , when he said that "there are currently trade negotia
tions; a free trade zone was establiShed between the United
States and Canada, discussions are 'taking place to incorpo
rate Mexico , and I consider that Vdnezuela must be offered
the opportunity to be incorporated ,! and with time , to offer
equal opportunity to other nations of South America, in such
a way that here in the Western Hertt isphere we may have a
great market for what we produce and our own energy self
sufficiency. "
The then-Venezuelan Ministerl of Mines and Energy
Celestino de Armas proposed openl}! to create a "hemispheric
reserve" of oil , a proposal that did npt get anywhere because
of Mexico and Ecuador's reticence to embrace that traitorous
idea.
CAP's foreign advisers
At the end of April 1 990, at a meeting in New York
with bankers and businessmen , CAP announced that he had
contracted with Kissinger to form [ part of his Council of
[foreign] Advisers for Foreign Inveatments in Venezuela. In
addition to Kissinger, forming pa(t of this council , were
Italian Fiat magnate Giovanni AgndI li; satanist Luciano Be
netton; Frenchman Jean Luc Lagardette, president of the
Hachette publishing house, which p�blishes "soft-core" por
nography for women; James Robins4!)n of American Express,
represented in Venezuela by CAP'Sj friend , banker Jose Al
varez Stelling; Spaniards Carlos March and Jose Angel San
chez Asuain, from the group of fill1anciers around Spain's
socialist Prime Minister Felipe Gonzalez and from the so
called "Latin" Social Democracy.
In March 1 99 1 , these advisers proposed to CAP that he
rig a total financial reform, openin� the economy to foreign
capital and without governmental ¢ontrols . That reform is
about to be voted on in the Congress .
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Battle takes shape fQr soul
of America's schoolchildren
by Steve Komm and Jeffrey Steinberg

Over a century ago, the Brothers Grimm revived an old Ger
man folk tale and wove it into a horrible tragedy that has
special meaning and great relevance today. It seems that the
town of Hamlin, on the Elbe River, was infested with rats,
and every effort made by the town fathers to solve the prob
lem met with dismal failure . One day, a pied piper arrived
and offered-for a sizeable reward-to rid the town of the
rat infestation post-haste . Using his magic pipe , the piper led
the rats into the river where they perished . However, the
town officials , consumed with budgetary woes , decided not
to pay the piper his due reward.
The piper, undaunted, proceeded to play another tune on
his pipe, this time luring all the village' s children to follow
him up to a mountain where they passed through a magic
door, disappearing forever. The one surviving child, a lame
boy who simply could not keep up with column of children
following behind the piper, returned to the village to recount
what had just happened. The children were lost forever.
A frighteningly similar phenomenon is gripping the
American public school system today. Beset by budget cri
ses , caught up in the depths of the worst economic depression
of the century, the American educational system has been
nearly captured by a modem day "pied piper" who is also
trying to take away America' s children. He goes by a variety
of names: outcome-Based education (OBE) , Vision 2000 ,
the Rainbow Curriculum. Its leading proponents come from
a wide range of public , private, and corporate institutions ,
including the National Education Association (NEA) , the
Anti-Defamation League of B ' nai B 'rith (ADL) , the New
American Schools Development Corporation (NASDC),
RJR Nabisco , and the Carnegie Corp.
But unlike the mythical elders of Hamlin, today parents
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and teachers across America ate beginning to wake up to the
New Age nightmare that has swept up many of America's
schools . In nearly every state; in the union, battle lines are
being drawn for what promise$ to be a frenzied fight over the
direction that American publilc education is going to take.
Will children' s minds be rapetl just as brutally as bodies of
Muslim women and girls have been raped in Bosnia? Or, will
this crisis serve to overturn thel entire post-industrial, Mother
Earth-worshipping cult, so that children can be rigorously
educated as creative scientistS! and artists as they master the
beautiful lawfulness of our universe?
ODE pushers hold war council
Last April, in Denver, Cblorado, some of the leading
proponents of the New Age curriculum gathered to assess the
state of the war. Some 200 educators gathered under the
banner of the IDEA Institute to defend educational "reform"
against the onslaught of parents whom these de-schoolers
labeled as "the religious right. " Among the participants in
the event, dubbed "Responding Democratically to Religious
Agendas: Right-Wing Pressure Groups and School Reform,"
were representatives of People for the American Way, a
slick, Hollywood-based political action group which has
longstanding ties to the ADL and the most radical wing of
the Democratic Party . Typical of the kind of inflammatory
propaganda being put out by defenders of the New Age edu
cation movement, was a statement by Frosty Troy, an Okla
homa editor, who told the gathering: "They have a political
agenda, and they're using a religious rationale to press it.
But what's new .about that? Look what Hitler and Goebbels
did in Germany. "
Among the events that Uiggered the convening of the
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Denver "war council" was an overwhelming vote in January
1 993 by the Pennsylvania House of Representatives to ban
the state Department of Education's OBE plan on the grounds
that it fostered manipulation of children' s values and emo
tions. The vote had been forced by a year-long mobilization
of parents' groups , who held meetings of hundreds of con
cerned parents in towns across the state , and produced a
videotape documentary about the horrors of OBE and other
New Age "reforms . " That video , featuring Pennsylvania Par
ents Commission leader Peg Luksik, is now circulating
across America among groups resisting OBE .
Just before the Denver conference , OBE advocates had
suffered another defeat under mass pressure from parents ,
when the Iowa State Department of Education dropped its
plans to impose statewide "outcome standards ," choosing
instead to allow local communities to make their own deci
sions about curriculum "reforms . "
More recently, on June 20, the Ohio state legislature
passed a budget which explicitly forbade the state from im
posing OBE until full public hearings are held. The 90-2
vote, like other recent defeats for self-described educational
"reforms ," came as the result of intensive grass-roots mobili
zation of parents and traditionalist teachers .
Voinovich smoked out
The Ohio fight smoked out the ostensibly conservative
Republican Gov. George Voinovich as a strong advocate of
OBE. Voinovich is the new head of the National Governors
Conference Committee on Education . He recently rammed
through the state legislature a bill that will shut down all the
state' s welfare offices, moving them to the public schools ,
which will become "neighborhood service centers" over the
next five years . Such so-called "reforms" fit right into the
schemes of the most radical social engineers , who intend to
turn the public schools into alternatives to the nuclear family.
Nowhere is the nightmare of the educational "reform"
offensive more visible than in the PAT program (Parents As
Teachers) . Initiated in Missouri in 1 98 1 at the urging of
Harvard Pre-School Project director Dr. Burton White, PAT
is now in implementation in 40 states and in several foreign
countries . Under the PAT program, a "parent educator" is
assigned to every child , practically at birth. The outside so
cial worker-teacher is given access to the household and
becomes a co-parent with the biological parents . If at any
point the biological parents deviate , in the eyes of the "parent
educator," from the "good parent" criteria established by the
state , the child can be forcibly removed from the home .
The selling point of the PAT program is that children are
given free daycare, free after-school care , including over
night facilities, and are even provided with free summer
camp. For parents faced with the need to work full-time to
make ends meet, the allure is almost impossible to resist.
The PAT program exposes the underlying meaning of
former Bush administration Education Secretary Lamar AIEIR
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exander's call in 1 989 for the school� to be open year-round
to serve the needs of children from 3 months to 1 8 years .
From the days of Sparta and earli!!r, there has not been a
totalitarian state in history that has Qot premised its control
on the destruction of the nuclear family . In the United States,
many parents are discovering , in some cases too late , that the
"Clockwork Orange" future is here , and is being packaged
with candy coating under such guises as OBE and PAT.
The counteroffensive
The situation will heat up in early August, when the
New Federalist newspaper is sched�led to release a mass
circulation pamphlet profiling the ker players in the plot to
destroy the American family. That Jteport, according to its
authors, will show the roots of the O B E and related schemes
in the efforts of the Lucis Trust ( originally the Lucifer Trust) ,
the Frankfurt School (of the Comm4nist International) , the
British Tavistock Institute (the World War II Psychiatric Di
vision of the British Army) , and others to destroy the underly
ing Christian value system that built western civilization.
Exposes are expected in particular on the role of outright
Satanists , operating through overlapping Lucis and commu
nist networks of psychiatrists such as the Association for
Humanist Psychology and the "ThirdI Wave" group of Abra
ham Maslow , Carl Rogers, and Williiam Glasser, to spread
OBE and other "global citizen" educ�tion plays based on the
World Core Curriculum of Robert MUller.
One newsletter circulated by P�nnsylvanians Ed and
Mary Tarkowski warns parents that tlte fight is national and
international in scope , and that parents and educators must
be prepared to battle on that global terrain . They write: "In
late 1 99 1 , it came to the attention of a few citizens in Pennsyl
'
vania that a move to reform educati�n was taking place in
our state . Through this reform, child�n were to be modified
in their behavior, values, and attitudes into a particular im
age. As we got involved in the resistance to what is called
outcome-based education, we learnedl the specifics and intent
of this agenda. Soon the realization hit that the same planned
restructuring was taking place in all tlte states of our Union.
Then came the realization that this restructuring effort in
volved more than just the United States-it was international
in scope . . . . It is a global effort, and its ultimate goal is a
world community of people living under the power structure
of a global political , religious and economic system . . . . We
feel it fair that you enter your statewide fray knowing that the
same battle is going on all over the W4>rld. "
Another pamphlet exposing the National Education As
sqciation' s far-flung political operations was published by
Save Our Schools Research and Edbcation Foundation. It
warns that the NEA's criterion of wHat it means to be "pro
education" includes "favoring the dedriminalization of mari
juana," and "supporting affirmative action programs requir
ing the hiring of homosexual teachets at every grade level
including pre-school and kindergarte� . "
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Bottom line on state budgets :
deeper depressi on to come :
by H . Graham Lowry
For most of the nation ' s states , the new budgets are in; and
the bottom line is that continuing economic collapse is now
presumed to be a way of life . Years of covering deficits with
spending cuts and tax hikes have only worsened the problem .
Worse yet , the Clinton administration has chosen to take the
federal government further down the same dead-end trai l ,
while claiming t o see "recovery" a t the bottom o f the next
ravine .
The message from Washington was that the new agenda
for "change" in the United States did not apply to the ruinous
economic policies which have prevailed for more than a quar
ter-century . Predictably , the nation ' s governors and state leg
islative leaders reached a consensus to impose more of the
same budgetary austerity . The only difference this year was
that that "consensus" was reached with less constituency
opposition and legislative hand-wringing-and a consequent
increase in official claims that the worst was over.

How bad is it?
State officials in California , the perennial "worst case" in
revenue shortfalls , congratulated themselves this year for
having met the July 1 deadline for the new fiscal year for the
first time since 1 986. Gov . Pete Wilson said that it was "a
great pleasure to sign this budget , but the budget itself was
not a great pleasure . " The latest fiscal plan slashes spending
by $2 . 5 billion (more than is spent by 1 7 states) and defers ,
borrows , or dumps onto local budgets billions more .
Illinois went nearly two weeks into the new fiscal year
without a budget , and ended" up cutting over $200 million,
borrowing another $900 million , and leaving localities to
pick up the tab for hundreds of millions more . The state also
made permanent a state income-tax surcharge passed during
a previous fiscal crisi s , adding another $356 million in taxes .
The bottom line: Illinois is still several billion dollars below
the level of spending needed just one year ago .
Indiana ' s legislature passed a budget over Gov . Evan
B ayh ' s veto , only to hear that he would begin mass layoffs
of state employees if another $ 1 60 million in cuts were not
imposed . The state budget director added that the new two
year budget is already projected to fall short by $370 million
in revenues . On his own authority , B ayh has also declared
he will use his administrative powers to reduce Medicaid
spending for the poor by $540 million .
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States such as Massachus�tts and New Jersey produced
budgets with less dramatic cuts than last year ($200 million
compared to $ 1 billion in Newl Jersey' s case) , but those com
parisons are wildly misleadin� . Massive layoffs and reduc
tions or outright elimination pf major programs in the last
few years , especially for the poor, the sick , and the elderly ,
have simply lowered the reqtiired levels of spending . Nar
rowing the deficit has simplyl meant throwing more people
on the scrapheap . Looking b�hind the numbers , one finds
that most budgets now build ill1 a worsening human toll .

What's going on in Cal.-ornia?
The state of California i niposed budget cuts and tax in
creases amounting to $25 billion the last two years-nearly
half of the total current budgqt of $52 billion. For its pains ,
Moody ' s Investors Service , ope of the watchdogs over state
spending , renewed its AA cr�dit rating July 1 5 , yet warned
that the cutbacks Wall Street j had demanded might hurt the
state ' s economy ! Moody ' s re�ort notes that the new budget,
which cuts the state ' s local a d by $2 . 6 billion , will reduce
the level of public services Plfovided by municipalities , and
thus worsen the state ' s "busilness climate" and "quality of
life . "
Cuts to higher education i'will have similar negative ef
fects , " Moody' s declared . "The severity of the economic
damage from these factors is "npredictable , " the report con
cluded . Moody ' s proceeded ,: however, to give its highest
rating , MIG 1 , to $2 billion : in revenue anticipation notes
which California floated the following week .
Now look at the actual ba*s for California ' s current bud
get numbers . The net overall ¢ut of $2 . 5 billion i s j ust the tip
of the iceberg . The budget carries over a $2 . 7 billion deficit
from the fi scal year which end�d June 30; another $ 1 . 7 billion
cut in school aid is carried ov!!r as an off-the-book "loan" to
be repaid by the districts . Local sales tax increases totaling
$ 1 . 4 billion must be approved on the November ballot to
partially sustain local servic�s hit by cuts in state aid . And
$500 million disappears by aIlJowing counties to ignore state
mandates , including authority to reduce general assistance
grants to 40% of the federal ppverty level .
The biggest swindle is seiJzing $ 2 . 6 billion in local prop
erty tax revenues which form�rly went to local governments
for services and public safe , and using them to cut state

�

�
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spending for public schools. This is done in the name of
"making education a priority" by keeping spending at last
year' s level-with no provision for inflation . But Califor
nia's school spending on a per pupil basis has been declining
for 30 years , and now amounts to only $4,200 a year, com
pared to a national average of about $5 ,600 .
Meanwhile , Wilson has led a campaign which has put a
school voucher initiative on the November ballot, posing a
further threat to public education. The measure would pro
vide parents with a voucher worth a little more than half the
per pupil cost of public schools, to be used at public or
private schools of their choice. State Controller Gray Davis
announced July 24 that the voucher plan would force public
schools to slash their budgets by at least 10%, since public
schools would be "competing" with private schools for public
voucher monies .
The voters have already been warned that they must in
crease their local sales taxes to cover vital services . At a
press conference called by Governor Wilson in late June
with police and fire officials , Sacramento Sheriff Glen Craig
declared; "If this doesn't pass , we're going to be in the deep
est trouble we've ever been in as far as local government is
concerned. " The state's elimination of $2 . 6 billion in local
aid will cost Los Angeles County alone an estimated $292
million .
So what is Moody's betting on? That state bonds will pay
off for investors , because more and more of its traditional
obligations are being pawned off at the local level , in a kind
of "do-it-yourself' austerity. Whether citizens continue to
receive any benefit of vital services , public safety , education ,
and health care is strictly secondary, by this demented reck
oning. And the gentlemen of Wall Street know full well that
local communities cannot fill the gap left by the state . Overall
municipal debt outstanding in California already totals $130
billion.

Is there a silver lining somewhere , or an imagined upturn
on the wing? No , says a study commissioned by the Los
Angeles Economic Development Corp. released in June. The
touted "reconversion" of California's aerospace industries
will only occur "on a small scale" for the foreseeable future.
One-fifth of the companies surveyed reported that they were
planning to leave California, and another 10% said they were
considering it.
Of the estimated 1 million remaining jobs tied to aero
space, the study estimated that the state could lose as many
as 270,000 of them by the end of the decade . The California
aerospace industry lost more than 1 30,000 jobs directly sup
ported by it from mid- 1 988 through February 1 992 . A sepa
rate report issued last fall said the state lost more than 80,000
aerospace jobs since May 1 99 1 .
The same picture applies to converting closed u . S . mili
tary bases. The commander of the 1 1 ,ooo-man Alameda Na
val Air Station in California, scheduled for shutdown as part
of defense cutbacks , said on July 7 it would not be available
EIR
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for civilian use until the end of the decade .
The Illinois shuffle

Gov . Jim Edgar of Illinois als b resorted to shuffling
around key budget responsibilities , SWiping more than $200
million in local aid to cover state spehding for public educa
tion . He even claimed a budget surplus following last year's
massive cutbacks . Again , a look behind
. the numbers reveals
a deepening crisis .
The state ended the fiscal year with a balance of $ 1 1 . 7
million , say the account books . But Illinois still owes nearly
$ 1 billion , including nearly $600 million in unpaid Medicaid
bills owed to health care providers . iBut most of the health
care costs will be underwritten by the nursing homes and
hospitals, which will be taxed to pay for their own reimburse
ment. In the meantime , the state will borrow $900 million to
tide itself over.
The state' s budgetary maneuvers iIn response to the public
school crisis are truly a marvel . Chlicago' s public schools
alone face a deficit of $4 1 5 million for the coming year.
The new state budget provides the city with "access" to $84
million , while appropriating not one i cent! Chicago schools
would receive an "extra" $46 million by moving up their
September payment to August. They would be allowed to
use another $22 million by reducing the amount required for
the reserve fund of the Chicago School Finance Authority .
They would be allowed to "save" an extra $ 1 2 million by
offering employees an early retiremeJllt package , and $4 mil
lion by charging school supplies to ' the textbook fund. A
spokesman for the Chicago Civic Fdderation said June 30,
"It's sort of like check kiting . That's not any new revenue;
it' s smoke and mirrors . "
Another bill signed b y Edgar at the end o f June permits
Chicago to levy four local taxes designed to raise $40 million
annually , and to hold a non-binding referendum in November
1 994 on removing the Cook County property tax cap . Real
estate taxes in Cook County have already increased by nearly
60% since 1 986.
Flood relief is another area which dramatizes the bank
ruptcy of the state . To deal with the ' massive damage from
the flooding of the Mississippi River ,I estimated by Edgar at
nearly $ 1 billion just a week after the budget was adopted,
the state authorized $ 1 0 million to help pay expenses for the
Illinois National Guard . The 96 counties outside the Chicago
area were also given the authority tp create "storm water
management committees," to build levees and sanitary sys
tems to control flooding . The commiUees will receive their
funding through local property tax increases , totaling $57
million a year.
The flooding is clearly a national ¢oncern requiring mas
sive federal aid. The problem is that i the same ruinous eco
nomic policies have left Congress haggling over whether to
appropriate emergency assistance, or wait until it can ham
mer out more budget cuts of its own .
National
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ADL tried to censor
anti-Israel books
by Jeffrey Steinberg
It's bad enough that the Anti-Defamation League of B ' nai
B 'rith (ADL) has been caught spying on tens of thousands of
American citizens simply because they criticize the policies
of the governments of Israel and South Africa or oppose the
ADL's brand of New Age values. But evidence has now
emerged that for years the ADL has been exerting awesome
behind-the-scenes pressure to censor the books you read and
the courses taught in America's colleges and universities .
In June , the annual convention o f the American Library
Association (ALA) , which took place in New Orleans , was
the scene of an arm-twisting effort that would have made the
most manipulative Capitol Hill lobbyist drool with envy .
According to a recent article in the Village Voice by investiga
tive reporter Robert l. Friedman, the ALA convention was
descended upon by an army of ADL and Hadassah activists .
Their mission: to overturn an earlier ALA resolution de
nouncing the government of Israel for censorship in the Oc
cupied Territories . Under Israeli law , a wide variety of books
are outlawed in the West Bank and Gaza Strip, including ,
ironically , an autobiography by Israel ' s current President,
Ezer Weizman .
David Williams , a 1 960s campus radical who is now
a research librarian with the Chicago Public Library , had
introduced the resolution at last year's ALA event, and it
won the support of the majority of delegates , who responded
with appropriate moral indignation at the evidence that Israel
prohibits the reading of a wide range of material inside the
occupied lands .
Williams landed on the ADL's enemies list several years
ago, according to author Friedman , when he prepared a bibli
ography on the Middle East for the Chicago Public Library,
which included several tracts that the ADL thought-police
considered too favorable to the Palestinian cause . Pretty
soon , Chicago aldermen , city library officials, and even the
mayor' s office began to be flooded with complaints about
Williams . Initially , the city ' s chief librarian responded by
submitting Williams' s bibliography to other impartial ex
perts for review . They gave their enthusiastic endorsement
to Williams 's work , praising it for its balance and its scholar
ship. But the ADL continued to escalate the pressure, threat
ening to cut off funds from the Jewish community for certain
important city projects . Eventually , Williams was forced to
re-write the bibliography , adding a number of books hand
picked by the ADL.
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At New Orleans , the ADLcHadassah hit-squads , drawing
upon the local Zionist community, hosted a series of private
meetings with top ALA officillis on the eve of the vote, and
deployed scores of true believers onto the convention floor.
The result was a repeal ofthe aqti-Israel censorship resolution.
The ADL-led effort to impose Zionist lobby censorship
over the American library sys�m may have succeeded in the
short run, but it is sure to b� a pyrrhic victory. The quiet
anger that the ADL strong-arm tactics reportedly engendered
among the ALA convention-goers will not be forgotten. It' s
yet one more example o f how �he ADL serves a s a wellspring
for instigating anti-semitism ..,vhere it doesn' t exist, because
its victims mistakenly believ¢ this masonic organization to
represent the Jewish community .
Campus thought-police
A similar situation has b�en going on for years on the
American university and college campuses, according to a
complaint filed several years ago with the American Associa
tion of University Professor�. The complaint was filed on
behalf of a number of liberal professors-many of them Jew
ish-who found themselves targeted for job loss , physical
intimidation , and blackballi�g from academic publishing
houses by the ADL and the ;t.merican-Israel Public Affairs
Committee (AIPAC). The complaint, filed by noted human
rights activist Dr. Francis Bpyle, cited ADL and AIPAC
documents singling out a numIJer of academics and organiza
tions who favored solutions tq the Israeli-Palestinian conflict
that were unacceptable to th� ADL, AIPAC , and the Likud
government then in power in lsrael .
According to the lengthy qocumentary packet, professors
found themselves under survtillance inside their own class
rooms by students affiliated *nd deployed by the ADL and
AlPAC . In some instancesb professors were physically
threatened, classrooms were picketed. In other instances,
where professors were in lige for tenure, university presi
dents were visited by alumn. who were ADL and AIPAC
members and threatened with, loss of financial support unless
the targeted teachers were dumped .
But when the AAUP ethjcs committee took up the im
pressively documented complaint, they , too, caved in to
pressure from within their own ranks by ADL and AIPAC
allies . No action was taken ag ainst the two powerful Zionist
lobby groups; whereas a similar case involving a conserva
tive outfit called Accuracy in !Education , which was accused
of using similar intimidation tactics against certain liberal
professors , resulted in sharp �AUP sanctions and loud public
denunciations by the academfc freedom watchdogs .
I n his Village Voice expo �e , Robert Friedman also added
his voice to the growing chorus of critics who are horrified
that the ADL ' s dirty tricks are protected by the Internal Reve
nue Service , which has provided the ADL with tax-exempt
status for decades. The time is indeed ripe for a full-scale
IRS investigation of the AD!,..
EIR
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Eye on Washington

Innocent voices
from death row
Four innocent American citizens testi
fied before a congressional subcom
mittee that, after years on Death Row
waiting to be killed , they were saved
from execution only because of ex
traordinary efforts by unpaid legal in
vestigators-and simple luck.
Three of the four, Walter McMil
lian of Alabama, Federico Macias of
Texas, and Kirk Bloodsworth of
Maryland, proved their innocence just
in the last five months. The fourth,
Shabaka, born Joseph Green Brown ,
was freed on March 1 7 , 1 987 in
Florida.
Certainly, others (one estimate is
1 0%) among the 2 ,700 men and wom
en currently on Death Row in the Unit
ed States are also innocent, but will be
executed unless U . S . law is reformed .
The hearings , on "Innocence and
the Death Penalty," were chaired by
Rep. Don Edwards (D-Calif. ) , head
of the House Judiciary Committee' s
Subcommittee o n Civil and Constitu
tional Rights . Similar hearings were
held by the U . S . Senate Judiciary
Committee on April 1 .
The hearings are aimed at undoing
recent rulings of the U . S . Supreme
Court which have stripped away con
stitutional protections against execut
ing innocent people, exemplified in
the Supreme Court ruling on the Her
rera case. Leonel Herrera was execut
ed on May 1 2 .
The fight i s expected to occur
around the habeas corpus, or post
conviction appeal procedures, which
will be contained in the all-inclusive
crime bill Congress is preparing for a
vote before year's end. Sources say
that the Senate Judiciary Committee
has just completed its markup of the
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by Anita Gallagher

bill , which will soon be sent to the
House . The Senate bill is rumored to
be far worse than existing law in every
aspect, including gutting what is
called "the great Writ"-the right to
habeas corpus appeal .
Wouldn't anyone agree that inno
cent persons must not be executed?
The appearance of four such Death
Row innocents, virtually back from
the grave, points to the monumental
flaws in the U . S . justice system. Yet,
the subcommittee' s Republican mi
nority chose to produce three oppos
ing witnesses who argued that U . S .
death penalty law provides ample pro
tections .

at me with feelings of glee . "
Federico Mac�as , released June 23
in Texas , told tl1e subcommittee, "I
owe my release---rindeed , my life-to
the federal writ of habeas corpus . Had
some of the proposed restrictions on
federal habeas been enacted a few
years ago, I likely would have been
unable to show that I was wrongfully
convicted, and I would be dead . " The
federal court found that Macias "was
denied his constitutional right to ade
quate counsel in a capital case in
which actual innpcence was a close
question. The state paid defense coun
sel $ 1 1 . 84 per hour. Unfortunately ,
the justice system got only what it paid
for. " A Texas grand jury refused to re
indict Macias .

Bloodsworth : 'I'm
supposed to be dead'

Graham execution set

Kirk Bloodsworth of Maryland , re
leased June 26 after DNA tests
showed he could not have raped and
murdered a nine-year-old girl in Balti
more , nearly cried at points during his
testimony. "Nine years ago , in 1 984,
I was 23 years old and newly married.
I had never been arrested for anything
in my life . " Bloodsworth was charged
and convicted because he resembled a
police composite sketch of the last
man seen with the little girl .
Bloodsworth' s first conviction
was overturned because the prosecu
tion had withheld evidence-but he
was convicted by ajury a second time .
Bloodsworth recounted, "I had a
full jury trial , at which I testified and
my friends and family members testi
fied that I was with them during the
crime . The jury believed the eyewit
nesses and did not believe us . . . . I
was sentenced to death. People in the
courtroom started to applaud and stare

Despite the Macias case , Texas has
now set Aug . 1 7 as Gary Graham' s
execution day . Graham , who i s black,
was convicted of a 1 98 1 murder based
on the testimony of only one eyewit
ness, with no corroborating evidence,
while the other fiiVe eyewitnesses say
Graham was not �he killer.
Graham' s lawyers have filed suit
to force the Texas Board of Pardons
and Paroles to hold a clemency hear
ing. The board's refusal even to meet
on clemency cas�s has been broadly
attacked , especially since the Su
preme Court's H(?rrera ruling speci
fied that executive clemency, and not
the courts , was the proper vehicle to
save innocent people from execution .
Calls and fax�s from all over the
world are being received by Texas
Governor Ann Richards (5 1 2) 4632000 (telephone) and (5 1 2) 463- 1 849
(fax) , demanding Graham be given a
new trial .
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Congressional Closeup

C

onfederate insignia
denied design patent
Following a dramatic intervention by
Carol Moseley-Braun (D-Ill . ) , the
only black U. S . senator now in office ,
the Senate abruptly reversed itself and
denied a design patent for the insignia
of the United Daughters of the Con
federacy . The design featured the
original flag of the Confederacy en
cased in a wreath .
"The issue is whether or not
Americans such as myself who be
lieve in the promise of this country
will have to suffer the indignity of be
ing reminded time and time again that
at one point in this country's history
we were human chattel ," said Braun .
Moments before, the Senate had
voted 52-48 to renew the patent on the
insignia, then voted 75-25 to table the
measure . Sen . Howell Heflin (D
Ala . ) , whose grandfather had signed
the Declaration of the Confederacy
and who had voted for renewing the
patent, changed his vote, and others
followed .

C

ongress pressured to
restore NED funding
Considerable pressure is being exert
ed to restore funding for the National
Endowment for Democracy , which
was removed by the House . In floor
comments on July 20, Rep . Paul
Kanjorski (D-Pa . ) , the chief sponsor
of the bill to cut NED funding , warned
that "the patriarchs of the Republican
Party , the patriarchs of the Democrat
ic Party, the leaders of the U . S . Cham
ber of Commerce , and the AFL-CIO"
have joined together to make sure that
the funding is restored by the Senate.
The funding goes primarily to projects
abroad run by these organizations .
The NED i s the official arm of
"Project Democracy ," which runs
dirty tricks and covert intelligence op
erations , as exemplified by Oliver
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North's "Enterprise . "
Much of the support for eliminat
ing the funding was from a desire to
cut expenditures , especially those re
lated to foreign aid . "I must answer
my constituents ," said Kanjorski ,
"when they ask how can America to
day , with $300 billion in deficits , con
tinue to finance the economic , social ,
and political benefits of all the people
of the world and provide for econom
ic , social , and political benefits of the
American people here at home?"
Rep . Christopher Shays (R
Conn . ) said that the NED was "an in
herently corrupt system. " He referred
to Government Accounting Office re
ports which indicate that NED funds
have not always gone where they were
supposed to. Others indicated that
they did not object to the nature of the
NED programs, but the fact that they
are run independently of government
agencies .

R

ostenkowski affirms
innocence amid scandal
House Ways and Means Committee
Chairman Dan Rostenkowski (D-Ill . )
on July 24 denied the "unfair, false ,
and baseless allegations" in the press
concerning his involvement in a scan
dal involving the House Post Office .
Rostenkowski has been mooted as a
target of an on-again , off-again feder
al grand jury investigation of the
House bank .
Rostenkowski has been heavily
involved in steering the Clinton ad
ministration budget package through
the House-Senate conference, and
stands to play a major role in key ad
ministration issues such as health
care, welfare , and trade.
A guilty plea to misdemeanor
charges by House Postmaster Robert
V . Rota revived interest in the case .
House Republicans are demanding
that documents relating to the Post Of-

fice be released to the public , despite
a warning by U. S . Attorney Ramsey
Johnson that the release could have
"significant adverse effect" on the in
vestigation . Following partisan floor
debate on July 2 1 , the House voted
244- 1 83 to withhold the documents .

S t

ena ors stung by criticism
of Somalia operation
On JUlY i I 6 , Sens . Paul Simon (D-Ill . )
and CariI Levin (D-Mich. ) responded
to Sen . Robert Byrd ' s (D-W . V . ) call
for U . S . withdrawal from Somalia.
Simon tailed for the creation of a
U . N . rapid deployment force to be
availab � for deployment on 24 hours
notice . He criticized the November
1 992 U . N . plan to send troops to So
malia only because these were sent by
ship, requiring more time for them to
get there . Simon also said that he had
receive<I a fax from U . N . Ambassador
Madeleine Albright reporting that a
group of tribal leaders in various com
munities in Somalia were thanking the
U . N . f<1>r "being there and doing the
job thatl we're doing . "
LeVlin claimed that "in most parts
of SOdlalia, the U . N . mission is
achieving its goals . " He claimed that
General "Aideed is basically trying to
run the United Nations out of Soma
lia. If the United Nations knuckles un
der to him , then the world basically
gives up the humanitarian mission in
Mogadishu , and we send a signal that
one factional warlord can win against
the entilre world. "
Criticism of the Somalia operation
is rapidly spreading . Even U . N . Un
dersecretary General Jan Eliasson ex
pressed concern that the mission was
losing iJts nature of humanitarian relief
and takling on the nature of a military
operation directed against Aideed. As
Byrd had pointed out, this was creat
ing violent anti-American sentiment
in the i country . The criticism has
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forced the administration to send a
special observer group to Somalia, led
by Ambassador David Shinn, to
"evaluate" the results of the operation .

B

udget dispute delays
aid to flooded Midwest
A $3 billion emergency aid package
for Midwestern flood victims was de
layed on July 22 over disputes on how
to pay for the aid . The White House
had proposed that the emergency re
lief be kept outside of the budget caps ,
urging Congress to get the money into
motion without delay . But the propos
aI led to an immediate reaction from a
number of legislators who wanted to
add amendments calling for spending
cuts elsewhere to pay for the aid , thus
delaying passage .
Most House Republicans and 45
conservative Democrats joined forces
to block the aid measure , expecting
that the House leadership would agree
to a measure which would indicate
how the relief was to be funded. In
stead, the leadership adjourned on
July 23 , leaving opponents from
flood-ravaged states the weekend to
explain the delay to outraged constit
uents .
On July 27 , the House passed the
.
relief aid 400-27 .

Dems warn Clinton:

NAFTA is in trouble

One hundred House Democrats sent a
letter to President Clinton, which they
released on July 27, warning that he
will jeopardize his chances of passing
health care reform if he goes ahead with
his plan to seek ratification of the North
American Free Trade Agreement
(NAFTA) this fall . The letter was draft
ed by House Whip David Bonior (D
Mich.), a strong critic of NAFTA.
The letter urges Clinton to withhold
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NAFTA until the health care reform has
been passed. "The debate over NAFTA
will be difficult and divisive," the letter
reads . "It will detract from our efforts
to build a broad coalition of support for
health care reform."
House Majority Leader Richard
Gephardt (D-Mo . ) , a NAFTA sup
porter, said that Bonior was acting "on
his own" because of his strong feel
ings about the treaty. But even he
urged caution on the treaty. "It ap
pears that the administration has set
its sights on completing NAFTA ne
gotiations before the August congres
sional recess ," he said. ''I'm not con
vinced this is a good idea. "

Action demanded

to save Sarajevo
Over 78 congressmen signed a letter
authored by Rep. Frank McCloskey
(D-Ind. ) and Sen . Dennis DeConcini
(D-Ariz . ) calling on the Clinton ad
ministration to immediately halt the
Serbian onslaught against the Bosnian
capital of Sarajevo . The letter con
demned the fact that the Helsinki prin
ciples which were created to guide Eu
ropean affairs was "being blatantly
violated" by the Serb actions. It called
the international toleration ofthese ac
tions "completely untenable . "
The letter warned that i f the Serbi
an aggression were not stopped in Sar
ajevo , a city which had exemplified
"the ability of Europeans of various
cultures and religions to live together
peacefully ," then it would quickly
spread.
The letter has bipartisan support
and the list of endorsers is growing ev
ery day , according to sources at the
Congressional Helsinki committee . It
urges the President to use his influence
to push for the following actions: 1 )
suspend the Owen-Stoltenberg negoti
ations until the siege of Sarajevo has
ended; 2) issue a 72-hour deadline , be-

ginning immediately , for the belliger
ents to cease fire! and withdraw from
their positions in the hills surrounding
Sarajevo; 3) enhance Unprofor capa
bilities to includei the aerial bombard
ment by NATO <If Serb hill positions
and the elimination of Serb blockades;
4) place Sarajevo ' s utilities under
U . N . control; 5) ¢xpel the Serbs ' liai
son from the Sarllj evo airport; 6) re
plenish supplies pf humanitarian re
lief; and 7) warn the Croatian
government and the Bosnian Serbs
that they must cooperate with relief ef
forts or "face consequences commen
surate with the problems they cause . "
"The United States has generally
taken the right po,itions in supporting
the lifting of the anus embargo on the
Bosnians and sUrlPorting multilateral
air strikes on militant Serb positions ,"
the letter reads , "but we cannot afford
to relinquish our leadership role in get
ting the wider support these positions
need to make a difference . " The letter
criticized statemelnts by Secretary of
State Warren Christopher that nothing
more could be done to deal with the
Serbian aggressiop .
<

House panel guts

Clinton's SDl budget
President Clinton's proposal for the
renamed Ballistic Missile Defense
program of $3 . 8 billion was cut by a
House Armed Services subcommittee
chaired by PatriCia Schroeder (D
Colo . ) on July 26� The subcommittee
approved the spe q ding for battlefield
anti-missile missi�es like the Patriot,
which the adminiftration had recom
mended, but cut , research on space
weapons .
The program has been trans
formed from its original goal of creat
ing a defense "shield" against nuclear
attack. It was renamed the Ballistic
Missile Defense �rogram by Clinton
in a move to futher downgrade it.
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Cleveland school board
approves brainwashing
The Cleveland Plain Dealer devoted much
of its July 23 issue to the major restructuring
of the Cleveland schools approved by the
school board under the name "Vision 2 1 . "
The plan involves about 1 8-2 1 ,000 students
immediately , out of a total enrollment of
72,000 . The plan centers around giving stu
dents a "choice" between attending a mag
net school or a nearby neighborhood school ,
which itself would be transformed into a
"community model" schoo! ' The "model"
schools will be created by parents and edu
cators who will "choose" among several
types of brainwashing, including the best
known, outcome-based education.
Another model , developed by Yale pro
fessor James Comer, has schools managed
by teams of principals , teachers , parents,
psychologists , and social workers , to "make
sure all the child ' s needs are met"; a third
model, developed by Harvard' s Howard
Gardner, bases the curriculum on the idea
that "all students have different strengths
and weaknesses . " Still another curriculum
is based on so-called " Afro-centrism . "
The plan allegedly has the support of
corporate and civic leaders , including the
chairman of Forest City Enterprises , Sam
uel H. Miller, who is the national vice presi
dent of the masonic Anti-Defamation
League of B ' nai B 'rith .

Prosecutor vows to keep
LaRouche in prison
Kent Robinson , the federal prosecutor in the
Alexandria, Virginia case that jailed politi
cal prisoner Lyndon LaRouche in 1 989, ap
peared on Portland , Oregon television on
July 1 4 vowing that he would fight to keep
the 7 1 -year-old statesman in prison . Rob
inson , now based in Oregon, appeared on
KATU TV trying to drum up support for
an Oregon indictment against associates of
LaRouche on bogus charges of solicitation
fraud against the elderly .
KATU ' s reporter said on the air that
Robinson had told him that he will oppose
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an early parole release for LaRouche when
he becomes eligible next year, but that nei
ther he nor federal prison officials can stop
LaRouche from staying in contact with his
organization while he is in prison . Robinson
is the government attorney of record on
LaRouche ' s still-pending 2255 motion to
gain his freedom, which is before the U . S .
Fourth Circuit Court i n Virginia. The Port
land broadcast aired the same day that the
Fourth Circuit denied LaRouche a hearing
in the 2255 motion.

' Science' covers joint
U . S . -Russian SDI effort
In a short article in its July 1 6 issue , Science
magazine covered some aspects of the offer
of joint strategic anti-ballistic missile de
fense research made by the Russians in
April . Characterizing the original Strategic
Defense Initiative as "one of the more fanci
ful visions of the Reagan era," the article
confirms that "U . S . and Russian scientists
now intend to conduct joint Star Wars re
search, if their two governments endorse the
plan ," now being billed as the Global De
fense Network. Simon Worden of the Bal
listic Missile Defense Organization (for
merly the SDI Organization) , is cited in the
article .
The three areas that BMDO has identi
fied for joint research are: space-based sen
sors and satellite arrays, computer model
ing , and neutral particle beams and lasers ,
about which Worden is quoted as saying that
the Russians "in some cases are years , if not
decades, ahead of us . " The joint experiment
would cost "a few tens of millions of dol
lars , " and could "get off the ground in two
years . "

Spannaus calls for
support for UMW strike
Independent gubernatorial candidate in Vir
ginia Nancy Spannaus has announced her
support for strikers from the United Mine
Workers, which spread its selective action
into Virginia in mid-July , the seventh state
to which the strike has spread . Over 900

workers have struck three mines in south
western Virginia which were recently pur
chased by �onsolidated Coal (Consol) , one
of the leading members of the Bituminous
Coal Operators Association (BCOA) , the
national sttike target.
The main issue is job security , and the
UMW has cited the BCOA practice of "dou
bJe-breasting , " creating non-union compa
nies and t�ansferring the coal properties of
unionized companies to them. This deprives
unionists Qf jobs when the mines where they
are currently employed close . In declaring
her suppot1t for the strike , Spannaus, a lead
ing associate of physical economist Lyndon
LaRouche, ridiculed the notion behind the
BCOA ' s ¢xploitation of the right-to-work
laws that ''!the cheaper you make your labor,
the better off you're going to be . " She also
called for repeal of Virginia' s right-to-work
law , whicfu has the backing of both her Dem
ocratic opponent, former Attorney General
Mary Sue Terry , and Republican George
Allen .
Spannaus pointed to the fact that Consol
is jointly cl>wned by Du Pont and a German
concern amct that Du Pont has recently come
under control of the Bronfman family . "Du
Pont' s speculative investment practices
epitomizel how the industrial capacity of the
United Stll-tes has been destroyed," she said.

Apacbes rebuff enviros
over telescope site
The San Carlos Apache tribal council voted
to rescind its resolution against the Mt . Gra
ham Interp.ational Observatory construction
project, according to the Arizona Daily Star
on July 22. The earlier resolutions from
three yea�s ago had called the proj ect a dese
cration of the Apache religion , and had al
ways passed under extreme pressure from
the tiny lenvironmentalist group, Apache
Survival Coalition.
Tribal. council vice chairman Raymond
Stanley tQld the Star: ''I ' m not for or against
the telesqopes either way , and the majority
of the [S�n Carlos 1 people are neutral . " An
other co �ncil member, Rupert Alden , said:
"I would like to peek through the telescope
and see vl- hat is out there . Maybe one of our
own studtnts sitting in a class right now may
be an astronomer one day . " Both members
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criticized Apache Survival Coalition head
Ola Cassadore Davis for claiming to speak
for the tribe . Alden said, "I took her into my
office and told her, 'We do not have a roving
ambassador, and you are not it. ' "

Brzezinski says Bosnia
inaction is ' shameful '
Former U . S . National Security Adviser
Zbigniew Brzezinski had harsh words for
the Clinton administration's failure to
counter the Serbian onslaught against Bos
nia, in a Reuters interview released on July
23 .
Regarding Secretary of State Warren
Christopher' s statement on July 2 1 that there
was nothing the United States could do,
Brzezinski said , "I think frankly that it is a
shameful spectacle to see the secretary of
state publicly washing his hands while Sara
jevo is about to fall . This will be a moral
and geopolitical setback for the West, and it
reflects the failure of leadership in Europe
in the first instance and the United States in
the second . " He added, "I am profoundly
embarrassed as an American. What is hap
pening now makes a mockery of the slogan,
'Never Again . ' "
Brzezinski said it was not too late to lift
the arms embargo against Bosnia and deploy
air strikes against forward Serbian posi
tions , but emphasized that it was too late
simply to make threats .

Alaska sues U . S . for
prohibiting development
In the largest damage suit ever filed by a
state against the federal government, Alaska
is asking $29 billion in damages over the de
facto prohibition of economic development
in the state. Gov . Walter J . Hickel is charg
ing that the United States violated the terms
of the pact leading to Alaskan statehood in
1 959. Under that agreement, Alaska was to
receive 90% of the revenues derived from
the development of the vast mineral reserves
within the state ' s borders . But the state was
betrayed when the federal government held
on to nearly 60% of Alaska' s land , and de-
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clared almost all of Alaska off-limits to min
ing or other productive activities .
Governor Hickel , a former U . S . secre
tary of the interior, charged that the federal
government illegally created vast national
parks and "wilderness areas" and treated
Alaska as if it were a colony .
Covering the lawsuit, the hostile New
York Times quoted extensively from Hick
el ' s environmentalist opponents who claim
that the state has sufficiently prospered from
tourism . The Times noted that Hickel has
broken from an earlier stance favoring the
secession of the state from the Union , and
that he has promoted the diversion of Alas
ka' s rivers for use by water-poor California.

Hentoff exposes brutality
of late-term abortions
Columnist Nat Hentoff gave a straightfor
ward account of the issues raised if Congress
passes the Freedom of Choice Act (FOCA) ,
i n the July 24 Washington Post. The bill
would ban state restrictions on induced
abortion and would allow abortion for any
reason right up to the "viability" of the fetus .
Under FOCA, a n abortionist, who
stands to make millions of dollars by per
forming abortions between six and nine
months, will make the decision whether an
unborn child is "viable" or a "person" and
therefore protected by the U . S . Constitu
tion . Hentoff quotes Richard Neuhaus, "We
need never fear the charge of crimes against
humanity so long as we hold the power to
define who does and who does not belong to
' humanity . ' "
Hentoff describes the methods used in
second and third trimester abortions: In the
former, one procedure is called dilation and
evacuation, which usually involves dis
memberment of the child . A new procedure ,
called dilation and extraction, which has re
volted even some members of Congress, in
volves using forceps to grab the "lower ex
tremity" of the fetus , in order to pull it into
the vagina, according to abortionist Dr.
Martin Haskell . Then the rest of body is
removed, except the head , which is punc
tured by forcing Metzenbaum scissors "into
the base of the skull . " The head is then evac
uated with a suction catheter, making it
small enough to pull through the birth canal .

• THE FEl>ERAL ELECTION

Commission has received official no
tice from a federal court that it was in
violation of the law when it withheld
nearly one-Mlf million dollars in
matching
funds from Lyndon
LaRouche ' s 1 992 presidential prima
ry campaign committee . The U . S
Treasury has I been notified o f the
campaign committee' s bank account,
so that it can transfer the funds due .

�

• A SENIO STATE Department
official corroborated in off-the-re
cord commen�s that the FBI had giv
en no indicatipn that Sudan was in
volved in the pombing of the World
Trade Center jn New York in Febru
ary . The allegM "Sudan connection"
had been giVeb major play by ABC
I
News .
• MICHIGAN'S National Guard

is preparing to deploy in Detroit in
the event of disturbances which
might follow the verdicts in the case
of three white police officers who are
charged in the beating death of an
unemployed �ack steel worker last
November.

• KISSINGER Associates is se
cretly acting as an adviser to the Mex
ican governmejr}t of Carlos Salinas de
Gortari to help secure U . S . congres
sional passage pf the North American
Free Trade Agreement, well-in
formed London sources have told
EIR .

• HUNGER in California is the

subject of a special report, which has
been featured In the July 1 1 and 1 2
Sacramento Bee . A survey of all 58
counties showS 3.6 million Califor
nians suffer ftom hunger, 60% of
them children .

• OUTCOME-BASED education

is also comingi under attack in Char
lotte, North Carolina according to the
Richmond Timfs Dispatch of July 2 1 .
Citizens invoh!ed in an effort to judo
the program i\1sist that educational
"outcomes" s�uld include mastery
of math , science , history , geogra
phy , and literature .
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Editorial

The Demjanjuk case
Five years after an Israeli court had sentenced retired
Cleveland auto worker John Demjanjuk to death , for
crimes against humanity and other crimes supposedly
committed by him as the Treblinka concentration camp
guard "Ivan the Terrible , " the Israeli Supreme Court
fully acquitted Demjanjuk on July 29 . The Israeli Su
preme Court ruled unanimously that there was "reason
able doubt" that Demjanjuk had been Ivan , and that the
original trial against him had been "seriously flawed . "
The ruling concurs with the view EIR has sustained
editorially for several years , as we repeatedly called for
the liberation of the Cleveland man and exposed the
abuse of judicial process in the United States that led to
his deportation and trial .
The court cited new evidence recently provided by
the Russian s , showing that Demjanjuk was not "Ivan , "
and pointed to the unreliability o f the identification
of Demjanjuk as "Ivan" made by elderly Treblinka
survivors . Supreme Court Justice Meir Shamgar said
that the five justices had rejected the idea of holding a
new trial for Demjanjuk , or of insisting that he be held
on charges that he had been a guard at another concen
tration camp .
Even though acquitted , Demjanjuk is not yet free
as of this writing . The Israeli authorities say they are ,
for the moment at least, holding him because there is a
threat to his life from Israelis enraged by the acquittal .
Also , while deportation papers are being drawn up ,
there is nowhere to deport him to , since he has been
stripped of his U . S . citizenship and therefore can ' t go
back to the United States . Expectations are that he will
go to his native land , Ukraine .
The Demjanjuk prosecution has been one of the
most celebrated cases of the U . S . Department of Jus
tice ' s Office of Special Investigations (OSI) , the sup
posed "Nazi-hunter" division that cooked up evidence
against him in the 1 980s , in collaboration with the KGB
and Soviet judicial-legal apparatus . Fonner OSI chief
Neal Sher was given an award in May 1 990 by Edgar
Bronfman ' s World Jewish Congress for his role in con
cocting the Demjanjuk case , at a time when Bronf
man ' s own role in making shady East bloc deals was
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being exposed by the Gennan Jewish magazine Semit.
In the 1 988 Israeli court case , the crucial turning point
was when an "identity card" ostensibly proving that
Demjanjuk had been at Treblinka was provided by the
late Annand Hammer, who had received it from Soviet
KGB authoritie s . Experts h:we convincingly proven
that card was a forgery .
The OSI complex in th¢ Department of Justice
(D01) includes numerous ! enemies of Lyndon
LaRouche who were involved in LaRouche ' s frameup
and jailing , such as senior DpJ figure Mark Richard .
One outspoken opponent of DOJ-OSI malfeasance has
been former U . S . Attorney General Ramsey Clark , who
defended the late Karl Linnas , a man who was summari
ly deported from the United ates without due process
and sent to die under mysteridus circumstances in a So
viet jail , after having been fin$ered as a "Nazi criminal"
by the OSI and the KGB . Observers around the world
will be watching closely , to se� if the U . S . legal authori
ties show the same good sen as shown by five Israeli
Supreme Court justices , even at a time when Israel is
carrying out its own ethnic cl�ansing in Lebanon .
The acquittal marks anotHer reversal of judicial cor
ruption which must be turned nto a political avalanche .
The objective must be freediom for political prisoner
Lyndon LaRouche , and the itpplementation of his poli
cies to reverse the slide into world war and a new Dark
Age . That means drawing the lessons of this acquittal
to bring to a rapid end the power and influence of
the Anti-Defamation League, of B 'nai B ' rith (ADL) in
American government and sqciety .
The ADL had put itself but on a limb demanding
that Demjanjuk not be set free . The ADL liaison to the
OSI, Elliot Wells , had argu¢d that Demj anj uk had to
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be guilty of some other crime!, even if he were not "Ivan
the Terrible ," and should the,-efore be kept in jail .
The long-overdue Israelii decision should also give
pause to many who not only promote the death penalty ,
but also urge that the avenues to appeal be shut down
for death-row prisoners . Haq such voices prevailed , an
innocent man , John Demja juk, would not be alive
today .
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